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Abstract
Accurate motion capture of deformable objects from monocular video sequences
is a challenging Computer Vision problem with immense applicability to domains ran-
ging from virtual reality, animation to image guided surgery. Existing dense motion
capture methods rely on expensive setups with multiple calibrated cameras,structured
light, active markers or prior scene knowledge learned from a large 3D dataset. In this
thesis, we propose an end-to-end pipeline for 3D reconstruction of deformable scenes
from a monocular video sequence. Our method relies on a two step pipeline in which
temporally consistent video registration is followed by a dense non-rigid structure from
motion approach.
We present a data-driven method to reconstruct non-rigid smooth surfaces densely,
using only a single video as input, without the need for any prior models or shape
templates. We focus on the well explored low-rank prior for deformable shape re-
construction and propose its convex relaxation to introduce the first variational energy
minimisation approach to non-rigid structure from motion. To achieve realistic dense
reconstruction of sparsely textured surfaces, we incorporate an edge preserving spa-
tial smoothness prior into the low-rank factorisation framework and design a single
variational energy to address the non-rigid structure from motion problem.
We also discuss the importance of long-term 2D trajectories for several vision
problems and explain how subspace constraints can be used to exploit the redundancy
present in the motion of real scenes for dense video registration. To that end, we adopt
a variational optimisation approach to design a robust multi-frame video registration
algorithm that combines a robust subspace prior with a total variation spatial regular-
iser. Throughout this thesis, we advocate the use of GPU-portable and scalable energy
minimisation algorithms to progress towards practical dense non-rigid 3D motion cap-
ture from a single video in the presence of occlusions and illumination changes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Designing practical, low cost, markerless 3D non-rigid capture systems for successful visual
understanding of dynamic scenes remains an open challenge in Computer Vision. Existing
dense dynamic capture systems rely on expensive setups with multiple calibrated cameras,
structured light projectors or active markers and often require a controlled studio environ-
ment. This limitation effectively restricts their applicability to real world scenarios such as
reconstructing the motion of an animal in the wild, assisting minimally invasive surgical
procedures with vision based capture systems or recovering the body pose and motion of an
athlete in the track. Moreover, with the emergence of video cameras on phones and laptops
and the rise of internet video libraries (e. g. YouTube Action, Hollywood, YouTube Objects)
for problems such as action recognition, object detection, and person re-identification, the
use of 3D information for recognition tasks has experienced a resurgence and non-rigid
reconstruction from monocular video sequences has become more important than ever.
1.1 3D Reconstruction from Video
Image motion is considered to be the most important cue for 3D reconstruction from mon-
ocular vision systems. As a rigid object moves through the scene relative to the camera
the 3D location of a set features on the object can be inferred from their 2D motion in
the image sequence. When the camera motion and its internal calibration is known this
shape inference problem can be easily solved via triangulation. In a more generic setup
with uncalibrated cameras and unknown relative motion between the scene and the camera,
the problem of simultaneously estimating the 3D scene structure and the camera location
13
1. Introduction
purely from image motion is commonly referred to as Structure from Motion (Sf M).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f)
Figure 1.1: Top row shows the large scale reconstructions of important landmarks from
Rome retrieved with wide-baseline MVS setup of [4]. From left to right images represent,
(a) reconstruction of Colosseum overlaid with the estimated camera location for the images,
(b) one of the images used to reconstruct Pantheon, (c) dense reconstruction of Pantheon,
(d) an image of Hall of Maps and (e) reconstruction of Hall of Maps. Bottom row (f) shows
per pixel reconstruction of a desktop scene from [106] with a single hand-held camera with
a sample frame of the observed monocular video. Images reproduced from [4] (top row)
and [106] (bottom row).
Rigid structure from motion algorithms have made significant progress in the last two
decades, with dense approaches to multi-view stereo (MVS) [73, 145, 4] able to acquire
highly accurate models from a collection of fully calibrated images. Recent variational
approaches to (Sf M) have even allowed to perform real-time dense reconstruction of rigid
scenes [106, 105] while estimating the unknown camera motion from live video acquired
with a handheld camera.
As shown in Figure 1.1, these dense Sf M approaches produce impressive and detailed
models of 3D objects purely from video sequences. However, their common drawback is
that they can only handle scenes with rigid objects. The rigidity assumption is too restrictive
as interesting real world scenes are mostly dynamic.
14
1.1. 3D Reconstruction from Video
The reconstruction of dynamic scenes from a single video stream, or Non-Rigid Struc-
ture from Motion (NRSf M), is a challenging task and it remains substantially behind its rigid
counterpart. Consider a scenario where a moving camera observes a crying baby or a beat-
ing heart — since these objects deform, even when the camera pose is known in advance,
a simple triangulation approach can not be applied to estimate the 3D location of points on
these objects. At one extreme, the problem is equivalent to single view reconstruction for
each frame in the sequence, an inherently ill-posed problem that requires additional priors.
Figure 1.2: A typical pipeline for recovering structure of a deformable scene from monocu-
lar video.
Non-rigid shape estimation from video continues to be one of the fundamental unsolved
problems in Computer Vision. Many solutions have been proposed but most of them assume
either a pre-learnt object-specific morphable model or a known 3D template with additional
priors on the nature of the deformations (e.g. inextensibility). Instead, factorisation based
approaches to NRSf M propose the use of low-rank priors on the deformable shapes to extend
classic structure from motion (Sf M) to the non-rigid case. These approaches rely on the
assumption that all shape instances of the non-rigid object are linearly dependent and lie
on a low dimensional, though unknown, subspace. Stemming from Bregler et al.’s original
approach to NRSf M [32] many low-rank factorisation algorithms have been proposed to
successfully reconstruct a generic deformable surfaces. Despite the successful use of the
15
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low-rank prior, current factorisation-based NRSf M methods can only provide sparse 3D
models by reconstructing a very small set, typically around 100, salient points. This results
in very low resolution 3D models that cannot capture fine detail.
The work described in this thesis is an attempt to bridge the gap between dense Sf M and
sparse NRSf M and push monocular NRSf M forward to where it can emulate the successes
of its rigid and multi-camera counterparts (see Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3: In this thesis we take the leap from traditional sparse NRSf M to fully dense
dynamic capture. The first two images show an example input image from a video of a face
sequence and the corresponding 3D reconstruction estimated by the state of the art sparse
NRSf M method of [57]. The last two images show a fully dense 3D reconstruction result on
a similar face sequence given by our approach.
To achieve this goal we take inspiration from recent dense variational solutions to the
rigid reconstruction problem. The success of these dense approaches that can even function
in real time [105], can be attributed to: (i) the use of a variational formulation which allows
them to incorporate spatial smoothness priors to give per pixel reconstruction of sparsely
textured surfaces (see Figure 1.4) and (ii) advances in convex optimisation techniques that
enable fast, scalable and GPU friendly algorithms.
Based on the above two observations in this thesis we introduce first dense variational
NRSf M algorithm which is scalable, GPU-friendly, takes advantage of edge preserving spa-
tial smoothness regularisers and incorporates the convex relaxation of the low-rank prior.
1.2 Video Registration
An essential initial step towards dense rigid or non-rigid reconstruction is to establish ro-
bust dense correspondences between images. Due to its inherently ill-posed nature, NRSf M
requires longer 2D feature tracks than its rigid counterpart. For instance, stereo recon-
struction methods can use frame-to-frame optic flow as input to estimate 3D scene flow,
16
1.2. Video Registration
Figure 1.4: Smoothness priors play a important role in the real-time, monocular dense
reconstruction approach of Newcombe et al. [105]. The left image shows a sample input
frame with 3 different types of pixel neighbourhoods (a) no texture, (c) 1D texture and (b)
good texture. The central image shows the result of 3D reconstruction without using spatial
smoothness. The right image shows per-pixel reconstruction results after using an edge
preserving total variation regularisation. Figure reproduced from [105].
whereas establishing correspondences between consecutive frames is not enough for low-
rank factorisation-based NRSf M. A typical pipeline of sparse factorisation-based NRSf M
methods is shown in Figure 1.2 where the inputs to the shape inference step are long-term
feature correspondences.
We believe that progress towards dense non-rigid shape estimation from monocular video
has been slowed down by the requirement for dense long-term 2D correspondences which
are particularly challenging to obtain in the presence of non-rigid motion, occlusions and
illumination changes. Thus, to design an end-to-end system which can successfully re-
construct deformable scenes from a video sequence special attention must be paid to the
problem of dense video registration.
Dense correspondence estimation between image pairs has been thoroughly studied by
the Computer Vision community in the context of optic flow estimation. State of the art
optic flow methods often rely on variational energy minimisation principles where a careful
combination of edge preserving regularisers with a robust brightness constancy assumption
plays an important role in obtaining accurate per-pixel motion fields. For example, one
of the most successful optic flow algorithms, Zach et al.’s TV-L1 optical flow [196, 46],
combines Total Variation regularisation with a robust L1-norm which is used to penalise
the brightness constancy data term.
However, the problem of estimating long-term trajectories in video has received little at-
tention. Recent attempts to obtain denser and more accurate long-term trajectories are based
on the robust integration of frame-to-frame optic flow [141, 154, 55]. But such approaches
17
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does not take full advantage of the rich temporal information available in video data and are
unable to register video sequences densely. Interestingly, low-rank constraints, which have
enjoyed immense success in NRSf M, have been also used to improve performance of local,
sparse feature tracking [90, 160, 30] to overcome the aperture problem and offer temporally
consistent feature tracking.
The success of low-rank constraints in NRSf M coupled with the regularisation power of
modern variational approaches that offer the additional advantage of being efficient and
highly parallelisable have inspired one of the main contributions of this thesis: a novel
robust video registration algorithm that incorporates low-rank trajectory priors into a vari-
ational multi-frame optic flow formulation.
1.3 Contributions
Assuming that we have a sequence of images taken from a single camera which observes
a non-rigid object, the goal of this work is to obtain: the 3D locations of every pixel in a
given reference image, for all the frames of the sequence, along with the relative orientation
of the camera with respect to the observed surfaces, without using any prior models of the
observed scene. We refer to this problem as dense 3D capture of non-rigid surfaces from
monocular video.
In this thesis we have tackled this problem in a pipeline fashion : (i) first, we have pro-
posed a robust video registration technique for dense non-rigid motion tracking and (ii)
second, we use these dense 2D correspondences to obtain dense 3D models using rank
constraints and smoothness priors. Figure 1.5 illustrates our approach.
We take advantage of recent advances in convex optimisation techniques and adopt a
variational framework to address both video registration and dense NRSf M while making
following key contributions:
• We formulate video registration as a variational multi-frame optic flow estimation
problem where each frame of the video is registered to a single reference frame. We
reparametrise the dense trajectories to incorporate a subspace constraint into a vari-
ational framework and show that the high correlation between the 2D trajectories can
be exploited to deal with strong non-rigid deformations, enforce temporal consistency
in the long trajectories, and reduce the dimensionality of the problem [74].
18
1.3. Contributions
Figure 1.5: Our two step pipeline for reconstructing non-rigid surfaces.
• We propose a novel, rotation invariant, anisotropic trajectory regularisation for robust
video registration. Extending TV-L1 frame-to-frame optic flow formulation [196, 46]
to the context of video registration, our regulariser penalises TV of the discontinuities
in the coefficients of predefined basis trajectories. We show, with extensive experi-
ments, that the proposed anisotropic regularisation of trajectory coefficients improves
the multi-frame optic flow estimation accuracy and our method outperforms existing
frame-to-frame optic flow estimation methods which uses various isotropic or aniso-
tropic flow regularisers [75].
• We incorporate long-term subspace constraints as a soft cost by penalising the mo-
tion trajectories that lie outside a given low-rank manifold. More precisely, we model
dense trajectories with linear combinations of known basis trajectories and an iso-
tropic Gaussian term which allows for deviations from the given low rank manifold.
We show that such soft subspace constraint based trajectory model provides superior
registration results compared to the hard constraint based low rank model without the
isotropic Gaussian terms [77].
• Moreover, we discuss the design principles behind the proposed trajectory regular-
isation, analyse its behaviour under different choices for trajectory basis and provide
19
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a heuristic for estimating a good trajectory basis. Additionally, we propose a novel
optimisation scheme for the case of vector valued images, based on the dualisation.
We show that our video registration energy can be decoupled into the optimisation of
the colour constancy and spatial regularisation terms, leading to efficient optimisation
algorithms which run efficiently on the GPU[77].
• We introduce the first variational approach to the problem of dense 3D reconstruction
of non-rigid surfaces from a monocular video sequence. In particular, we have de-
signed a single variational energy which incorporates a TV regularisation prior along
with a low rank prior, via its convex relaxation, to solve NRSf M given the output dense
trajectories of our video registration algorithm as input. We have proposed a scalable
and GPU friendly algorithm to minimise this energy to provide the first solution to
dense low-rank NRSf M [76].
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 sets the background for the rest of the thesis by introducing the mathematical
models and algorithms that form the basis of our approaches to dense non-rigid registration
and 3D reconstruction. In Chapter 3 we review existing markerless motion capture systems
including NRSf M, existing image registration technique, and discuss the requirement of ro-
bust video registration technique to achieve motion capture of deformable surface using
monocular video. Chapter 4 introduces the new video registration approach which incor-
porate subspace constraint for generating temporally consistent dense long-term trajectories
while Chapter 5 discuss the robust trajectory regularisation and soft subspace constraint for
video registration. In Chapter 6 we discuss our novel dense NRSf M approach. In chapter 7
we conclude with the summary of the presented work and discuss the future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES: MODELS AND
OPTIMISATION
In this chapter we set the background for the rest of the thesis by introducing the math-
ematical models and algorithms that form the basis of our approaches to dense non-rigid
registration and 3D reconstruction. In particular, we describe the orthographic camera
model and factorisation approaches to 3D reconstruction from image sequences of both
rigid and non-rigid scenes; we formulate the low-rank shape prior and its application both
to reconstruction and feature tracking and finally we provide an introduction to variational
optimisation techniques to Computer Vision problems. We discuss the theoretical and prac-
tical issues that will serve as a justification for the choices made later in this thesis — most
notably our choice of energy terms (data terms and regularisers) and optimisation strategies.
The main contribution of this thesis is to take the leap from sparse to dense approaches
in non-rigid registration and reconstruction. This has been made possible by formulating
low-rank constraints within a variational framework. Therefore, in this chapter we will
first introduce the use of low-rank constraints to solve the problems of rigid and non-rigid
reconstruction and tracking. In particular we will describe in detail the popular factorisation
approach to structure from motion from image sequences, its extension to the non-rigid
domain and its use to constrain the problem of long-term feature tracking.
The energy optimisation schemes used throughout this thesis take advantage of recent de-
velopments in convex optimisation which have recently been successfully applied to min-
imise various variational energies using GPU acceleration. To that end, the second part
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of this chapter will discuss primal-dual optimisation algorithms, based on the Legendre-
Fenchel transform of the original energy functionals. We will list the important properties
of Legendre-Fenchel transform and explain how they can be exploited to optimise non-
differentiable and non-convex functionals accurately and efficiently.
2.1 Rigid Reconstruction under Orthography
Rigid reconstruction from multi-view image correspondences — also known as structure
from motion (Sf M) — is one of the core problems in Computer Vision and often seen as the
preliminary step to scene understanding. The problem can be defined as the simultaneous
estimation of the camera pose and the 3D geometry of a rigid scene using pre-computed
sparse feature point correspondences in the observed images. Many of the early vision
methods [163, 39, 3, 102] chose to represent the 3D structure of an object in a camera-
centered reference frame where any feature point in 3D space is parametrised by its 2D
location in the image and the depth measured along the ray of projection. Although the
perspective projection equation becomes simpler using such a representation, the estimation
of shape becomes sensitive to noise in the image measurements; particularly in the case of
small camera motion where ambiguities arise between translation and rotation components,
and when objects are far away from the camera relative to their sizes.
In their seminal work [157], Tomasi and Kanade proposed to reconstruct rigid scenes
acquired under orthographic viewing conditions, purely from image correspondences. Fol-
lowing Ullman’s proof of existence of a solution for Sf M under orthography [165], Tomasi
and Kanade [157] revisits the idea of representing the 3D scene in a world-centered co-
ordinate system as opposed to the conventional camera-centered representation of the scene.
This, combined with the use of an orthographic camera model, eliminates the problems de-
scribed above.
Exploiting the fact that shape and motion are mutually independent in a world-centered
coordinate system together with the linearity of the orthographic projection equation, To-
masi and Kanade cast Sf M as a factorisation problem where motion and structure are de-
coupled using image correspondences as the only input. Their method provides stable rigid
reconstructions in closed form by imposing the rank constraint that arises due to the fact
that all the images are projections of the same rigid scene.
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Figure 2.1: Orthographic projection with world centered coordinate system: A cuboid
(in blue) is projected under orthography onto the image plane defined by image axes r1, r2,
w.r.t. the world coordinate system, which is placed at the centroid of the cuboid.
2.1.1 Orthographic Projection
Orthographic projection is a form of parallel projection which assumes that all the projec-
tion rays are parallel and orthogonal to the image plane. The orthographic camera model
is a good approximation of the pinhole camera model in the common scenario where the
relief of the object we observe is small compared to its distance from the camera. As many
real image sequences are often captured keeping a reasonable distance from the object of
interest, reconstruction under orthography has attracted significant interest in Sf M.
Consider the 3D structure of P points observed by an orthographic camera where the
coordinates of the ith 3D point are represented in a world-centered coordinate system by
the vector X = [Xi Yi Zi]T . The object-centered world coordinate system used in [157] is
defined as the three dimensional Euclidean system whose origin is assumed to be located at
the centroid of all the 3D points in the scene such that:
P∑
i=1
[Xi Yi Zi] = [0 0 0] (2.1)
Given this definition, the orientation of an orthographic camera placed at location t can be
defined using two orthogonal unit vectors r1 = [r11 r12 r13]T and r2 = [r21 r22 r23]T
representing the directions of scanlines and columns of the image formed by the camera
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respectively (see figure 2.1.1) such that:
r1
Tr1 = 1
r2
Tr2 = 1
r1
Tr2 = 0 (2.2)
Now the ith 3D point of the scene can be projected onto image location (xi, yi) via the
orthographic projection equation:
[
xi
yi
]
= R


Xi
Yi
Zi
− t
 (2.3)
where R = [r1 r2]
T is the truncated rotation matrix that stores the relative orientation of
the camera w.r.t. to the object and t is the translation vector that stores the position of
camera center in the object reference frame. Averaging the image coordinates of all the
points1 and using equation (2.1) we can estimate the 2D translation Rt as:
Rt = − 1
P
P∑
i=1
[
xi
yi
]
(2.4)
Substituting the above translation estimate in equation (2.3), the final projection equation
for the ith point can be written as:
[
xˆi
yˆi
]
= R

Xi
Yi
Zi
 (2.5)
where xˆi = xi −
∑
i xi/P and yˆi = yi −
∑
i yi/P are the registered image measurements
obtained by subtracting the centroid of all 2D feature locations in the image from their
respective locations. Collecting the image measurements (xji, yji) for all P points in all F
frames in a single matrix, the projection equation can be expressed in a compact form as:
x11 x12 · · · x1P
y11 y12 · · · y1P
...
...
...
...
xF1 xF2 · · · xFP
yF1 yF2 · · · yFP

︸ ︷︷ ︸
W
=

R1
...
RF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

X1 X2 · · · XP
Y1 Y2 · · · YP
Z1 Z2 · · · ZP

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
(2.6)
1Estimating the translation via finding the centroids of image coordinates is applicable only under the
assumption that every point of interest is visible in all the views.
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The problem of 3D reconstruction under orthography can now be defined as one of estim-
ating the 2F × 3 motion matrix R that contains the orthographic projection matrices for
all F frames, along with the 3 × P shape matrix S of 3D coordinates for all P points
by factorising the 2F × P measurement matrix of image correspondences subject to the
orthonormality constraints given in (2.2).
2.1.2 Rigid Factorisation Algorithm
Two important conclusions can be drawn from equation (2.6): First, it is evident that the
measurement matrix W is rank deficient and can have at most rank 3 since it is the product
of two low-rank matrices. Second, the motion matrixR and the shape matrixS are mutually
independent and span the column and row spaces respectively of the measurement matrix.
Using these two insights, Tomasi and Kanade’s factorisation method follows a two step
procedure: (i) first factorise the measurement matrix W into the product of two rank-3
matricesR andS and second (ii) enforce the orthonormality constraints (2.2) on the camera
matrices, also referred to as the metric upgrade.
Tomasi and Kanade show that it is possible to factorise the measurement matrix using sin-
gular value decomposition. The singular value decomposition of matrix W can be defined
as the unique decomposition into three matrices such that:
W = UΛV T (2.7)
whereU andV T are unitary matrices, whose columns are orthonormal, that store the singu-
lar vectors of W and Λ is a non-negative diagonal matrix that contains the singular values
of W .
Since the camera matrix and shape information are contained in the column and row
spaces of the measurement matrix, the first step is to compute its rank 3 column and row
space. Although equation (2.6) suggests that the measurement matrix W is at most rank
3 this constraint is violated due to noise in the 2D measurements. Tomasi and Kanade’s
algorithm relies on the Eckart–Young theorem [64] which confirms that the optimal rank K
subspace of a matrix can be computed by truncating its SVD to the first K singular values.
Thus the optimal rank 3 decomposition of W is UΛ˜V T , where U ,V are given by (2.7)
and Λ˜ is the diagonal matrix that contains the first 3 singular values from Λ, with the rest
truncated to zero.
Using the optimal rank 3 decomposition of the matrix W = UΛ˜V T we now define the
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affine motion matrix as Mˆ = UΛ˜
1/2
and the affine shape matrix as Sˆ = Λ˜
1/2
V T . It is
important to recall at this stage that although the factorisation of W into rank 3 matrices
is optimal, the structure S˜ is not Euclidean as the orthonormality constraints described in
equation (2.2) have not yet been taken into consideration [86]2. Moreover without these or-
thonormality constraints the decomposition ofW is not unique since for any 3×3 invertible
matrix Q we have:
MˆSˆ = MˆQQ−1Sˆ = RS (2.8)
To solve for the Euclidean structure (upto a global scale and rotation) a transformation
matrix Q must be found such that MˆQ = R satisfies the orthonormality assumptions.
Such a matrix Q can be found by solving the over-constrained system of equations given
below:
Mˆ
T
i QQ
TMˆ i = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·F}
Mˆ
T
2iQQ
TMˆ2i−1 = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·F} (2.9)
where Mˆ i represents the ith row of the motion matrix Mˆ . The constraints in equation 2.9
give 3F independent equations in the 9 entries of matrix Q. This set of equations is linear
in the elements of the 3× 3 Gram matrix G = QQT and can be solved using least-squares
minimisation. Finally the corrective matrix Q is obtained via Cholesky decomposition of
G.
2.1.3 Example Experiment
Figure 2.2 shows the reconstruction results on the ‘Hotel’ sequence used in [157]. Using
the KLT feature tracker [100], 383 features are tracked over 100 images of the sequence and
reconstructed using the method explained above. Figure 2.2 shows example images from
the sequence with the overlaid feature tracks along with the 3D shape obtained.
2.1.4 Energy Minimisation for Rigid Reconstruction with Missing Data
The factorisation based rigid reconstruction algorithm described in the previous section
assumes that feature correspondences are available across all the camera views. In other
words, the measurement matrix is full and the camera translations can be eliminated using
2Euclidean structure complies with the axioms and postulates of Euclidean geometry [87]. For example,
the angles between intersecting lines and the distance between the points are preserved under any Euclidean
transform (rotation and translation).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 2.2: Reconstruction results for the Hotel sequence given by rigid factorisation
[157]: (a-f) Sample input images with overlaid features used as input and (g-h) Shape
obtained by [157] viewed from the side, front and top.
equation (2.4). Under the assumption of isotropic, zero mean Gaussian noise in the image
measurements, the outlined algorithm estimates the maximum likelihood orthographic re-
construction via rank 3 SVD. In the more general scenario where the measurement matrix
is not complete due to occlusions, SVD based reconstruction is not feasible. Instead, the
reconstruction requires rank 4 factorisation of (non-registered) measurement matrix in the
presence of missing data which can be obtained as the solution of the following non-linear
minimisation problem:
arg min
Mˆ ,Sˆ
‖D ◦ (W − MˆSˆ)‖2 (2.10)
whereD is 2F ×P binary matrix indicating the missing entries in the measurement matrix.
i.e. D2f−1,p = D2f,p = 0 if feature p is not visible in image f . Operator ◦ represents
Hadamard product and Mˆ2F×4 and Sˆ4×P are modified motion and shape matrices defined
as:
Mˆ =

R1 t1
...
...
RF tF
 ; Sˆ =

X11 · · · X1P
Y11 · · · Y1P
Z11 · · · Z1P
1 · · · 1
 (2.11)
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Various extensions to alternation based least square method (ALS) are proposed in the lit-
erature to minimise (2.10). Iterative methods like Aanæs et al. [1] and Guerreiro et al. [83]
extends Tomasi and Kanade factorisation where in each iteration, the new estimate of (full)
measurement matrix is projected to a rank 4 subspace. Although these methods enjoy good
convergence initially, they are prone to flattening and local minima. On the other hand,
bundle adjustment framework [162] simultaneously estimates the structure and camera mo-
tion, but requires good initialisation to attain global minima.
However, global optimisation of energy (2.10) in presence of missing data have recently
seen huge surge following the work of [147] which reinvented the Wiberg framework [189].
To optimise (2.10), Wiberg proposed to analytically estimate (either M or) Sˆ using bi-
linearity of (2.10) and substitute the solution to the original energy. Resulting energy func-
tion can be minimised with respect to (either Sˆ or) Mˆ using Gauss-Newton iterations
(avoiding any alternations). We refer interested readers to [108] for more details on the
Wiberg algorithm.
Various extensions of Wiberg algorithm are proposed in the literature and to the best of
our knowledge, Damped Wiberg algorithm of Okatani et al. [109] provides state of the art
results for low rank matrix factorisation with missing data. Following [41], Okatani et al. ’s
method incorporates a damping term to the factorisation energy of type (2.10) and propose
solve the following minimisation regularised problem:
arg min
Mˆ ,Sˆ
‖D ◦ (W − MˆSˆ)‖2 + ‖Mˆ‖2 + ‖Sˆ‖2 (2.12)
Authors proposed an efficient algorithm for minimising above energy and show with extens-
ive experiments that the proposed algorithm converges faster and provides more accurate
low rank factorisation results.
2.2 Factorisation-based Non-Rigid Reconstruction
One of the most important limitations of Tomasi and Kanade’s factorisation approach to
3D reconstruction under orthography is its inability to reconstruct non-rigid scenes where
the shape changes from frame to frame due to deformations. The problem of non-rigid
reconstruction is under-constrained, as there are more unknowns than measurements, and
needs additional priors.
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2.2.1 Linear Basis Shape Model for Non rigid Reconstruction
In their seminal work, Bregler et al. [32] lifted the rigidity assumption from [157] to propose
the first factorisation-based algorithm for non-rigid structure from motion (NRSf M). In [32]
the authors proposed to use an assumption that deformable shapes observed in different
images are linearly dependent and span a low dimensional subspace.
Bregler et al. [32] assume that the P observed 3D points deform as a linear combination
of a fixed set of K rigid shape bases according to time varying coefficients. In this way,
Sf =
K∑
k=1
lfkBk where the 3 × P matrix Sf is the 3D shape of the object at frame f , the
3× P matrices Bk are the shape bases and lfk are the coefficient weights (see Figure 2.3).
If we assume an orthographic projection model, the image coordinates (xfj , yfj) of point j
observed at frame f are related to the coordinates of the 3D basis according to the following
equation:
Wf =
[
xf1 xf2 · · · xfP
yf1 yf2 · · · yfP
]
= Rf
(
K∑
k=1
lfkBk
)
+ T f (2.13)
where Rf is a 2 × 3 truncated rotation matrix and the 2 × p matrix T f aligns the image
coordinates to the image centroid. When the image coordinates are registered to the centroid
of the object for every frame of the sequence, we may write the registered measurement
matrix W storing the 2D correspondence across all views as:
W =

x11 x12 · · · x1P
y11 y12 · · · y1P
...
...
...
...
xF1 xF2 · · · xFP
yF1 yF2 · · · yFP

=

l11R1 . . . l1KR1
...
. . .
...
lF1RF . . . lFKRF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

B1
...
BK

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
(2.14)
Since M is a 2F × 3K matrix and B is a 3K × P matrix, in the case of deformable
structure the rank of W is constrained to be at most 3K. This rank constraint forms the
basis of the factorisation method for the estimation of 3D deformable structure and motion.
Equation (2.14) formulates the problem of NRSf M as the simultaneous estimation of or-
thographic rotations, basis shapes and deformation coefficients from measurement matrix
W . Under the assumption that the number of bases components K is considerably lower
than the number of images (i.e 2F >> 3K), the total number of variables to estimate
reduces considerably.
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Figure 2.3: Low rank basis shape model: The non-rigid shape Si represented as linear
combination of K basis shapes.
2.2.2 Low-rank Reconstruction: Bregler et al.’s original NRSfM algorithm
Bregler et al. [32] solve the NRSf M problem exploiting the low-rank constraint to decom-
pose the measurement matrix W into the product of Mˆ and Bˆ, subject to orthonormality
constraints on the camera matrices. Similar to the case of rigid Sf M, the first step is to
truncate the SVD of W to rank 3K, where the number of basis K is chosen in advance.
However, this factorisation is not unique since any invertible K × K matrix Q can be
inserted in the decomposition, leading to the alternative factorisation MB = MˆQQ−1Bˆ.
The problem is to find the transformation matrix Q that removes the affine ambiguity, up-
grading the reconstruction to metric. While in the rigid case the corrective matrix Q can
be explicitly computed linearly by imposing orthonormality constraints on the rows of the
motion matrix in the non-rigid the metric constraints on the motion matrices are non-linear.
Bregler et al. proposed a linear approximation to enforce these constraints via a sub-block
factorisation algorithm. Consider Mˆ2i−1:2i as the 2 × 3K sub-block of matrix Mˆ which
corresponds to the affine motion estimate for the ith frame such that:
Mˆ2i−1:2i =
[
li1Ri li2Ri · · · liKRi
]
(2.15)
Rearranging the matrix Mˆ2i−1:2i by reshaping each of its 2 × 3 sub-blocks lijRi as row
vectors, one can define a K×6 matrixMi which can be decomposed as the product of two
rank 1 vectors as:
Mi =

li1 vec(Ri)T
li2 vec(Ri)T
...
liK vec(Ri)T
 =

li1
li2
...
liK
 vec(Ri)T (2.16)
where function vec(·) vectorises its argument.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2.4: Reconstruction results for the face sequence: (a-c) Sample input frames
with overlaid feature tracks (d-e) 3D structure for frames (a) and (c) obtained by [32]
respectively shown from two viewpoints. Figure reproduced from [32].
Following equation (2.16), one can estimate per-frame affine rotations and deforma-
tion coefficients by rank 1 factorisation of the reshaped motion matrixMi. However, the
estimated rotations do not satisfy the orthonormality constraints. Bregler et al. propose to
estimate a single 3×3 corrective transformation matrixQ which best imposes the orthonor-
mality constraint for all rotation matrices. The inverse of this corrective transform is then
applied to all the basis shapes in Bˆ independently to obtain an Euclidean reconstruction.
Although this sub-block factorisation-based closed-form solution to the metric upgrade
problem is simple and works well in noise-free scenarios with small deformations, it has
been observed that the method falls short of accurately reconstructing 3D non-rigid shapes
for larger deformations or in the presence of noise [159, 160, 110].
2.2.3 Experimental Results
Figure 2.4 shows experimental results reported in [32] on a face sequence with 1213 frames
over where salient features were tracked automatically. In this case, 16 basis shapes were
used to achieve the reconstruction shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.5: When the motion of an oriented image element is observed through a unit
(aperture) which is smaller then the size of moving element, it is not possible to extract
the motion information along the local orientations (edges) of the element. Marr and Ull-
man [101] named this difficulty in motion estimation as ”The Aperture problem”. In this
example, a bar moving downwards is observed through the small aperture. It’s perceived
motion can be mistaken with the bar moving left or right.
2.3 Subspace Constraints for Feature Tracking
Most of the factorisation-based NRSf M methods to date still rely on local feature tracking, or
even manual tracks, to obtain the input measurement matrix. Many of these methods use the
well known KLT tracker [100] for sparse tracking which works reasonably well for corner-
like features, which are good features to track [146], but suffers in areas of the image with
uniform intensity or one-directional gradients because of the well known aperture problem
[101] (See Figure 2.5).
In the previous sections of this chapter we reviewed the use of the low-rank constraint
in factorisation-based rigid and non-rigid reconstruction algorithms. However, it is evident
from equations (2.6) and (2.14) that the 2D measurement matrix W , which stores all the
feature correspondences observed across all image frames, is also rank constrained. An
important question we explore in this section is whether this rank constraint can be used to
improve the performance of feature tracking to overcome the aperture problem?
In the case of rigid Sf M we know that the registered measurement matrix is rank 3. When
the surface deforms according to a low-rank shape model, interestingly the motion and
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shape matrices can exchange their roles as basis and coefficients and we can either interpret
the 2D tracks as the projection of a linear combination of 3D basis shapes (Bk) or as the
linear combination of a 2D motion basis encoded in the matrix M . The concept of using
the low-rank 2D trajectory basis for improving non-rigid feature tracking was introduced by
Torresani et al. [160] and Brand [30] as an extension to the non-rigid domain of Irani’s [90]
subspace constraints for multi-frame optic flow for rigid scenes. In this section we will
describe how tracking can be formulated with subspace constraints [160] and improve its
performance in the presence of non-rigid motion.
Assume that Ii is the ith image in a sequence of F images, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·F} and
I0 is the reference image. Let us denote the 2D location of feature j in image i by the vector
xij = (xij , yij) such that the motion of this feature point from the reference frame to image
i can be defined by the vector uij = (uij , vij) such that uij = xij−x0j and vij = yij−y0j .
Following the work of Lucas and Kanade [100], the motion of any feature point j can be
computed by iteratively minimising the discrepancy between the brightness of a patch of
width 2w + 1 centered around its location in the reference frame and in the ith image. In
other words, the motion vector (uij , vij) is given by the solution to following minimisation
problem:
arg min
uij ,vij
x0j+w∑
x=xi0−w
yi0+w∑
y=y0j−w
(I0(x0j − uij , y0j − vij)− Ii(x0j , y0j))2 (2.17)
Assuming the motion vector for this patch to be small3, the first order Taylor approximation
of the above problem is:
arg min
uij ,vij
∑
x∈N (x0j)
(
uijI
x
0 (x) + vijI
y
0 (x) + I
t
i (x)
)2 (2.18)
where N (x0j) := {x0j + ∆ | ∆ ∈ [w,+w]2} represents the set of all points in the
local neighborhood of xij ; Ix0 (x) and I
y
0 (x) are the (approximate) horizontal and vertical
derivatives of I0 at location x and Iti (x) is the difference between the brightness value of
corresponding points in image Ii and the reference frame I0. i.e. Iti (x) = Ii(x)− I0(x).
By setting the gradients of (2.18) w.r.t. uij and vij to zero we obtain:
[
uij vij
] [ aj bj
bj cj
]
=
[
gij hij
]
(2.19)
3This small motion assumption is alleviated using spatial image pyramids, except for the cases where small
objects undergo large motion.
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where aj =
∑
x∈N (x0j)
Ix0 (x)
2, cj =
∑
x∈N (x0j)
Iy0 (x)
2, bj =
∑
x∈N (x0j)
Ix0 (x)I
y
0 (x)
and gij =
∑
x∈N (x0j)
Ix0 (x)I
t
i (x), hij =
∑
x∈N (x0j)
Iy0 (x)I
t
i (x).
Stacking these equations for all the feature points horizontally and all the frames vertic-
ally a linear system is obtained:

u11 · · · u1P
...
...
...
ui1 · · · uiP
...
...
...
uF1 · · · uFP︸ ︷︷ ︸
U
v11 · · · v1P
...
...
...
vi1 · · · viP
...
...
...
vF1 · · · vFP︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

[
A B
B C
]
=
[
G H
]
(2.20)
where A,B and C are P × P diagonal matrices with their ith elements being ai, bi, ci
respectively, while gij and hij represent the entries at ith row and jth column of F × P
matrices G and H respectively. Also note that we define two F × P matrices U and V
which store the horizontal and vertical components of the motions respectively.
System (2.20) consists of 2FP linear equations on 2FP motion variables. Note that
these equations are decoupled with respect to the motion of every feature point in every
frame. Reliable tracking of a feature point j in image i is only possible for features in
textured areas or those that satisfy Shi and Tomasi’s criterion [146].
Notice that each row of the matrix [U | V ] represents the motion vector of point j across
all the frames. Following the construction of equation (2.6) and (2.14) it is evident that
matrix
[
U
V
]
being a row-wise permutation ofW results in it being low-rank, specifically
rank 3 in case of a rigid scene and 3K in case of non-rigid scene with K basis. Assuming
that the rank of such matrix is R one can write:
[
U
V
]
=
[
QU
QV
]
L (2.21)
where QU and QV are two F × R matrices such that Q =
[
QU
QV
]
is the rank R motion
basis explaining first R principal components of the 2F dimensional motion vectors for all
the features to be tracked in the image sequence.
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Figure 2.6: Rank constraint in feature tracking: Using the motion subspace estimated
using reliable KLT tracks (shown in blue) the features with one dimensional gradient (shown
in red) can also be tracked accurately. Figure from [160].
Assuming that a number (J >> R) of strong features [146] on highly textured areas
can be tracked reliably using [100], a motion basis Q can be calculated using SVD. Sub-
sequently, the motion matricesU and V in equation (2.20) can be parametrised using (2.21)
such that: [
QUL QVL
] [ A B
B C
]
=
[
G H
]
(2.22)
Notice that since the 2F dimensional motion vectors are now parametrised using the R <<
2F coefficients of the pre-estimated motion basis Q, the linear system of equations (2.22)
is now overdetermined as we have 2FP equations to solve RP variables. The use of sub-
space constraints to iteratively refine the 2D tracks via (2.22), instead of (2.20), can greatly
improve the tracking performance for the unreliable features for which the aperture problem
persists. Figure 2.4 shows results of Torresani et al.’s approach [160] where an additional
80 features are successfully tracked using subspace constraints. Note that the basis mat-
rix Q was estimated using 30 reliable feature tracks obtained using Lucas and Kanade’s
tracker [100].
Borrowing the central idea of the low-rank constraint, in Chapter 4 we formulate non-
rigid multi-frame optic flow with subspace constraints as a continuous variational energy
minimisation problem. This allows us to obtain motion estimates for every pixel in the
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reference image and to add powerful spatial regularisation terms. Following that in Chapter
5 we introduce a soft subspace constraint formulated as a robust 2D trajectory regularisation
term.
2.4 Variational Methods in Computer Vision
In previous sections of this chapter we have elaborated on feature tracking and sparse re-
construction methods based on subspace constraints. However, to achieve dense reconstruc-
tions of deformable surfaces, global formulations with spatial smoothness priors will play
an important role as they help in resolving the well known aperture problem. In this section,
we give a brief introduction to variational energy minimisation methods, which have been
used successfully for dense motion field estimation (optic flow) [196] as well as per-pixel
3D reconstruction of rigid scenes in real time [105] and will be the optimisation framework
used throughout this thesis.
Many Computer Vision tasks can be formulated as energy minimisation problems. In-
verse problems like super-resolution [14], optic flow [89] or dense 3D reconstruction [3]
are typically ill-posed. Successful solutions to such problems involve the optimisation of
energy functionals that consist of a data term, which enforces the physical constraints that
define the inverse problem, along with additional regularisation terms. We now review
some of the fundamental concepts of the calculus of variations — the vital ingredient for
the optimisation of continuous energy functionals.
A simple problem which we consider in this section as a running example is image de-
noising. Given an observed noisy image I˜ : Ω ∈ R2 → R, the goal is to recover the original
image I , by removing the noise. The original image I should be relatively close to the ob-
served image I˜ and is assumed to be at least piecewise smooth. Thus, this denoised image
can be obtained by solving the following optimisation problem:
min
I
∫
Ω
{
λ
2
(I(x)− I˜(x))2 + ψ(‖∇I(x)‖2)
}
dx (2.23)
where∇ denotes the 2D gradient operator in the image space Ω and ψ(s) : [0,+∞)→ R is
a strictly increasing function which acts as a robust penaliser on∇I to allow sharp edges in
the denoised image. The first term (data term) in (2.23) penalises the difference between the
observed and denoised image while the second term (regularisation term) penalises spatial
intensity variations in the denoised image. The scalar factor λ > 0 balances the contribution
of these two terms; the higher λ gets, the weaker the regularisation becomes and vice-versa.
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In this thesis, we empirically choose the parameters of the proposed variational energies.
However, these parameters can be estimated by fitting the available training data to the
appropriate probability distributions. For example, while assuming Gaussian noise in the
image, and with the choice of ψ(s) = s, parameter λ for the energy (2.23) can be set to
σ2edge/σ
2
noise, where σ
2
noise is the variance of Gaussian noise to be removed from the input
image I and σ2edge is the variance of the Gaussian distribution fitted to the edges of natural
images. Alternatively, with the choice of ψ(s) =
√
s, λ can be set to LADedge/σ2noise,
where LADedge is least absolute deviation of the Laplacian distribution fitted to the edges
of the training images [23].
Additionally, it is important to note that with different choices of robust penaliser func-
tion (e.g. ψ(s) =
√
s) in (2.23), the data term and regularisers can be of different order
in magnitude. Thus, scaling the image intensity with a constant factor affects the energy
functional (2.23). To keep our variational energy invariant to the numerical order of image
intensity, in this thesis, we normalise the input images in the range [0,1].
2.4.1 Euler-Lagrange Framework
Similarly to the image denoising problem (2.23), many other optimisation problems in
Computer Vision seek to minimise energy functionals E that are defined as a definite integ-
ral of an unknown function u(x) and its gradient∇u(x) as:
E(u) =
∫
Ω
f(u(x),∇u(x)) (2.24)
The Euler-Lagrange framework [54], which defines necessary conditions for a stationary
point on the functional (2.24) has been used traditionally for finding the minimum of E.
This framework is expressed in the form of a generic Partial Differential Equation (PDE)
coupled with Neumann boundary conditions:
∂f(u(x),∇u(x))
∂(u(x))
− div
(
∂f(u(x),∇u(x))
∂(∇u(x))
)
= 0
subject to :
〈
n(x),
∂f(u(x),∇u(x))
∂(∇u(x))
〉
= 0 ∀x ∈ Ωb (2.25)
where div is the divergence operator, 〈., .〉 denotes the vector dot product, Ωb denotes the
boundary of Ω and n(x) is the outer unit normal at any x ∈ Ωb. Also note that in the
above equations, ∂f denotes a partial derivative of f(u,∇u), where u(x) and ∇u(x) are
considered as independent variables.
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Notice that the PDE (2.25) is only defined when the function f(·) is twice differenti-
able and only imposes the necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for achieving the local
minima of the functional (2.24).
Let us now return to the specific optimisation for image denoising (2.23) and denote the
derivative of the penalisation function ψ(.) with ψ′(·). By applying the generic equation
(2.25), we can optimise the energy defined in (2.23) by solving the PDE:
λ(I − I˜)− div
(
ψ
′
(|∇I|2)∇I
)
= 0
subject to : 〈n(x),∇I(x)〉 = 0 ∀x ∈ Ωb (2.26)
After discretisation of the image and image derivative functions on a rectangular pixel grid,
the above PDE can be solved with fixed-point iterations (see [33] for details). In a semi-
implicit scheme, the nth fixed-point iteration updates the denoised image from In−1 to In
by solving a system of linear equations given below:
λ(In(x)− I˜(x))− div
(
ψ
′
(|∇In−1(x)|2)∇In(x)
)
= 0 ∀x ∈ X (2.27)
where X is the set of pixel locations obtained by discretisation of the image domain.
This linear system consists of one equation for every pixel of the image. However, due
to the second term involving the discretised gradient and divergence, these equations are
coupled. This results in a very large but sparse linear system, which is also the case for
many other problems including optic flow and 3D reconstruction. Iterative methods like
Gauss-Seidel or Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) are used to solve such sparse linear
systems efficiently [186].
Despite being popular for many decades for variational energy minimisation, Euler-
Lagrange equations based algorithms have two main limitations:
(i) As discussed before, even for simple Computer Vision problems like image denoising
the system of Euler-Lagrange equations is very large. Even though such linear systems are
often sparse, the inherent coupling of variables leads to optimisation algorithms which are
hard to parallelise.
(ii) To define the Euler-Lagrange equations for an energy functional of the form (2.24),
the function f has to be twice differentiable. However, many interesting Computer Vision
problems do not satisfy this assumption.
For example, the widely used Rudin, Osher and Fatemi (ROF) denoising model [133]
corresponds to (2.23) with the choice of robust function ψ(s) =
√
s. This leads to the use
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of the so called Total Variation (TV) in the regularisation term and the following variational
problem:
min
I
∫
Ω
{
λ
2
(I(x)− I˜(x))2 + |∇I(x)|
}
dx (2.28)
Since TV smooths the image while preserving its edges, it is favored in many Computer Vis-
ion algorithms [84, 46]. However, as TV is non-differentiable, Euler-Lagrange equations
can not be directly applied to minimise (2.28). In order to use Euler-Lagrange equations,
the non differentiable function ψ(s) =
√
s is typically relaxed to its differentiable approx-
imation
√
s+ ε where ε is a small positive constant. However, the original optimisation
problem (2.28), which is usually preferable to the relaxed problem, can not be solved with
this approach.
2.4.2 Primal-Dual Algorithms for Variational Energy Minimisation
Recently, primal-dual algorithms have seen an immense surge in variational optimisation
by alleviating the limitations described in the previous section. These methods are based on
the Legendre-Fenchel transformation of the original energies and utilise duality principles
for efficient and accurate energy optimisation. This section will give a brief overview of
the Legendre-Fenchel transform and some of its important properties. We will explain how
these properties are used to relax important non-convex functions into their convex form
[130, 29]. Furthermore, we will discuss how to optimise convex energies in their primal-
dual form and how they result in parallel, GPU-friendly algorithms. For a more detailed
review of the Legendre-Fenchel transformation, its properties and applications to Computer
Vision problems, we refer the reader to [130, 45, 84, 161].
Before going on to describe the details of the Legendre-Fenchel transform, let us first
provide some definitions that will be useful in the subsequent discussion.
A set C ⊆ Rm is a convex set if the line segment joining any two points (x1, x2) ∈ C
lies in the set C. i.e., for any 0 ≥ θ ≥ 1 we have:
θx1 + (1− θ)x2 ∈ C (2.29)
Also, the convex hull of a set C is defined as the set of all convex combinations of points in
the original set C. i.e.:
conv(C) =
{∑
i
θixi | xi ∈ C, θi ≥ 0,
∑
i
θi = 1
}
(2.30)
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Now we define the domain of a function f(x) : Rm → [−∞,+∞] as dom(f) = {x ∈
Rm : f(x) < +∞} and its epigraph as epi(f) = {(x, t) ∈ Rm × R : t ≥ f(x)}. We
say that function f is convex if and only if dom(f) is a convex set and for all (x1, x2) ∈
dom(f), 0 ≥ θ ≥ 1 we have:
f(θx1 + (1− θ)x2) ≤ θf(x1) + (1− θ)f(x2) (2.31)
also, the convex envelope env(f) of a function f is defined as the largest convex under-
estimator of f . i.e.:
env(f) = inf{t |(x, t) ∈ conv(epi(f))} (2.32)
in other words the epigraph of the convex envelope of a function f is the convex hull of the
epigraph of the function f . i.e. epi(env(f)) = conv(epi(f)).
The Legendre-Fenchel Transform: Definition and Properties
Figure 2.7: Legendre-Fenchel transform: The conjugate function f∗(y) of a real valued
function f : R→ R is the maximum gap between the linear function yx and f(x) as shown
by the dashed line. If y is in the set of feasible gradients of function f in its domain, this
occurs at the point x where f ′(x) = y. Figure from [29].
The Legendre-Fenchel transform — also referred to as convex conjugate — of a function
f(x) : Rm → [−∞, +∞] is defined as:
f∗(y) = sup
x∈Rm
{〈y, x〉 − f(x)} (2.33)
In the special case where m = 1, one can obtain more intuition via the following geo-
metric interpretation: The definition (2.33) suggests that f∗(y) is the maximum possible
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gap between the linear function yx and f(x). As shown in Figure 2.7, for a given y the
optimal value of x which maximises this gap is the point from where a line with slope y can
be drawn which is below the function f(x).
Further, the double Legendre-Fenchel transform (f∗∗(x)) or convex bi-conjugate (con-
jugate of the conjugate) of function f(x) can be written as:
f∗∗(x) = sup
y∈Rm
{〈y, x〉 − f∗(y)} (2.34)
Figure 2.8: Double Legendre-Fenchel conjugate f∗∗(x) of any function is the convex en-
velope of the original function f(x). Equivalently, the epigraph of f∗∗(x) is the convex hull
of the epigraph of f(x). Note that f(x) is shown in black curve with its epigraph marked
with shaded region while f∗∗ is denoted by dashed blue curve with its epigraph denoted by
dots.
Some important properties of Legendre-Fenchel transforms are:
• Being a supremum of affine functions of y, f∗(y) is always convex4.
• As a corollary, f∗∗(x) is always a convex function.
• f∗∗(x) is the convex envelope of f(x). See Figure 2.8.
• As a second corollary, for all closed convex functions (the functions whose epigraph
is a closed convex set), the Legendre-Fenchel transform is involutive (self inversive),
that is f∗∗(x) = f(x).
4The maximum of two or more convex functions (in this case affine functions) is always convex [29].
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Geometric Interpretation of LF Duality
Consider a function f(x) : R → [−∞,+∞]. A supporting line on this function at point x
is defined as the line that passes through (x, f(x)) and is always below the function f(x)
for all x ∈ dom(f). In other words, a function f(x) admits a supporting line at x ∈ R if
and only if there exists a scalar y ∈ R such that:
f(x¯) ≥ f(x) + y(x¯− x) ∀ x¯ ∈ dom(f) (2.35)
Notice that if a function f admits any supporting line at point x, this function by definition
is said to be locally convex at x. In the case where (2.35) is satisfied for a unique value y,
the supporting line is unique and is equivalent to the tangent to function f(x) at point x.
Note that given a point x, the set of all y’s for which the above inequality holds is referred
to as the subgradient of f(x) at point x. Following this definition of supporting lines and
the geometric interpretation of the Legendre-Fenchel transform (Figure 2.7) an important
observation can be made:
If function f admits a supporting line at x with slope y, then f∗ at y admits a supporting
line with slope x. In other words points of f are transformed into slopes of f∗, and slopes
of f are transformed into points of f∗.
We can now observe the duality between f(x) and f∗(y). Both of these functions are two
different ways of representing the same mapping. Geometrically, while f(x) represents a
surface as locus of points, f∗(y) represents the same surface as envelope of tangents (or
supporting lines) [130]. Figure 2.9 provides a geometric interpretation of this duality prop-
erty and shows how the shape of the curve (y, f∗(y)) depends on that of the curve (x, f(x)).
It also explains why the Legendre-Fenchel transform is self involutive for convex functions
and how f∗∗(x) is the tightest convex approximation (convex surrogate or envelope) of a
non-convex function f(x).
Convex Relaxation of Functions using Legendre-Fenchel Transforms
Double Legendre-Fenchel transforms or convex bi-conjugate functions have been success-
fully used to relax non-convex energy functionals into their tightest convex approximations.
One classic example occurs in compressive sensing where a sparsity prior (L0 norm or car-
dinality of a vector) is often required. Recent methods like Lasso [156] or basis pursuit
[47] use L1 norm to replace the non-convex L0 norm based sparsity priors with their con-
vex envelopes. Following the properties of Legendre-Fenchel transforms discussed above
one can prove that the convex envelope of the L0 norm function is the L1 norm.
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Another frequently used regularisation prior is matrix rank penalisation [68]. As we have
seen in previous sections, factorisation based NRSf M relies on a low-rank shape assumption.
Thus, this prior is of significant relevance to this thesis.
Fazel et al. [69, 68] prove that the bi-conjugate of the rank function rank(X), defined
over the set of matrices {X ∈ Rm×n | ‖X‖S ≤ 1}, is ‖X‖∗, where ‖X‖∗ is the trace
norm and ‖X‖S is the spectral norm of X . This means that we can approximate rank(X)
with its convex envelope ‖X‖∗‖X‖S to facilitate its convex minimisation. In Chapter 6 we will
use this trace norm approximation of the rank function to design a variational formulation
for non-rigid structure from motion.
Figure 2.9: Graphical representation of Legendre-Fenchel dual: The left plot visualises
a non-convex function f(x) with a solid black curve and f∗∗(x) with a dashed blue line. The
right plot demonstrates the Legendre-Fenchel transform f∗(y). f(x) is convex in regions a
(for values of x < X1) and b (for values of x > X2). Thus f(x) has unique supporting lines
in these regions with their slope f
′
(x) corresponding to the dual variables in the right image
(denoted by a and b again). Unique supporting lines for the these two regions also exist for
the curve f∗(y) with their slopes mapping back to f(x), such that f∗∗(x) = f(x). For
the region c however no unique supporting lines exist for function f(x). The mapping of
this region to f∗(y) is a non-differentiable point c at y = f(X2)−f(X1)X2−X1 , with many feasible
supporting lines with slopes ranging from X1 to X2. Thus f∗∗(x) for x ∈ [X1, X2] has a
single supporting line corresponding to the slope f ′(X1) = f ′(X2) =
f(X2)−f(X1)
X2−X1 which
is the largest possible convex function one can draw joining (X1, f(X1)) and (X2, f(X2)).
Evidently the double Legendre-Fenchel transform f∗∗(x) coincides with the function f(x)
when x 6∈ [X1, X2]. Therefore f∗∗(x) is the convex envelope of f(x).
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Solving Variational Problems with Primal-Dual Algorithms
Consider a general class of variational energy minimisation problem:
min
x
{ G(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
data term
+ F (Kx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
regulariser
} (2.36)
wherex is a vector of lengthm storing all the variables we want to optimise,K : Rm → Rn
is a linear operator, while F (x) : Rn → [+∞,−∞] and G(x) : Rm → [+∞,−∞] are
convex functions that are proper (i.e. not identically +∞ or −∞). Notice that usually the
term G(x) represents the data term explaining the physical model constraints related to the
problem while F (Kx) corresponds to the regularisation prior.
One can rewrite the problem (2.36) in its primal-dual form by replacing the function
F (Kx) with its convex bi-conjugate:
min
x
max
y
{G(x) + 〈Kx,y〉 − F ∗(y)} (2.37)
where y ∈ Rn is a vector consisting of all the dual variables w.r.t.Kx.
This saddle point problem can be solved by alternating between the optimisation w.r.t. primal
and dual variables. An iterative update from the current estimates of variables xk,yk to
xk+1,yk+1 can be achieved with sufficiently small step sizes (σ, τ) in a semi-implicit fash-
ion by following these steps:
yk+1 = arg max
y
{
−|y − y
k|2
2τ
+ 〈Kxk,y〉 − F ∗(y)
}
(2.38)
xk+1 = arg min
x
{
G(x) +
|x− xk|2
2σ
+ 〈x,KTyk+1〉
}
(2.39)
The above equations are equivalent to the following:
yk+1 = arg min
y
{ |y − (yk + τKxk)|2
2τ
+ F ∗(y)
}
(2.40)
xk+1 = arg min
x
{
G(x) +
|x− (xk − σKTyk+1)|2
2σ
}
(2.41)
We define here a proximal operator Proxαf (x0) (also referred to as the resolvent operator
with the notation of (I + α∂f)−1(x0) ) for the function f(x) with a step size α, evaluated
at x = x0 as:
Proxαf (x0) = arg min
x
{ |x− x0|2
2α
+ f(x)
}
(2.42)
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Using this definition, the updates (2.38,2.39) can be written as:
yk+1 = ProxσF ∗(y
k + τKxk) (2.43)
xk+1 = ProxτG(x
k − σKTyk+1) (2.44)
These updates correspond to the Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm [12]. A convergence proof for
the above algorithm (2.43,2.44) was shown in [65] with very small step sizes (τ, σ). Such
an algorithm was used to solve the ROF denoising problem (2.28) in [197]. This algorithm
was generalised by Chambolle and Pock in [46] for accelerated convergence with an extra-
polation step using an extrapolation parameter θ ∈ [0, 1]. More precisely the proposed first
order primal-dual algorithm consists of the following updates:
yk+1 = ProxσF ∗(y
k + τKx¯k) (2.45)
xk+1 = ProxτG(x
k − σKTyk+1) (2.46)
x˜k+1 = xk+1 + θ(xk+1 − xk) (2.47)
The authors in [46] derived the bounds on the step sizes (σ, τ) for which the algorithm
proposed in (2.45 - 2.47) is guaranteed to converge. Depending on the properties of the fuc-
tions F (·) and G(·) three different algorithms were proposed to estimate the extrapolation
parameter θ and step sizes (σ, τ).
Notice that, although at first glance the primal-dual form of the problem (2.37) seems
more complicated than the primal form (2.36), it has some desirable characteristics. One
can clearly see that the optimisation steps explained in (2.45, 2.46) avoid the differential of
the function F and instead rely on the proximal of F ∗ which is relatively easier to compute
in many cases. For example, F ∗ for a convex non-differentiable function F (for instance
Total Variation) contains an affine segment for every point of non-differentiability (See
Figure 2.10). Also, F ∗ for a strictly convex function is always differentiable within its
domain, so in such cases, finding the proximal of F ∗ is equivalent to executing a gradient
descent step with a given step size [161].
TV falls in the category of strictly convex, continuous but non-differentiable functions
for which estimating proximal is relatively simple. In the following section we show how
a primal-dual algorithm can be applied to image denoising with TV regularisation. We
also show how this algorithm lends itself to parallelisation with GPUs unlike solving the
Euler-Lagrange equations.
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Figure 2.10: Legendre-Fenchel Transform for a non-differentiable but convex and con-
tinuous function: Notice that at the point of non-differentiability X1 (denoted by point c
in the left image), many supporting lines exist, leading to a affine segment (marked by c in
the right image) in the f∗(y). The function f(x) is considered to be differentiable on both
sides of point X1 and the derivatives from left and right side are denoted by f
′
(X−1 ) and
f
′
(X+1 ) respectively.
Example Primal-Dual Algorithm: ROF Denoising
Now recall the ROF denoising problem (2.28). In section 2.4.1, we discussed the differen-
tiable approximation of TV which is often used to apply the Euler-Lagrange framework. In
this section we revise the first order primal-dual algorithm of [46] to optimise it without any
approximation.
After spatial discretisation along the rectangular image grid, the problem (2.28) can be
written as:
min
I
{
λ
2
|I− I˜|2 + ‖∇I‖2,1
}
(2.48)
where we represent the M ×N image I(x) in its the vectorised form (vec(I)) by an MN
dimensional vector I and 2MN×MN discrete gradient operator defined in the image space
by operator ∇ for brevity. Also ‖.‖p,q represents the the p, q norm of the argument matrix
which is q norm of the vector whose elements are p norm of each row of the given matrix.
We know that the Legendre-Fenchel transform f∗(y) of the norm function f(x) = ‖x‖p
for p >= 1 is:
f∗(y) ,

‖y‖ 1
1−p
if 1 < p <∞
0 if p = 1 and ‖y‖∞ ≤ 1
∞ otherwise
(2.49)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: Results of ROF denoising using primal dual algorithm: Observed image (a)
with Gaussian noise, which is denoised using ROF denoising model to get (b).
We also know that the Using (2.49) and the definition of p, q norm, we can write the problem
(2.48) in its primal-dual form:
min
I
max
I
{
λ
2
|I− I˜|2 + 〈∇I,I〉 − δ(I)
}
(2.50)
where I ∈ RMN×2 corresponds to the matrix consisting of 2MN dual variables (the dual
for each pixel of the image is a two dimensional vector denoted by I(x)) and δ(I) is the
indicator function defined as:
δ(I) ,
{
0 if ‖I‖2,∞ ≤ 1
∞ otherwise
(2.51)
Since the maximum w.r.t. I can be achieved only when δ(I) 6= ∞, the saddle point
problem (2.50) can be rewritten as:
min
I
max
I
{
λ
2
|I− I˜|2 + 〈∇I,I〉)
}
s.t.‖I‖2,∞ ≤ 1 (2.52)
The problem (2.52) is a special case of the general form of the saddle point problem
(2.37). Therefore, we can solve (2.52) by using the updates (2.45-2.47) with θ = 1. The
steps of the algorithm can be written as follows :
• Initialise I(x)0 = 0, I0(x) = I¯0(x) = I˜(x)
• Iterate for k =0,1,2,. . . until a convergence criterion is satisfied:
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- for every pixel x:
Ik+1(x) = Π
(
Ik(x) + τ∇I¯k(x)
)
(2.53)
Ik+1(x) =
1
1 + λσ
(
I˜(x) + λσIk(x) + σdiv(Ik+1(x))
)
(2.54)
I¯k+1(x) = 2Ik+1(x)− Ik(x) (2.55)
where div(.) denotes here the discrete divergence operator defined as in [46] and the oper-
ator Π(s) projects a vector s into the unit ball as:
Π(s) =
s
max(1, |s|) (2.56)
By applying Algorithm 1 of [46], the following values for the step sizes, which guarantee
convergence, can be used: σ = τ = 1√
8
.
It is important to observe that both primal and dual update equations are pointwise. The
gradient operator in primal update (2.54) acts on the dual variables which are assumed to be
fixed for the step. Similarly, the divergence operator acts on primal variable in dual update
equation (2.53). Thus, unlike Euler-Lagrange equations, each step of the primal-dual al-
gorithm is simple to implement and trivial to parallelise over the pixels of the image. Figure
2.11 shows experimental results obtained by ROF denoising using primal-dual algorithm.
Although all the algorithms proposed in this thesis are off-line (batch methods), scalab-
ility and faster processing is considered of vital importance. Due to their GPU-friendly
nature, simplicity and capability of exactly optimising non-differentiable energies, we ad-
vocate the use of primal-dual algorithms for minimising the variational energies appearing
in this thesis.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Recovering accurate 3D models of a dynamically evolving, non-rigid scene observed by a
single camera or by multiple synchronised cameras is a key problem in Computer Vision. In
this chapter we review related work in this field focusing on four categories of approaches
that differ both on the number of cameras used and the strength of the prior information
used. In particular, Section 3.1.1 discusses multiview approaches to markerless dynamic
scene capture where multi-camera setups are used to acquire synchronised video streams
taken from different viewpoints; in Section 3.1.2 we discuss model-based approaches to
non-rigid shape estimation, where a model is learnt in a training stage based on a large
corpus of 3D data; Section 3.1.3 describes template-based methods for deformable shape
estimation where a single 3D shape template of the object is known in advance and new im-
ages are reconstructed given point correspondences with the template and additional priors
such as inextensibility constraints. Finally, Section 3.1.4 discusses the family of approaches
most related to ours — non-rigid structure from motion (NRSf M). In contrast to the previ-
ously described approaches, NRSf M methods estimate deformable 3D structure using only
the original footage acquired by a single camera without the use of multiple sensors, pre-
trained models or exemplars — purely from image measurements.
Our approach to dense 3D reconstruction requires dense 2D long-term correspondences
as input. Our novel approach to video registration imposes subspace constraints within a
variational framework. The second part of this chapter (Section 3.2) reviews related work in
the area of video registration and dense optical flow. We discuss parametric and non para-
metric dense image registration methods in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively and review
recent advances towards dense tracking in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. Finally, we conclude
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our review by discussing tracking methods which make use of subspace constraints in Sec-
tion 3.2.5 to motivate our subspace constraint based video registration algorithms explained
in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1 3D Reconstruction of Non-Rigid Surfaces
3D reconstruction of non-rigid surfaces is a challenging problem which has been studied ex-
tensively by the Computer Vision and Graphics communities for decades. Many solutions
have been proposed to achieve this goal and the relevant literature can be broadly categor-
ised into the following four different threads of research which we review in the following
sections. These broad categories are:
Multi-view capture systems: Methods falling into this category are natural exten-
sions of multi-view rigid reconstruction systems. The deformable object is observed
with a synchronised multi-camera rig, often assumed to be pre-calibrated. Each shape
instance in a video is reconstructed independently using information from all the
video streams. This per-frame reconstruction process is generally followed by a sur-
face tracking algorithm to establish temporal correspondences. Often, this surface
tracking step is data-driven and makes use of additional physical deformation priors.
Learning based methods: These methods focus on the reconstruction of a specific
object class — for instance the human body, hand or face. They assume that a morph-
able model for an object class can be learnt from training data. The underlying as-
sumption is that the variations in geometry across an object class lie on a lower di-
mensional manifold. A standard morphable-model-based capture system consists of
two main steps. In the first step, a morphable model is learnt from a large amount
of training data, usually scanned 3D meshes of the same object class. In the second
step, the model is used to predict the 3D structure of every newly observed image by
optimising the latent variables of the morphable model.
Template based methods: These methods assume that the 3D shape of the object in
a single configuration, known as template or rest shape, is given in advance. Given
a new image of the deformed surface, its 3D shape parameters are estimated so that
its projection agrees with the observed image instance. The possible set of deforma-
tions of the template surface are generally restricted using additional priors based on
some physical characteristics of the deformation. The most commonly used priors
are based on inextensibility or minimum bending energy.
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Non-rigid factorisation: In contrast to previous methods, NRSf M approaches re-
cover the non-rigid shape and motion purely from image measurements, in the ab-
sence of additional sensors, prior information about the shape of the object class or a
known surface template. Most NRSf M methods rely on the assumption that the shape
instances at each frame can be explained using a low dimensional linear basis. In a
standard pipeline, image feature correspondences are tracked over time and used as
input to a low-rank factorisation framework.
We now review the state of the art within each of these categories.
3.1.1 Multi-view Dynamic Capture
Consider the scenario of a fully calibrated and synchronised stereo or multi-camera system
observing a dynamic scene, where the 3D geometry changes from frame to frame. The
obvious advantage of having multiple views of the same shape is that at each time instant,
dense multi-view rigid reconstruction methods can be used to recover the shape. Naturally,
an additional challenge remains: establishing temporal correspondences between these per-
frame 3D models. Most multi-view dynamic capture systems follow this two step pipeline:
first, estimate dense scene geometry for every frame of the sequence using multiple syn-
chronised views as input; second, establish dense temporal correspondences between these
3D models via 3D surface tracking.
Dense reconstruction of rigid scenes from two or more views is one of the fundamental
problems in Computer Vision and techniques like photoconsistency-based dense stereo and
multi-view stereo [73, 21], shape from silhouette [48] or hybrid systems [92] have been
successfully used for dense reconstruction with pre-calibrated wide-baseline setups. On the
other hand, small-baseline dense stereo reconstruction methods have a also seen a great
surge in recent years [143]. While wide-baseline reconstruction methods are able to recon-
struct large internet photo collections accurately, they are computationally expensive [4, 70].
Instead, small-baseline variational methods can achieve real time performance with com-
modity hardware [105, 151] to reconstruct small scale scenes with a reasonable accuracy
from a handheld camera.
Following the success of these dense multi-view reconstruction methods, the field of
multi-view dynamic capture has mostly focused on the second step of accurate dynamic
surface tracking. See Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 for examples.
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Direct mesh tracking
Furukawa and Ponce [71, 72] proposed algorithms for direct mesh tracking from image in-
tensities as an extension to multi-view reconstruction methods. In their work, an initial mesh
was reconstructed for the first frame using their well established multi-view reconstruction
method (PMVS) [73]. For direct mesh tracking, the authors proposed to estimate the local
rigid motion for each vertex of the mesh by separating it into tangential and normal motion
components. Local motion was then estimated by minimising the photometric error while
penalising the tangential deformation component of the mesh. An additional Laplacian
term was incorporated to impose spatial smoothness on the meshes over time. This work
was later extended to capture highly deforming facial performance by using an adaptive
tangential rigidity prior which allows for shearing and stretching of the skin [72]. Despite
the success of these photoconsistency-based direct surface tracking methods [71, 72], most
multi-view dynamic capture methods still rely on a two-stage pipeline where the per-frame
multi-view reconstruction step is followed by a temporal surface tracking routine.
Scene Flow
Scene flow is often used to drive surface tracking in most multi-view dynamic capture
pipelines. For example, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the facial performance capture pipeline
of [170] and full body motion capture pipeline of [190] respectively. In their influential
work [174, 175] Vedula et al. coined the term scene flow — a three dimensional extension
of optic flow — which has become the backbone of many modern passive motion capture
systems. Scene flow, as proposed in [174], is defined as the instantaneous motion field of
a deforming or moving surface. In the last decade, various methods for computing scene
flow from images were proposed. While Vedula et al. [174, 175] estimated scene flow from
2D optic flow, others jointly estimated the 3D reconstruction and scene flow directly from
images, by solving a single variational energy optimisation problem [43, 120]. While most
scene flow estimation methods rely on fully calibrated multi-view setups with fixed cam-
eras, recent methods like [169] also estimate the extrinsic camera parameters alongside the
scene flow and 3D structure, by minimising a single variational energy.
In principle, dense surface tracking can be achieved by integrating scene flow over time.
However, this simple option has two major drawbacks. First, the error in frame-to-frame
scene flow estimation accumulates over time, leading to a cumulative drift and second, the
application of such methods is limited to controlled environments. For example, in the chal-
lenging scenario of in-vivo reconstruction, [150] with considerable illumination variation,
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Figure 3.1: Dense stereoscopic scene flow in challenging sequences. Images from left to
right in both rows show: Example images from endoscopic beating heart surgery (top) and
robotic procedure on lungs (bottom); corresponding depth maps obtained with stereoscopic
scene flow [150] (red color indicates unsuccessful reconstruction due to the failure of the
brightness constancy constraint); estimated scene flow from [150] visualised as optic flow
maps; and the rendering of the reconstructed surfaces. Figure from [150].
external occlusions and moving surface specularities, stereo reconstruction methods leave
big holes in the reconstructed surfaces - thus, making the sequential surface tracking very
difficult (Figure 3.1). To overcome some of these limitations, most recent capture systems
incorporate a ”track to first” strategy [40] where the reconstructed shape in every frame is re-
gistered back to a common reference shape with robust occlusion handling. Other variations
include anchor-patch mesh registration [22] where the sequential tracking is complemented
with global registration by automatically selecting anchor meshes which share similar shape
to that of a common reference. These methods register each of the anchor meshes with the
reference frame to avoid drift and assist the sequential surface tracking.
Large and small baseline capture systems
Dynamic capture systems can be broadly classified into two categories based on the per-
frame reconstruction pipeline they employ, namely large baseline motion capture systems
(Figure 3.2) and small-baseline motion capture systems (Figure 3.3).
Large baseline capture systems incorporate cues like color constancy and silhouette con-
sistency together for accurate reconstructions of dense 3D surfaces at each time instance. In
a studio setup, methods like [73, 92] are able to reconstruct closed surfaces efficiently using
multiple synchronised cameras which view the object of interest with a 360 degree field of
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view. This per frame dense reconstruction step is followed by surface tracking methods like
[171, 22] which take both photometric and geometric information into account for robustly
estimating temporal correspondences. Figure 3.2 shows a typical wide baseline dynamic
capture pipeline. A detailed review of such systems can be found in [148].
Figure 3.2: A typical pipeline for large baseline multi-view system for human body per-
formance capture. Figure from [148].
Recently, low cost capture systems with small-baseline consumer stereo cameras have
become popular. These methods employ accurate stereo reconstruction algorithms in con-
junction with surface tracking. The scene flow estimation technique of [169] is success-
fully used for estimating per frame dense reconstructions along with instantaneous surface
motion, which is then used to guide the 3D surface tracking (See figure 3.3) to achieve
high quality face capture [170] in a stereo setup and high quality human body capture in
[191, 190].
State of the art passive performance capture systems also take advantage of additional
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.
Figure 3.3: Pipeline for a small-baseline stereo system based facial performance capture as
proposed by [170].
Figure 3.4: Recent human body performance capture pipeline from Wu et al.[190].
cues to improve both the tracking and the reconstruction part of the motion capture pipeline.
Methods like [191, 170, 190] refine the reconstructions by using shape from shading prin-
ciples to facilitate a relatively accurate model for rendering. For example, [191] shows that
high frequency details can be added to an initial 3D mesh via modeling the light and estim-
ating the surface albedo. On the other hand, weak scene knowledge is also used to assist
the mesh tracking and 3D reconstruction steps. For example, Wu et al.[190] propose to use
a pose estimation step to assist human motion tracking while [170] use a sparsity prior to
estimate the surface albedo for facial performance capture.
3.1.2 Model-Based Non-Rigid Reconstruction
Non-rigid reconstruction methods based on morphable models assume the shape variation
(deformation) in an object class to be low-rank, i.e any shape instance of an object class
can be modeled as a linear combination of some shape basis. The basis can be learnt via
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principal components analysis of a set of training shapes and used later to represent a new
shape instance from the object class.
In [53] Cootes et al. proposed active appearance models (AAM) as an extension to active
shape models (ASM) [52]. Active appearance models have since been successfully applied
to track deformations in 2D images. Images of deformable objects, usually human faces
of different individuals with different facial expressions, are represented by modelling the
2D shapes and texture separately using a linear combination of basis vectors driven by the
same set of parameters. The basis vectors are learnt via principal component analysis of
labeled face images and later used for generating new face images with expression and
texture variation.
The 2D AAM model was extended by Blanz and Vetter [176] to model 3D shapes and
texture variations across the human faces. 200 high resolution facial scans with their corres-
ponding images were captured, across 100 subjects to model the shape and texture variation
across different identities and expressions (Figure 3.5). Given a new photo, 3D shape infer-
ence from this single image was solved as a joint maximum posterior probability estimation
of the rendering parameters (i.e. camera pose and lighting) and coefficients of the morph-
able basis. Morphable models were used by [176] to perform 3D reconstruction of different
faces from a single photo; to register a new 3D face scan to an existing model; or to render
new images by manipulating the parameters of the morphable mode to modify facial attrib-
utes like ageing, gaining or loosing weight or forcing a smile or frown (see Figure 3.6).
Blanz and Vetter’s [176] morphable model was later applied to different tasks such as
animating images to create synthetic videos from paintings, fitting morphable model to
videos for performance capture [25] and face recognition [26, 24]. Inspired by the success
of [176], morphable models for other object classes have been introduced, most notably the
human body morphable model representation SCAPE [11] which was used for high quality
3D reconstruction of the human body from a single image [82].
Alternatives to the traditional linear basis have more recently been introduced to model
object classes with more complex deformations. While a multilinear model was used to
model facial expressions robustly by Vlasic et al. [177], Gaussian Process Latent Variable
Models (GPLVM) [95] have been proposed to learn object class models from 3D scans
[59, 122], for human pose estimation [167, 168] and to learn local deformation priors in
NRSf M [159, 140].
Although morphable models provide an attractive approach to high quality dense dy-
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Figure 3.5: Morphable model of Blanz and Vetter [176]. A 3D database of faces was
used to learn a morphable model for faces via PCA which consists of the shape and the
texture space. The face analyser estimates the morphable model parameters for any input
face image whereas the modeler which maps morphable shapes to an intuitive space was
designed to manipulate the 3D face. Image from [176].
Figure 3.6: Morphable model for interactive manipulation of the reconstructed faces. The
modeler application of Blanz and Vetter allows the user to generate new faces by tuning
various facial attributes. Image from [176]
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namic capture, they have shortcomings. Their biggest disadvantage is their need for a con-
siderable number of high resolution scans of each object class at the learning stage. In
addition, establishing labels for the object class is a challenging task since it requires es-
timation of dense correspondences between the different scans which may be difficult for
many object classes (for example animals or organic tissues observed with a laparoscopic
camera).
(e)
Figure 3.7: Deformable shape model extracted for dolphins in [44]. (a) Input image of
a dolphin with overlaid 3D mean shape placed by user for initialising the camera pose.
(b) Extracted object silhouette marked in red with the manually placed key points cik’s,
(c) Corresponding key points on the mean shape. (d) Direction of the normal vectors to
the silhouette (marked in red). (e) From top to bottom. Top: Input images of 8 dolphins
with overlaid silhouettes, Middle: Initial pose of the object and key point correspondences
specified by user, Bottom: the final reconstructions by [44] overlaid with the input image.
Figure from [44].
In order to overcome this difficulty, in recent work [44], Cashman and Fitzgibbon show
how to build a morphable model from considerably less data which can be easily obtained.
For instance, to build a 3D morphable model for dolphins, the only required input was: a
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single 3D template that encapsulates a mean shape for the object class, 32 images of dol-
phins which can be easily obtained from the internet, and six point correspondences per
image. The method makes use of use silhouette constraints together with user specified
point correspondences to fit subdivision surfaces to the image data. Figure 3.7 shows res-
ults for the dolphins class where a reasonably detailed morphable model is obtained and
fit to new images. The experimental results show that while this method works well on
deformable object classes such as dolphins or pigeons, it has difficulty learning articulated
shapes such as bears.
3.1.3 Template Based Non-Rigid Reconstruction
In contrast to model-based 3D dynamic capture methods which are designed to work on
a object class, template based approaches focus on per-frame reconstruction of a specific
instance of a deformable object. The main assumption is that a 3D template shape of the
object is known for a specific reference image along with point correspondences.
Figure 3.8: Template based methods: deforms a 3D template (left) using the feature cor-
respondences between a reference image (middle) and input image (right). Figure from
[137].
Given a new input image of the same object after having been deformed, together with
2D point correspondences to the image template, template-based methods solve the shape
inference problem by estimating the deformed shape that minimises the reprojection error
for all the feature correspondences as shown in figure 3.8. However, this cost is not enough
to constrain the space of deformations and additional geometric priors must be used. The
most commonly used constraints are related to the physical properties of the surfaces, in
particular inextensibility (or near-isometry) constraints that encapsulate the preservation of
geodesic distances between points on the surface after deformation.
While methods like [114, 38, 19] model the non-rigid surface with an explicit paramet-
risation such as splines or free-form deformations and rely on a thin plate spline based
regularisation, others use a triangular mesh representation [138, 139, 136].
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Figure 3.9: Template based reconstructions for two sequences from Slazmann et al. [138].
First and third row of the figure shows input images from the two sequences with overlaid
template meshes, while the respective reconstructions are visualised from the side view in
the second and forth row. Figure from [138].
Salzmann et al. [138] proposed one of the first template based reconstruction methods.
Assuming known correspondences and intrinsic camera calibration matrices, they formu-
lated the reprojection error minimisation problem as a second order cone program (SOCP).
They represented the deformable surfaces using a triangular mesh and enforced temporal
consistency by restricting the mesh edges to have similar orientations. This method was
able to reconstruct surfaces with relatively strong creases as shown in Figure 3.9 but needed
temporal correspondences over the entire sequence.
In later work, Salzmann et al. [139], replaced the temporal consistency constraint with an
inextensibility constraint with the assumption that the geodesic distance between any two
points on the surface should remain constant. The authors proposed to use the Euclidean
distance approximation of the geodesic distance for neighbouring vertices on the template
mesh. Such constraint was incorporated in the form of quadratic equations, which in con-
junction with the reprojection was solved in closed form. An interesting advantage of this
approach is that it only requires correspondences between the template image and the new
frame and therefore does not require long-term correspondences, opening the door to online
reconstruction.
In [136], Salzmann et al. noticed that the constant Euclidean distance constraint between
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the neighbouring verices in the deformable surfaces was too restrictive to reconstruct sharply
folding surfaces. To allow sharp folds, Salzmann et al. [136] enforced the Euclidean dis-
tance between neighboring vertices to be less than or equal to the estimated geodesic dis-
tance. This set of constraints resulted in a convex program which was solved efficiently
using standard convex optimisation routines [29].
In contrast to the mesh-based approaches described above, Perriollat et al. [114] rep-
resented deformable surfaces using thin-plate splines. The authors proposed to solve the
shape inference problem via non-linear least squares to minimise the bending energy of the
thin-plate spline along with the reprojection error. Bending energy was also used as a reg-
ularisation prior by Brunet et al.[38], who choose a free form deformation model (FFD) to
parametrise the surfaces. Their optimisation method also imposed isometry constraints by
imposing an orthonormality constraint on the columns of the Jacobian of the deformation
matrix.
In recent work, Bartoli et al. [19] study the well-posedness of template based recon-
struction methods for different types of deformations ranging from isometric deformations
(geodesic distances are preserved) to the more general conformal deformations (angles are
preserved). The authors show that an analytical solution to template based reconstruction is
feasible in both of these cases. The reconstruction is unambiguous in the case of isometric
deformations and is up to discrete ambiguities and a global scale for the conformal case.
A more detailed review of template based reconstruction can be found in [137]. While
template based reconstruction methods have achieved success in reconstructing strong de-
formations and have shown promise towards practical online methods for deformable shape
capture, they require the 3D geometry of the rest shape to be known in advance. A general
criticism of these methods is that often the rest shape is assumed to be a fronto-parallel view
of a surface that can be laid flat (such as a piece of paper or cloth). Acquiring accurate 3D
shapes of more interesting surfaces can be challenging.
3.1.4 Non-Rigid Structure from Motion
In contrast to the methods discussed in previous sections, our work aims to reconstruct de-
formable surfaces using a single video sequence as the only input, therefore it falls into the
category of approaches known as non-rigid structure from motion (NRSf M). In the absence
of multiple views, additional sensors, 3D templates or object specific morphable models,
most NRSf M methods rely on the low rank shape prior proposed by Bregler et al.[32],
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briefly introduced in Section 2.2.1. In a standard two step pipeline approach consisting of
feature tracking followed by non-rigid factorisation based 3D shape inference, so far these
methods have only achieved sparse reconstructions. Before going into a detailed review of
NRSf M methods, let us recall the low-rank basis shape model:
W =

x11 x12 · · · x1P
y11 y12 · · · y1P
...
...
...
...
xF1 xF2 · · · xFP
yF1 yF2 · · · yFP

=

l11R1 . . . l1KR1
...
. . .
...
lF1RF . . . lFKRF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

B1
...
BK

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
(3.1)
As discussed earlier, the challenge for non-rigid factorisation methods resides in the metric
upgrade step, or the estimation of the transformation that both: (i) enforces metric con-
straints on the motion matrices (i. e. rotation matrices must be orthonormal) and (ii) imposes
the correct repetitive structure on Mˆ shown in (3.1).
Non-Rigid Factorisation: A Challenging Optimisation Problem
In his influential work, Brand [30] provided a mathematical formulation of the two ne-
cessary sets of constraints needed to estimate the corrective transformation matrix Q for
metric upgrade. Assuming the 3K × 3 matrix Qk to be the kth triad of columns in the
motion matrix (from column 3k − 2 to 3k) these constraints can be written as:
Mˆ2f−1:2fQkQTk Mˆ
T
2f−1:2f = l
2
fkI2×2,
∀f ∈ {1, · · · , F}, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K} (3.2)
Mˆ2f−1:2fQiQTj Mˆ
T
2f−1:2f = lfilfjI2×2.
∀f ∈ {1, · · · , F}, ∀{i, j : i 6= j} ∈ {1, · · · ,K} (3.3)
The first set of constraints, strictly quartic in the elements ofQk, resemble Tomasi-Kanade’s
rigid factorisation and can be solved via estimating the 3K × 3K Gram matrix Gk =
QkQ
T
k , whereas the second set of constraints enforces the repetitive structure on each pair
of rows of the motion matrix M and are quadratic.1 The complexity of non-rigid factorisa-
tion remains in enforcing these constraints simultaneously.
Additionally, one should note that after eliminating the unknown deformation coefficients
lij , the set of equations (3.2-3.3) are homogeneous w.r.t. different column triplets Qk’s of
1This second set of constraints can be seen as a replacement of the non-convex rank one constraint on the
elements of each pair of rows of the motion matrix as given in (2.16), which enforces the rotation estimates
using any column triplet of Qk to be the same.
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the corrective transformation matrix. This suggests that estimation of K best solutions to
the set of 4th order polynomial equations (3.2-3.3) were needed to achieve the exact metric
solution for non-rigid factorisation.
A heuristic was proposed by Brand [30] to obtain a suboptimal closed form solution to
the problem of NRSf M. Brand proposed to work on each column triplet Qk of the cor-
rective transformation matrix independently. To estimate the first triplet Q1, he suggested
to enforce the constraints given in equation (3.2) (while ignoring (3.3)) by solving a least
squares problem on the 3K × 3K Gram matrix Q1QT1 following [157]. The remaining
column triplets were then estimated one by one using a recursive algorithm. For the estim-
ation of Qi+1, he proposed to work on the residual of the affine motion matrix which was
obtained after removing the contributions of already estimated triplets {Q1, · · · ,Qi}. This
heuristic was reported to work well to estimate the 3D shape while the accuracy of camera
matrix estimation was observed to be dependent on the eigenvalue distribution of Q1QT1 .
Following the low-rank basis shape model of Bregler et al. [32], many closed form and
iterative solutions were proposed in the literature for improving the reconstruction perform-
ance. Most of them were focused on building on top of the Brand’s original heuristic of find-
ing the optimal metric upgrade, by independently optimising for each of the column triplets
Qk of the corrective transform, using orthonormality constraints. A large body of work
has focused on using additional priors to achieve stable algorithms for non-rigid factorisa-
tion. These non-rigid factorisation methods can be broadly classified into two categories:
namely, closed form methods and iterative methods, which we now review in detail.
Closed form Solutions to Non-Rigid Factorisation
Closed form solutions to NRSf M have always been of special interest to the community
because of their simplicity and efficiency. Although most of these solutions suffer from the
inherent noise in the tracking data, they facilitate better understanding of the problem while
aiming to determine the essential constraints required for achieving an unique solution to
the problem of non-rigid factorisation.
Brand’s flexible factorisation with uncertainty
In Brand’s non-rigid factorisation approach from image gradients [30], a variant of Bre-
gler et al. [32] algorithm was proposed to initialise the correct motion matrix M . This
initialisation was updated in closed form by a flexible factorisation algorithm by estimating
the inverse corrective transform Q−1, via minimisation of a least squares error such that
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Figure 3.10: Essential constraints for unique solution of non-rigid factorisation are listed in
the top half of the figure whereas bottom part explains different additional priors used in the
literature for NRSf M in conjunction with essential constraints.
MQ−1 = M˜ . Additionally, a prisomony prior was introduced which penalise the amount
of total deformation to heavily budget the number of independent deformation modes. This
prior favored the most simple (i.e. low-rank) reconstruction which explains the measure-
ment matrix W .
In addition to proposing a closed form solution, Brand’s method was the first to formulate
the non-rigid factorisation problem with uncertainty, extending Irani and Anandan’s original
work [91] for rigid factorisation with uncertainty to the non-rigid domain, to account for
tracking uncertainty by transforming the original measurements of W to the covariance
weighted space before performing its rank 3K SVD.
Moreover, Brand’s work also proposed a direct formulation to the NRSf M problem that
takes image intensity gradients as input and minimises a photometric cost by re-parameterising
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Figure 3.11: Reconstruction results reported by Brand [30]. The top row show a sample
frame from the sequence. The middle row shows the tracked feature points, along with the
3D reconstruction and instantaneous motion of the features as observed from frontal and
side views. Bottom row shows the novel views generated with texture mapping. Figure
from [30]
the brightness constancy constraint using rank constraints [100].
Although this was the first solution to the NRSf M problem directly from image intensit-
ies, while accounting for tracking uncertainty in the image gradients, due to a suboptimal
metric upgrade step, it fell short of accurately reconstructing challenging deformations as
reported by [192] (See figure 3.12). While in practice this method can be used to recon-
struct every pixel of the image, the energy does not contain a spatial regularisation term
and no dense reconstruction results were reported. In the popular actor sequence shown in
figure 3.11, about 100 points — with reasonable texture — were selected for reconstruction
and the resulting meshes were rendered (via texture mapping) from different viewpoints for
visualisation.
Xiao et al.’s closed form solution with basis constraints
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The work of Xiao et al. [192, 194] was greatly influential to the field of deformable
structure recovery since they proposed an algorithm to recover the corrective transformation
in closed form not just for orthographic but also for perspective cameras [194] and they
characterised the ambiguities inherent to the problem. Although they concluded incorrectly
that orthonormality constraints alone were not enough to obtain an unambiguous solution
to the NRSf M problem, their work greatly influenced and shaped the field.
Xiao et al.’s basis constraints [192] were motivated from the intuition that for any valid
set of K basis shapes {B1, · · · ,BK}, there exists a family of equally valid basis shapes
corresponding to an arbitrary linear combination of {B1, · · · ,BK}. To select a unique
solution, Xiao et al. imposed the following prior on the basis: the optimal set of K inde-
pendent basis shapes corresponds to the 3D shapes observed in some K selected frames
— these were the images that contain least correlated 2D coordinates. This assumption
provides an additional set of linear constraints, which the authors called basis constraints,
on the corrective transform Q.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.12: Reconstruction results reported by Xiao et al.[192]. Images (a,d) represents
two different input images, (b,e) shows corresponding the 3D reconstructions as estimated
by [192] and (c,f)shows corresponding 3D reconstruction as estimated by Brand’s closed
form [30]. Image from [192].
It was shown that orthonormality constraints along with the new basis constraints can be
optimised in closed form to give a unique solution to the Gram matrices Gk = QkQTk .
A rank-3 approximation of the estimated Gram matrix was used to estimate corresponding
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column triads Qk of the corrective transform.
Xiao et al.’s closed form solution with basis constraints was reported to work very well
in the case of noiseless data and outperform Brand’s algorithm (See Figure 3.12 for il-
lustration), specially in the cases where K full rank deformation modes can be observed
independently in some key frames in isolation.
Brand’s direct reconstruction method
Figure 3.13: Reconstruction results reported by Brand [31]. From left to right Input image,
reconstruction from Brand’s direct method and reconstruction results by Xiao et al.’s basis
method which produces a shape with inverted mouth, lower nose and forehead. Image from
[31].
Brand’s work [31] was the first to indicate that it is indeed feasible to obtain a unique
solution to the non-rigid factorisation problem using only orthonormality constraints. He
proposed a closed form solution for directly estimating the triads of the corrective trans-
formationQk within an energy minimisation framework while by-passing the estimation of
the Gram matrix QkQTk , thus avoiding the ambiguities mentioned by Xiao et al. [192].
In this work, Brand identified that the culprit for the failure of Xiao et al.’s algorithm was
the two step procedure used for the metric upgrade. The first step of Xiao et al.’s algorithm
used orthonormality and basis constraints to estimate the full rank 3K×3K Gram matrices
Gk = QkQ
T
k . This was followed by finding the best rank 3 approximation of this Gram
matrix. Brand’s work was also the first to propose that the correct estimation of the column
triplet Qk of the corrective transform requires the estimation of the Gram matrix Gk using
the orthonormality constraints given in (3.2) subject to the constraint that Rank(Gk) = 3.
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Figure 3.13 shows a comparison of the results obtained with Brand’s direct approach and
Xiao et al.’s [192].
Akhter et al.’s work in defense of orthonormality constraints
Akhter et al. [5] finally showed that Xiao and Kanade in their work [193] had wrongly
concluded that orthonormality constraints alone were not enough to estimate the metric up-
grade because they ignored the fact that the Gram matrix QkQTk is always rank 3. Instead,
they argued that orthonormality constraints were sufficient to obtain a unique solution to
non-rigid factorisation and the problem lay in the correct estimation of column triplet Qk
such that Gk = QkQTk is rank 3 and satisfies the orthonormality constraints — as previ-
ously suggested by Brand [31]. However, the authors did not propose a practical optimisa-
tion algorithm to solve this problem.
Dai et al.’s simple method for non-rigid factorisation
Recently, Dai et al. [57] proposed the first metric upgrade algorithm for NRSf M which
simultaneously enforces orthonormality constraints on the rotations and a rank 3 constraint
on the Gram matrix Gk in a single optimisation as desired and suggested by Akhter et al.
[5] and Brand et al. [31]. Dai et al. proposed to use the trace norm relaxation of the rank
3 constraint on the Gram matrix Gk to make the metric upgrade step convex. Using the
trace norm approximation of rank, the problem of estimating the first column triplet of the
corrective transform matrixQ reduces to a convex semi-definite program which was solved
using SeDuMi. This first column triplet was then used to estimate all the rotation matrices.
Once the correct rotations were estimated, the authors proposed two different methods
to estimate the 3D shapes. The first was a closed form solution for directly estimating
the shapes using the pseudo-inverse of the rotation matrices. In the second method they
proposed to minimise the reprojection error w.r.t. non-rigid shapes subject to a low-rank
prior on the shapes which was again relaxed via trace norm approximation. The trace norm
relaxation based solution to non-rigid factorisation provided state of the art results for sparse
NRSf M.
Although there are some similarities between our dense approach to NRSf M and Dai
et al.’s second method, there are substantial differences which we describe in detail in
Chapter 6. First, our work embeds the low-rank shape constraint within a global energy
minimisation framework which allows to incorporate powerful spatial regularisation and
recover smooth 3D shapes; in addition we eliminate the requirement that the exact number
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of basis shapes be known in advance — in contrast, an important drawback of Dai et al.’s
approach is that it still requires this information for the metric upgrade step. Finally, our
approach is scalable and highly parallelisable, while Dai et al.’s approach remains sparse.
Iterative Methods for Non-Rigid Factorisation
Apart from closed form solutions discussed in the previous section, many energy minim-
isation based approaches to non-rigid factorisation were proposed in the literature. One
subcategory of problems relies on the iterative schemes which involve independently op-
timising for each set of the variables (per-frame rotations, basis shapes and coefficients)
via alternation. These algorithms improved upon the reconstruction accuracy of closed
form solutions by providing higher resilience to noise in the 2D tracking while handling the
missing data robustly.
Torresani et al.’s alternating least squares algorithm
In a parallel work to [30], Torresani et al.[160] pioneered alternation based methods for
NRSf M. This work proposed to initialise the camera matrices using Tomasi and Kanade’s
rigid factorisation algorithm. The deformation coefficients were initialised with small ran-
dom values and the initial basis shapes were estimated via least squares. The tri-linear
non-rigid factorisation problem was then solved by minimising the reprojection error via
an iterative least-squares optimisation; where in each iteration the deformation coefficients,
basis shapes and camera rotation were estimated in isolation assuming the other set of vari-
ables to be fixed.
The basis shapes and deformation coefficients were estimated in closed form while a
Gauss-Newton algorithm was used to estimate camera rotations. These rotations were para-
meterised with exponential maps to satisfy the orthonormality constraints. Additionally,
the authors observed that in the case of small out of plane rotations of the non-rigid shape,
the depth estimation via non-rigid factorisation can lend itself to ambiguous solutions. To
avoid these ambiguities their energy includes a smoothness prior that discourages large
depth variations between points on the 3D surface.
Torresani et al.’s probabilistic energy optimisation algorithms
In follow-up work [159], Toressani et al. proposed to solve the low-rank factorisation
problem by using a probabilistic PCA model while enforcing a Gaussian prior on the de-
formation coefficients. In this work, the deformation coefficients were assumed to be drawn
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from a Gaussian distribution while the rigid component of the shape was assumed to explain
most of the measurement matrix. The advantage of modeling the deformation coefficients
via latent variables results into a simpler problem (with fewer variables) of the joint likeli-
hood maximisation of the image measurements. This problem was solved using a expecta-
tion maximisation algorithm (EM-PPCA).
Torresani et al.[159], also proposed a variant of this EM-PPCA algorithm where a linear
dynamic model of shapes (LDS) was added to the probabilistic framework. In this formula-
tion, the shape coefficients in each frame were modeled as the linear combination of those
corresponding to the previous frames resulting in additional temporal smoothness. Both
EM-PPCA and EM-LDS were shown to be robust to noise in the tracking data and were
reported to perform better than previously proposed NRSf M algorithms. It was shown later
that EM-PPCA and EM-LDS work accurately in the cases of relatively small deformations
with respect to a strong rigid component.
Paladini et al.’s optimal metric projection
Paladini et al. [110] proposed an alternation based approach where they focused on re-
fining the correct motion matrix M (with the structure as given by (3.1)) and basis shapes
iteratively. They showed that the estimation of correct motion matrix, given the basis shapes
is a non-convex problem. They proposed to avoid this non-convex metric upgrade step by
projecting the affine estimates of the motion matrix onto the correct motion manifold —
named stiefel manifold — that is defined by the set of metric constraints. A tight relaxation
of the metric constraints was proposed and the relaxed metric projection problem resulted
in a semi definite program (SDP) which was solved using SeDuMi [152]. An alternation
scheme was proposed for non-rigid factorisation in which a shape refinement step with
least squares was performed in alternation with the optimal metric projection step. This
algorithm was reported to be relatively robust to noise in the tracking data and also outper-
formed EM-PPCA and EM-LDS in the presence of large amounts of missing data.
In a later work [62], Del Bue et al. generalised the metric projection algorithm to a
framework for minimising bilinear energies subject to special manifold constraints. Such
formulation was successfully applied to various problems like photometric stereo, shape
from shading and image registration in addition to NRSf M.
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Bundle Adjustment and Non-Rigid Factorisation
Non-linear optimisation methods have also been applied to recover simultaneously all the
parameters (projection matrices, basis shapes and deformation coefficients) of the linear
basis shape model, assuming a good initialisation is available. These methods aim to min-
imise image reprojection error2:∑
f
∑
p
‖wfp −Rf
K∑
k=1
lfkBkp − tf‖2 (3.4)
where, wfp is the given image location of the pth feature point as observed in the f th frame
and Rf and tf are the orthographic camera matrix and the 2D translation for the f th frame
respectively. lfk is the deformation coefficient corresponding to the kth basis shape Bk,
where the coordinates of the pth feature point are represented by Bkp.
It is evident that the number of variables grows rapidly, as the number of frames and the
complexity of the scene increase. However, sparse bundle adjustment [162] allows for an
efficient optimisation of this energy taking advantage of the sparse structure of the Jacobian
matrix.
Given the flexibility to add different priors in conjunction with the squared reprojection
error, bundle adjustment has been successfully used to minimise such non-linear energies
for non-rigid reconstruction. Aanæs and Kahl [2] were the first to apply bundle adjustment
to the problem of NRSf M. The authors advised to use temporal smoothness to resolve the
ambiguities in NRSf M along with a near rigidity (small deformations) prior.
Del Bue et al. [61] used a bundle adjustment algorithm for NRSf M with a perspective
camera model. The authors proposed a partial rigidity prior for NRSf M under the assump-
tion that some parts of the scene move rigidly, for example, corners of the eyes and features
on the nose or the temples in a deforming face. They initialised the camera poses using
RANSAC based algorithm which automatically discards the deforming features on the ob-
ject as outliers. This initialisation was followed by a constrained non-linear optimisation
with a prior on the degree of deformation on each reconstructed point. In later work, their
algorithm was extended to estimate varying intrinsic parameters for perspective projection
[98] and was adapted to a stereo setup in [60].
In contrast to traditional factorisation methods where K deformation modes are estim-
ated in a single optimisation, Bartoli et al.[18] proposed to estimate the deformation modes
2This energy can be optimised with the orthonormality constraints or the rotation matrices can be paramet-
erised using quaternions.
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incrementally. In [18] the basis shapes were added and deformation coefficients were op-
timised in a coarse to fine manner so that every newly estimated basis shape contains as
much variance of the residual reprojection error as possible. Every such basis estimation
step was solved using bundle adjustment where additional temporal and spatial smoothness
priors were incorporated in the cost function.
Trajectory Basis: A Dual Representation
The low-rank shape basis model of Bregler et al. [32] exploits the spatial properties of non-
rigid motion, introducing rank constraints on the 3D location of the set of points (shape)
at any given frame. Interestingly, the dual formulation of this model states that the rank
constraint can be instead applied to the 3D trajectories of each individual point, modelling
them as a linear combination of basis trajectories. Therefore, the motion and shape matrices
can exchange their roles as basis and coefficients and we can either interpret the 2D tracks
as the projection of a linear combination of 3D basis shapes or as the linear combination of
a 3D motion basis projected onto the image.This concept of non-rigid trajectory basis was
first introduced in 2D by Torresani et al. [158] who applied it to non-rigid 2D tracking as an
extension of the rigid subspace constraints proposed by Irani [90]. Later Akhter et al. [6, 7]
extended the trajectory basis to 3D to model non-rigid 3D trajectories to solve the NRSf M
problem using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) basis to explain the 3D trajectories.
Figure 3.14: Trajectory Basis - A dual representation : Given a deforming shape over time,
while a shape basis { b1, b2, b3} is used to explain each 3D shape instance as linear combin-
ation of shapes (shown in the left), the trajectory basis {θ1, θ2, θ3} represents each 3D point
trajectory as linear combination of basis trajectories (shown in right). Figure is produced
from [7]
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In [7] Akhter et al. proved this duality between the shape and trajectory basis formula-
tions in the context of the low-rank non-rigid factorisation problem. The main advantage
of this dual trajectory basis formulation to NRSf M was that the motion basis for a large
class of deformations can be predefined. Assuming the non-rigid deformation to be tempor-
ally smooth, [7] proposed to use the low-rank DCT basis as a predefined motion basis for
NRSf M. This basis was shown to be expressive enough to capture a vast variety of smooth
deformations and was shown to be comparable to the PCA basis on the CMU human motion
capture dataset.
Assuming the known trajectory basis to be a DCT basis with predefined rank K, the
problem of estimating the camera matrices and trajectory coefficients reduces to a bilinear
problem, where the orthonormality constraints on camera matrices are equivalent to Tomasi-
Kanade’s for rigid factorisation. Thus, a closed for solution to NRSf M was given by [7]
which outperformed previous solutions.
Later, in [113], Park et al. proposed to reconstruct 3D trajectories independently for each
point using a low-rank DCT basis under full perspective projection. The perspective projec-
tion matrices (both intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters) were assumed to be known
in advance. A reconstructibility theorem was also provided: the reconstruction of a single
point trajectory works best when the camera motion does not lie on the subspace defined by
the basis which is used to explain the 3D trajectory. Given that the DCT basis requires an
implicit assumption of smoothness in the deformations, the direct implication of this the-
orem is that high frequency camera motion is needed in trajectory based reconstruction with
the DCT. This explains the superiority in the performance of Akhter et al.’s approach [6, 7]
on the CMU motion dataset since it contains smooth deformations and high frequency cam-
era motion.
Recently, Gotardo and Martinez alleviated this high frequency camera motion assump-
tion [81] and proposed a NRSf M algorithm which can be deployed in the case of smooth
camera motion and smooth deformations. The authors proposed to use the linear basis shape
model of Bregler et al. for non-rigid factorisation while parameterising each element of the
camera matrices and deformation coefficients separately with a low frequency DCT basis.
3.1.5 Alternatives to Linear Low Rank Basis Models for NRSfM
In this section we discuss alternatives proposed in the NRSf M literature to the low rank
linear basis shape and trajectory models.
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Rabaud and Belongie [123] argued that the linear basis shape model is too restrictive for
expressing a wide range of complex deformations. They proposed to use a locally linear ap-
proximation of a non-linear manifold to represent the space of deformations, where a small
neighborhood of shapes for a few images are assumed to be lying on a low dimensional
linear manifold. An initial rigid shape chain was estimated by clustering the input images
into K different clusters, each of which explains a different rigid shape. This initialisation
was followed by a locally smooth manifold learning algorithm (LSML) in which the motion
and shape parameters were estimated while imposing temporal smoothness constraints.
In later work, Rabaud and Belongie [124] proposed a linear embedding approach for
NRSf M. In this work, the authors assumed that given enough observations of a deformable
shape, a single shape instance will be observed multiple times in the image sequence from
different viewpoints. Based on this assumption, an embedding technique was proposed by
comparing the different triplets of the frames. This framework allows the estimation of
deformation coefficients independently from the basis shapes and the projection matrices.
Piecewise Modeling of Non-Rigid Surfaces
Low rank factorisation has been successfully used to model deformable scenes, but as these
methods rely on a global model (linear combination of basis shapes), they fail to model
strong local deformations. To tackle this limitation, a recent trend has emerged in NRSf M,
where a strongly deforming scene is modeled in a piecewise fashion. The common idea
in piecewise methods [172, 155, 66, 134, 135] is to divide the scene into smaller pieces,
reconstruct each piece independently by approximating it with a simple model (like planes,
rigid shapes etc.) and then, stitch these reconstructed pieces together based on some global
consistency criterion.
Varol et al. [172] assumed that non-rigid surfaces can be well approximated with a piece-
wise planar model. Their method works on pairs of images and with known camera calib-
ration. The reference image was manually divided into regular overlapping regions. Each
of the regions was then reconstructed as a plane by fitting a homography to the given fea-
ture correspondences between two images. Finally, a surface was created by stitching these
planar reconstructions relying on enforcing the 3D consistency between the overlapping re-
gions. Finally a mesh was fit to the point cloud. The appeal of this method is that it can
reconstruct complex deformations given feature correspondences between just two images.
A locally rigid model was later used in Taylor et al. [155], by reconstructing every neigh-
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Figure 3.15: A qualitative and quantitative comparison of 3D reconstruction results ob-
tained by different piecewise NRSf M methods. From left to right: the first three columns
show the reconstruction results obtained on the synthetic flag sequence using [66],[155] and
[134] respectively. (3D reconstruction error for each point is encoded as a heat map - red
represents higher error). The last three columns show the qualitative results on the paper
bending sequence: the first column shows three input images, second and third columns
show the reconstruction results obtained from [172] and [155] (shown in black) respect-
ively, overlaid with the results obtained by [134] (shown in green in both the columns).
Figure from [134].
Figure 3.16: Dense reconstruction results of paper bending sequence form Russell et al.
[135]. From left to right : first and last input image followed by the 3D reconstruction of
the last frame as seen from two different view-points.
bouring triple of non-collinear points. Instead of estimating two frame homographies as in
[172], in [155] feature tracks were used over F frames of a video to reconstruct each triangle
independently to form a triangle soup. This was followed by a disambiguation step for their
relative depths and reflection states, solved for all the triangles simultaneously. Opting for
minimal 3-point planar models provided a simple linear solution to the local reconstructions
and avoided the problem of patch division. However, this was at the expense of having to
solve an NP-hard problem for the reflection ambiguities.
Fayad et al.[66] used local quadratic models instead of linear, to account for more com-
plex deformations. In a similar setup to [172], Fayad et al.[66] manually divide the im-
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Frame 1 Frame 4 Frame 18 Other views
Figure 3.17: Dense reconstruction results of an actor sequence from TV series ”Lost” from
Russell et al. [135]. From left to right : First 3 columns show the sample input frames (first
row) with the frontal view of corresponding 3D reconstructions (second row). Last column
shows different views of the reconstruction achieved for frame 18. It is easy to observe the
relief in the face is considerably small and the overall reconstruction is flatter then expected
and lacks detail.
age into several overlapping patches, each of which was reconstructed independently using
a quadratic deformation model under an orthographic camera assumption. The overlaps
between neighbouring patches were used to resolve the flip and translation ambiguities.
Later, Russell et al.[134] automated the patch division step. The non-rigid reconstruction
problem was formulated as a labelling problem where the assignment of points to models
and the refinement of these models was jointly optimised with an additional constraints that
models should overlap. A multiple model fitting framework was used to incorporate the
spatial constraint that neighbors of any feature point should most likely belong to the same
model.
A single energy was designed for simultaneous patch division and 3D reconstruction
which was optimised via an hill-climbing approach using a variant of the α-expansion al-
gorithm. It was shown that this data-driven division of the surfaces into pieces leads to
substantial improvement in the accuracy of 3D reconstruction. The algorithm of [134] was
shown to produce state of the art results on many standard NRSf M datasets which were
popular for evaluating template based reconstruction methods. Figure 3.15 shows qualitat-
ive and quantitative comparisons between the reconstruction results achieved with different
piecewise NRSf M methods.
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More recently Russell et al.[135] extended the piecewise quadratic model to work with
dense correspondences by proposing an efficient and scalable optimisation algorithm to
solve the energy based multiple model fitting problem. Assuming that dense tracking is
available, the authors cast the NRSf M problem as a mapping problem from a 2D location in
the reference frame (from R2) to its 3D location (to R3) alleviating the need for a known
3D template which was assumed in [134]. To the best of our knowledge, Russell et al.[135]
was the first template free dense NRSf M solution which successfully provided per pixel 3D
reconstructions from dense point trajectories, which were obtained using the video registra-
tion technique described in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
However, similar to template based methods, while [135] successfully recovered the de-
formable structure for developable surfaces like folding pieces of paper (for which a planar
template assumption holds true), the method failed to provide satisfactory results in more
general cases; for example, reconstructing the human face (See figure 3.16 and figure 3.17).
Recently, piecewise models have also been successfully used for modelling articulation
[134] or dense reconstruction (and segmentation) of multiple-bodies [131] with overlapping
or non-overlapping rigid models respectively.
In conclusion, piecewise modelling of deformable surfaces has proven to be a feasible
alternative to low-rank factorisation as it allows to model strong local deformations. A
particular advantage of these methods is that they are capable of reconstructing surfaces
without the need for significant global rigid motion — which is an strong limitation of
methods relying on global modelling.
3.1.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have provided a detailed review of different approaches to non-rigid
shape reconstruction. Model based, multi-view and template based methods take advantage
of prior knowledge or additional sensors for accurate motion capture. Although these meth-
ods achieve high quality results, they are either dependent on costly studio setup, hence
are limited to work in controlled environment (e.g. multiview capture systems), or they
are hard to generalise across different scenarios (e.g. template based methods or 3D scans
based morphable model leaning). Recently proposed interactive methods are also capable
of learning reasonably detailed morphable models from images. These methods can be seen
as a special case of non-rigid factorisation methods, as they also rely on the low-rank basis
shape model with the difference that they incorporate curve or silhouette correspondences
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into NRSf M.
Most of these methods make use of well established energy minimisation algorithms,
where spatial smoothness and temporal consistency play important roles. While optic flow,
stereo reconstruction and scene flow estimation steps of various markerless motion capture
methods require spatial smoothness priors, temporal consistency was exploited to avoid
drift in the mesh tracking by several methods. Establishing dense correspondences was also
a vital step for learning morphable models from 3D scans while the image based morphable
model learning methods used physically inspired smoothness priors like minimum bending
energy or surface tension [121]. Inspired from these methods we consider the importance
of spatial smoothness and temporal consistency while designing our dense, non-rigid, mon-
ocular capture system.
In particular, aiming towards monocular dense reconstruction without prior scene know-
ledge, most of our review was focused on non-rigid factorisation algorithms which are im-
age driven and designed to work with a monocular setup. We have elaborated on the main
approaches and discussed their shortcomings in detail. The two major conclusions from
this review which act as the main catalysts for the work presented in this thesis are:
(i) Given the 2D correspondences through the video, orthonormality constraints on cam-
era matrices along with a low-rank prior are sufficient for solving the NRSf M problem under
orthography.
(ii) Non-rigid factorisation has been considered a challenging optimisation problem com-
pared to its rigid counterpart due to the significantly difficult non-linear metric upgrade step.
The difficulty in devising an accurate metric upgrade step is the result of an explicit low-rank
representation, where the deformable shape is reparametrised with a linear combination of
the unknown basis shapes, leading to a tri-linear factorisation problem.
The objective we want to achieve in this thesis is to avoid the explicit low-rank formu-
lation used for NRSf M and take advantage of convex optimisation techniques to design a
scalable algorithm for dense shape inference.
3.2 Video and Image Registration
In the previous section, we have discussed various dynamic capture pipelines. Estab-
lishing temporal correspondences is one of the fundamental steps for almost all of these
pipelines. Multi-view dynamic capture methods rely on optic flow or scene flow estim-
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ation, whereas model based reconstruction methods require correspondence estimation to
register 3D scans.
Both template based reconstruction methods and non-rigid factorisation methods use im-
age correspondences as their input. Monocular 3D reconstruction of non-rigid surfaces re-
quires long-term feature trajectories. Obtaining these long-term trajectories in the presence
of non-rigid motion is a challenging problem. We believe that the slow progress towards
the availability of reliable robust video registration techniques has been one of the main
obstacles for dense monocular capture systems. Unfortunately, this step of establishing
long-term trajectories has received very little attention from the NRSf M community. Usu-
ally, the input for NRSf M methods is a set of sparse feature tracks, obtained with local
feature matching techniques — such as Lucas and Kanade’s popular tracker [100], or SIFT
feature matching [99]. While local feature matching algorithms provide good matches in
areas with rich texture, they fail to provide reliable solutions in textureless areas with van-
ishing gradients due to the well known aperture problem. Thus, relying on these local
feature matching algorithms, factorisation based NRSf M methods are restricted to produce
sparse reconstructions (typically consisting of about 100 points).
Image registration is an attractive alternative to local feature matching techniques where
the aperture problem is addressed by using smoothness constraints. Image registration is
a fundamental problem in Computer Vision that can be defined as the problem of estimat-
ing a 2D vector field of image point displacements, that will align a target image back to
a reference frame. Image registration methods can be broadly categorised into two major
classes: parametrised motion estimation techniques where the smoothness priors are in-
corporated implicitly in the parametrisation of the warp function, and non-parametric optic
flow estimation techniques which impose explicit spatial regularisation priors on the motion
estimates.
3.2.1 Parametric Image Registration
Parametric representations of dense motion fields have been successfully used to address the
aperture problem in the context of image registration. These methods attempt to register any
target image to a canonical (usually flat) reference template by estimating the parameters of
a warp function which parameterises the motion field from the template to the target image.
Thin-plate splines [28] are the most commonly used parameterisation for motion fields of
deforming non-rigid surfaces such as a flag waving in the wind.
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Thin plate splines are Radial Basis Functions (RBF) that implicitly minimise the integral
bending energy of the surfaces. Thin plate splines are defined by aR2 → R non-linear basis
function, e.g. φ(d) = d2log(d), a set of l control points ck representing the centers of the
spline and a set of l+3 coefficients w = (w1, · · ·wl, α, β, γ). Using such a parametrisation,
the warp function f : R2 → R2 which maps any pixel x from the reference template to its
target location x′ can be defined by a stack of two thin plate splines sharing the same center
with their coefficients being wx and wy as:
x
′
= f(x,W ) =
[
γx
γy
]
+
[
αx βx
αy βy
]
x +
l∑
k=1
[
wxk
wyk
]
φ(‖x− ck‖) (3.5)
where the joint set of all coefficients is defined as W := [wx,wy].
Using the parametrisation given in (3.5), the problem of image registration can be solved
by estimating all the basis coefficients (W := [wx,wy]) (and optionally locating the set of
control points ck). Parametric image registration methods are classified into two different
categories: feature-based methods and point-based (or direct) methods.
Feature-Based Methods for Parametric Registration
Feature-based registration algorithms [49, 115, 116] rely on sparse feature correspond-
ences for the estimation of warp parameters. These methods generally work in a two-step
pipeline as shown in Figure 3.19. In the first step, feature correspondences between the
reference and target images are estimated using wide-baseline feature matching algorithms
like [99, 96]. In the second step, the image registration problem is solved by estimating a
warp function which explains these correspondences while robustly eliminating the outliers.
Over-reliance on an initial feature matching without any global constraints can influence
the image registration quality. Thus, one of the main challenges for feature-based paramet-
ric registration methods is to detect erroneous matches. To avoid this problem, [49, 115]
have proposed algorithms to match simultaneously the detected features while estimating
warp parameters.
Pilet et al.[115] proposed a fast, iterative, non-rigid surface registration method which
achieved real time performance and was successfully applied to realistic augmentated real-
ity. The image warp was parameterised using a 2D mesh defined on the template surface
as an equidistant hexagonal grid. For simultaneous feature matching and registration, the
detected keypoints were expressed as weighted sums of the mesh vertices. This mesh was
deformed by minimising a robust M-estimator based cost for wide-baseline keypoint match-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.18: Feature-based parametric image registration. Images in the first row show (a)
Feature correspondence between the reference template (left) and the target image (right)
estimated by a wide-baseline feature matching algorithm. Second row shows (b) The es-
timated warp function using [116] which registered the template image to the target image.
ing. A prior based on the equal distance assumption between the vertices on the hexagonal
grid was used for regularisation. This method exhibits excellent capabilities to remove
outliers from wide-baseline matches and was proven to be robust to large deformations,
lighting changes, motion blur, and occlusions. Figure 3.19 reproduces sample results from
[115].
Point-based methods for parametric image registration
In contrast to feature-based methods, point-based methods find the warp parameters by
minimising the per-pixel colour discrepancy between the warped target image and the refer-
ence template. Bartoli and Zisserman [20] proposed an intensity-based scheme to estimate
the warp which was parametrised via a Radial Basis Function. Subsequently, various point-
based parametric warp estimation methods have been proposed in the literature. While
Pizarro et al. [117] proposed a light-invariant color discrepancy measure, Gay-Bellile et
al. [79] integrated a 3D morphable model for template based registration using a thin plate
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Figure 3.19: Feature-based parametric image registration by [115]. Images from left to
right and top to bottom represent; (a) Reference template overlaid with the 2D hexagonal
mesh, (b) deformed target image with strong illumination change, (c) the estimated warp
visualised as the deformed 2D mesh overlaid with the target image, (d) the target image
visualised without the texture of the template but keeping the color variation due to illu-
mination changes (one can see that the algorithm successfully separated the shading effects
due to varying illumination from the texture of the template), (e) and (f) target image with
virtually added ISMAR logo without and with the shading effects respectively.
spline parametrisation of the warp function.
Recently, [78] proposed a direct warp estimation method with self-occlusion reasoning.
In contrast to traditional image registration methods which treats both self-occluded and
externally occluded regions as outliers, this work includes an additional ”shrinkage” prior
to detect self occlusions. This prior penalises local folds in the estimated warp, thereby
constraining it to shrink. Self occlusions are detected as areas where the estimated warp
shrinks. Such a prior for explicit self occlusion handling was shown to substantially improve
the registration quality of highly deforming surfaces (see Figure 3.20).
Both feature-based and direct registration methods have their own limitations. As feature-
based methods rely on large baseline matching they are capable of registering images con-
taining large deformations. However, their main drawback is that they are not capable of
capturing local deformations in areas which lack texture. Also, due to lack of feature points
near occlusion boundaries, it is challenging to robustly detect self occlusions. Direct re-
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.20: Explicit self occlusion reasoning for image registration. Images from left to
right in top row show; (a) the reference template, (b) target image with external occlusion
and (c) successfully estimated warp using classical outlier rejection respectively. Bottom
row shows, (d) target image with self occlusion, (e) unsuccessful warp estimation using
classical outlier rejection which fails near and inside occluded region and (f) successful
warp estimation by [78] with explicit occlusion handling respectively.
gistration methods take full advantage of the dense image information and are capable of
detecting reliably self and external occlusions. However, gradient-based iterative optim-
isation algorithms heavily rely on the initialisation. Recently, Pizarro and Bartoli [116]
have proposed a warp estimation algorithm that can cope with large deformations and self-
occlusions using a piecewise smoothness prior on the deformations. Local smoothness
priors were used instead of the more traditional global priors, to reject erroneous keypo-
int matches robustly. A direct approach that uses all the pixels in the image was used as
a refinement step, bootstrapped by feature driven registration. This combined pixel and
feature-based technique was reported to give state of the art performance on image regis-
tration. In Chapters 4 and 5 we extensively compare our video registration algorithms with
Pizarro and Bartoli [116].
3.2.2 Non-Parametric Image Registration and Optic Flow
In contrast to parametric warp estimation methods, variational methods allow the formu-
lation of non-parametric optic flow estimation as an optimisation problem of continuous
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energy functionals. Stemming from Horn and Schunck’s original approach [89], this en-
ergy incorporates a data term that accounts for the brightness constancy assumption and a
regularisation term that facilitates filling-in of the flow in low textured areas of the image.
Assuming I0, If : Ω ∈ R2 → R to be the reference and the target images which are
registered by estimating a continuous motion field u(x) := (u1(x), u2(x))> from I0 to If ,
a canonical form of the variational energy for optic flow estimation is:
E(u) =
∫
Ω
α
(
ΦD(If (x+ u)− I0(x)) + ΦS(∇u(x),∇I0(x))
)
dx , (3.6)
where Ω is the domain of the reference image, ∇ is the 2D gradient operator, ΦD and ΦS
are robust functions used for penalising the brightness constancy and flow discontinuities
respectively and α is a scalar quantifying the strength of the flow regularisation.
Most of the early research for robust optic flow estimation was devoted to designing pen-
alisation functions ΦD and ΦS . While various choices for penalisation functions ΦD allow
for robustness to outliers in the brightness constancy due to illumination changes and occlu-
sions [35, 34], many robust functions ΦS were proposed for accurately estimating the optic
flow while retaining directional discontinuities in the flow field [184, 198, 187, 182, 183].
A detailed review of these methods can be found in [37] and [184] which compares various
edge preserving regularisers and studies their properties while defining the principles for
designing rotation invariant anisotropic regularisers. For the completeness, we include a
taxonomy of different spatial regularisers used in the literature for optic flow computation
in Table 3.1, and a visual comparison between the different optic flow methods which use
these regularisers in Figure 3.21.
An important challenge in variational optic flow estimation is to effectively minimise the
energies of the form (3.6), which are susceptible to reach local minima due to the non-
convexity of the brightness constancy term. In their influential work, Brox et al. [34] pro-
posed to avoid the linearisation of the brightness constancy and provided a nested fixed
point iteration scheme to define a coarse-to-fine theory of warping. The authors also added
gradient constancy to the data term, to impose the fact that image gradients are relatively
robust to small illumination changes. Following [34], most variational optic flow estim-
ation methods rely on a coarse-to-fine flow estimation technique based on the theory of
warping. However, small or thin image structures usually vanish at the coarser level of
the warping schemes. In such scenario, the object’s motion is mistaken with the motion of
the background at coarser levels which leads to the erroneous flow estimates for these thin
structures moving independently from the background.
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Type of regulariser ΦS(∇u(x),∇I0(x))
Homogeneous [89]
2∑
i=1
|∇ui(x)|2
Image-driven Isotropic [8] g(|∇I0(x)|2)
(
2∑
i=1
|∇ui(x)|2
)
Image-driven Anisotropic [104]
2∑
i=1
∇ui(x)TD(∇I0(x))∇ui(x)
Flow-driven Isotropic [144] Φ
(
2∑
i=1
|∇ui(x)|2
)
Flow-driven Anisotropic [184] tr
(
Φ
(
2∑
i=1
∇ui(x)∇ui(x)T
))
Table 3.1: This table lists different regularisers used for the optic flow estimation in the
literature. Φ and g here denote robust penalisation functions as used in [144, 184] and [8]
respectively, tr denotes the trace of a matrix and D([fx, fy]T ) =
[fy , −fx]T [fy , −fx]+λ2I2×2
f2x+f
2
y+2λ
2
with a given scalar λ [104]. Table reproduced from [37].
Recently, Brox and Malik [35] argued that instead, rich descriptors such as HOG [58] or
SIFT [99] do allow for global matching even in the presence of arbitrarily large motion of
small structures. Thus, by incorporating a wide-baseline descriptor matching cost into the
variational optic flow estimation framework, [35] provided an algorithm to estimate Large
Displacement Optic Flow (LDOF), which remains one of the most competitive algorithms
for optic flow in the presence of significant image motion and thin structures.
TV-L1 Optic Flow
Another important recent advance in variational optic flow methods has been the develop-
ment of the duality-based efficient optimisation of the so-called TV-L1 formulation [196,
46] (which owes its name to the Total Variation that is used for regularisation and the robust
L1-norm that is used in the data fidelity term).
With the choice of φD(.) = |.| and φS(∇u(x),∇I0(x)) = |∇u1(x)|+ |∇u2(x)| in the
canonical form of optic flow energy (3.6), TV-L1 optic flow can be estimated by minimising
the following energy:
E(u) =
∫
Ω
{
α|If (x+ u(x))− I0(x)|+ (|∇u1(x)|+ |∇u2(x)|)
}
dx (3.7)
An example of this class is the Improved TV-L1 (ITV-L1) method [182], which yielded
notable quantitative performance, by also carefully considering some practical aspects of
the optic flow algorithm. In particular, a duplication of the optimisation variable via a
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Figure 3.21: This figure shows a qualitative comparison of different regularisers proposed
for variational optic flow estimation. Images in the top row from left to right show: sample
color image from marble block sequence, its grayscale variant, and the ground truth flow
field respectively. Images in the middle row from left to right show: the ground truth optic
flow with color code, the optic flow results obtained using homogeneous flow regularisation
of [89] and image-driven isotopic regularisation of [8] respectively. Images in the bottom
row from left to right show: the optic flow results obtained by using image-driven aniso-
tropic regularisation of [104], flow driven isotropic regularisation of [144] and flow driven
anisotropic regularisation of [184] respectively. Figure from [37].
quadratic relaxation is used in [196, 182] to decouple the linearised data and regularisation
terms. This decomposes the optimisation problem into two (as shown in (3.8),(3.9)), each
of which consists of a convex energy that can be minimised in a globally optimal manner.
min
u¯
∫
Ω
{
α|I(x+ u¯(x))− I0(x)|+ ‖u(x)− u¯(x)‖
2
2θ
}
dx (3.8)
min
u
∫
Ω
{‖u(x)− u¯(x)‖2
2θ
+ (|∇u1(x)|+ |∇u2(x)|)
}
dx (3.9)
where u¯ are the latent variables used for duplicating u via quadratic relaxation, with relax-
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ation parameter θ.
The minimisation algorithm then alternates between solving for each of the two variables
(u and u¯) assuming the other one fixed. One of the key advantages of this decoupling
scheme is that since the problem (3.8) is point-wise independent, its optimisation can be
highly parallelised using graphics hardware [196].
This decoupling of the energy allows the possibility to use global optimisation methods
for minimising the brightness constancy while taking advantage of well established vari-
ational methods to enforce smoothness — thereby enabling the estimation of large displace-
ment smooth flow fields. For instance, [149] proposed exhaustive search for the global min-
ima of (3.8) whereas following recent advances in randomised patchmatch-based nearest
neighbour field estimation [17], a combined discrete-continuous optimisation method was
proposed by [88] for sub-pixel accurate correspondence estimation.
Following its success in optic flow computation, this decoupling based optimisation
scheme has since been successfully applied to motion and disparity estimation [119, 88],
real time dense 3D reconstruction [105, 151] and dense multi-body reconstruction [131].
This decoupling scheme has also formed the basis of the multi-frame video registration
algorithm we present in Chapter 5.
3.2.3 Temporally Consistent Optic Flow
Despite being such a powerful cue, most optic flow algorithms do not take advantage of
temporal coherence and only work on pairs of images. Few previous attempts to optic
flow estimation exist in the literature [185, 184, 111, 107, 187, 178] which use temporal
information from videos. These methods rely on using explicit temporal smoothness priors
to improve frame-to-frame (instantaneous) optic flow estimation performance using multi-
frame data 3.
The variational formulations of [185, 184] proposed to replace the standard 2D spa-
tial regularisation with its spatio-temporal extension which enforces piecewise temporal
smoothness on the estimated optic flow. It was shown that optic flow estimation with a
spatio-temporal smoothness prior outperformed the corresponding two frame flow estim-
ates on simple sequences. In later work, Werlberger et al. [187] argued that the assumption
of gradual flow field change through time (used in [185, 184]) degraded optic flow accuracy
3 It is important to note that despite using the temporal smoothness prior, these methods still model the
instantaneous flow field while registering consecutive frames. Thus, an additional flow integration step is
required for estimating long-term trajectories.
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on the more complicated scenes of the Middlebury dataset [15]. Instead, Werlberger et al.
proposed a 3 frame flow estimation method that mirrors the optic flow symmetric to the
central frame4.
In recent work [178], Volz et al. argued that regularising the point trajectories in image
space is more suitable from a modeling viewpoint instead of spatio-temporal regularisation
of instantaneous flow fields. They proposed a novel parametrisation of motion trajectories
using instantaneous optic flow field between 5 consecutive frames which allows for natural
registration of all the frames to a single reference frame (third frame of the sequence was
chosen). The authors reported improvements in optic flow computation by imposing first
and second order trajectory smoothness over 5 frames using this representation. In this
thesis, we take this concept of trajectory regularisation to longer sequences and exploit
temporal coherence through the entire video using subspace constraints.
In contrast to the methods described above, geometric constraints have also been incor-
porated in the computation of optic flow, but this has been done only in the case of rigid
scenes. For instance, priors to enforce the epipolar constraints (via fundamental matrix)
have been incorporated within a variational framework to improve the accuracy of optic
flow [181, 94, 180] for rigid scenes.
Nir et al. [107] proposed an over-parameterised formulation for optic flow using a spatio-
temporal basis. To estimate the flow between any two frames, the authors proposed to
estimate a set of varying coefficients for every pixel of the image. They argued that this
over-perametrised model for optic flow has the advantage that the smoothness term penal-
ises deviations from a predefined motion model instead of penalising the change in flow.
Although [107] used a spatio-temporal motion basis for optic flow formulation, it is im-
portant to note that this basis was used to over-parameterise the optic flow in contrast to
the central idea in this thesis of using subspace constraints for dimensionality reduction. In
this context, subspace constraints can be seen as a under-parametrised representation of the
point trajectories which enforce temporal consistency in flow estimates.
3.2.4 Long Term Trajectory Estimation
In previous sections, we have discussed image registration methods which provide an al-
ternative to traditional feature matching algorithms. In this section, we review recently
4The first and third frames were warped to the central frame by estimating a single motion field, which was
used to represent the flow form the first frame to the central frame as well as the flow from the central frame to
the third frame.
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introduced approaches for long-term trajectory estimation which are built on top of instant-
aneous (i.e. frame-to-frame) optic flow estimation algorithms. We will also discuss their
shortcomings and motivate the need for robust multi-frame optic flow estimation approach
which takes advantage of the rich temporal information available in a video.
Figure 3.22 shows a canonical compression of the relative density and longevity of feature
trajectories obtained by different methods. An ideal video registration approach should
track every pixel of the video and each track should live for the entire duration of the capture.
While local tracking methods like [100] are limited to track corner points which persist for
very short intervals (Figure 3.22 (a)), instantaneous optic flow estimates are pixel-wise but
have no temporal connectivity (Figure 3.22 (b)).
Recent attempts to obtain denser and accurate long-term trajectories are based on se-
quential integration of frame-to-frame optic flow [141, 154, 55]. The common problem of
standard optic flow integration is the drift in the feature tracks due to the accumulation of
error in frame-to-frame flow estimation. Additionally, even in the presence of very accurate
flow estimates, flow integration fails completely at motion boundaries as a single track can
be confused to lie on different objects due to motion discontinuities.
To overcome these issues, most flow integration approaches focus on robustly detecting
the cases where either the two frame optic flow estimate is corrupted or the temporal integ-
ration of the motion is ambiguous. For example, [141] rejects outliers in the tracking step
based on the sign of the divergence of frame-to-frame flow, whereas [154] removes points
which fail the forward-backward flow consistency or are near motion edges. In such failure
cases, tracking is terminated.
Another common drawback is that a physical feature which re-appears after a tracking
failure is always considered to be a new feature. Therefore, in a video with small amount
of self or external occlusion, a single track is often broken into multiple small tracklets.
However, these methods achieve better tracking density compared to local tracking methods
(figure 3.22(c)).
Some recent approaches like [128, 132] propose to merge these broken tracklets into
longer tracks for performance gain (see Figure 3.22 (d)). [128] attempts simultaneous
matrix compaction and low-rank factorisation to enforce temporal consistency via subspace
constraints whereas [132] formulates the tracklet linking as a combinatorial assignment
problem. Unlike flow integration methods, [128, 132] use appearance and motion similarity
for matching broken tracks. However they still rely on robust estimation of initial tracklets
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Figure 3.22: A canonical comparison for feature tracking approaches. The color code
on the left shows the starting point of each track in the following space-time plots which
from left to right represent tracking results; (a) using standard feature based methods like
[100], (b) using frame-to-frame optic flow, (c) using robust flow integration method of [154]
which gives denser tracklets and (d) after linking the small tracklets shown in (c) using
[132]. Image from Rubinstein et al. [132].
which are never refined.
Figure 3.23: Editing a video using unwrap mosaics. From left to right the figure shows, two
input frames of a video sequence of a actor who rotates his head while talking, the estimated
object texture in the form of Unwrap Mosaic, the edited mosaic with augmented make-up
and two frames of the output video with the successfully transfered virtual make-up from
the edited mosaic. Figure from [126].
Unwrap Mosaics
Closer to the goal of temporally consistent dense video registration is the work of Rav-
Acha et al. [126] which introduces ”Unwrap Mosaics” as a new representation for video
editing. The authors proposed to recover the 2D texture map for each 3D object which
is present in the video sequence and described the image formation process as a 2D-2D
transformation (with an object-space occlusion mask) from the object texture maps to the
image. The collection of object texture maps, per frame 2D-2D mappings and object occlu-
sion masks were named Unwrap Mosaic. The key to creating Unwrap Mosaics was in the
non-linear embedding of the pre-estimated point trajectories into a two dimensional space
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of the object-texture map such that the distances of the feature points in the texture map
agrees with the maximum distance of the corresponding trajectories in the observed video.
Using the embedded locations of the feature trajectories, each input image is registered to
the mosaic coordinate system. The registered images were finally stitched using a graph-
cut based panoramic stitching procedure to create a dense texture map for each object. This
representation allows to bypass the need for a 3D model in various video editing tasks such
as resizing, copying and pasting objects or augmented reality. See Figure 3.23 for an ap-
plication to add virtual make-up to the face of an actor on a video.
3.2.5 Subspace Constrained Feature Tracking
Low rank constraints have been shown to be helpful in addressing the aperture problem and
have been used successfully within local feature tracking frameworks. Irani’s was the first
work to exploit rank constraints in the case of rigid objects to obtain optic flow in areas with
one dimensional or no texture [90]. She proved that the optic flow vectors lie on a lower
dimensional subspace and therefore the flow at each point can be expressed as a linear com-
bination of a low-rank motion basis. This constraint was then used for estimating dense
correspondences, by requiring that all corresponding points across all video frames reside
in the appropriate low-dimensional linear subspace. However, although this algorithm in-
deed allows to solve the aperture problem, it performs poorly in areas of uniform intensity.
Moreover, this approach cannot cope with large displacements since it relies on the linear-
ised brightness constancy assumption which assumes small displacements. Besides, since
they do not impose spatial regularisation, the resulting optic flow is not regular.
The rank constraint was later extended to the non-rigid case by Torresani et al. [160] and
Brand [30]. As shown in Chapter 2, these methods also minimise the linearised brightness
constancy and therefore they suffer when the motion is larger than a few pixels or when
local appearance changes due to large deformations. Besides, although in theory these non-
rigid approaches are dense, in practice they have only been used to extend the tracking to
features which display the aperture problem (such as edges or degenerate features) instead
of computing optic flow values for every pixel in the image. Figure 2.6 replicates the results
of subspace constrained tracking from [160].
More recently, Ricco and Tomasi [127] have used subspace constraints to estimate long
range tracks for every pixel of a reference image while explicitly reasoning for occlusions.
More precisely, the authors opt for the reparametrisation of long-term 2D tracks in a video
with a linear combination of a pre-estimated trajectory basis. They proposed a variational
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Figure 3.24: Video motion for every point as estimated by [129]. From left to right the
images show (a-b) the first and the last frame of a sequence from Marple dataset, (c) inverse
warp of the last frame to the first frame and (d) inverse warp of the first frame to the last
frame respectively. Figure from [129].
energy minimisation framework to estimate the 2D trajectory of every pixel in the reference
frame via estimating the spatially smooth coefficients of the trajectory basis. Additionally,
the variational energy of [127] incorporates an unknown occlusion mask for each frame of
the video, which acts as a binary indicator to explain if a pixel form the reference frame is
occluded in a subsequent frame of the video.
More recently, Ricco et al. [129] alleviated the requirement of a reference frame for sub-
space constrained video registration by allowing the long-term trajectories to be anchored
to any frame in the video. This guarantees the coverage of trajectories in all regions of every
frame of the video. Thus, [129] extends the notion of subspace constrained video registra-
tion presented in this thesis to estimate video motion for every visible point. Figure 3.24
shows successful dense tracking across the video sequence despite substantial occlusion5.
3.2.6 Discussion
In this section, we have reviewed two frame image registration methods and their exten-
sions to obtain long-term trajectories. Non-parametric variational optic flow methods, al-
low for dense motion field estimation with sub-pixel accuracy. On the other hand, subspace
constraints have been successfully used as a data-driven regularisation for long term tra-
jectory estimation. Taking inspiration from these observations the aim of this thesis is to
design a robust video registration technique that incorporates subspace constraints into a
variational framework to provide temporally consistent dense tracks which can be used for
dense NRSf M.
5It is important to note that their work was published after our video registration methods using subspace
constraints [74, 75]
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CHAPTER 4
VIDEO REGISTRATION WITH
SUBSPACE CONSTRAINTS
This chapter addresses the problem of non-rigid video registration, or the computation of
optic flow from a reference frame to each of the subsequent images in a sequence, when the
camera views deformable objects. We exploit the high correlation between 2D trajectories
of different points on the non-rigid surface by assuming that the displacement of any point
throughout the sequence can be expressed in a compact way as a linear combination of a
low-rank motion basis.
Subspace constraints have previously been used for sparse feature tracking, though without
the addition of spatial smoothness priors. In this chapter we show how subspace constraints
can be extended to dense video registration. To justify our claim we reformulate the multi-
frame optic flow problem as the estimation of the coefficients that multiplied with a known
motion basis will give the displacement vectors for each pixel. We adopt a variational
framework in which we optimise a non-linearised brightness constancy to cope with large
displacements and impose homogeneous regularisation on the multi-frame motion basis
coefficients to enforce spatial smoothness in the estimated motion. This approach has two
strengths. First, the dramatic reduction in the number of variables to be computed (typic-
ally one order of magnitude) which has obvious computational advantages and second, the
ability to deal with strong deformations while applying temporal consistency in the motion
fields via a subspace constraint.
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Figure 4.1: Various applications of long-term trajectories
4.1 Introduction
Dense registration of a video sequence containing deformable surfaces continues to be one
of the unsolved fundamental problems in Computer Vision. Applications of long-term cor-
respondences in a video sequence are numerous; ranging from video augmentation to med-
ical imaging or non-rigid structure from motion (See figure 4.1).
Recently developed state of the art dynamic capture methods use stereo [170] or multi-
camera setups [22, 16] for 3D reconstruction of scenes while relying on mesh registration
techniques for temporal correspondence estimation. These methods estimate optic flow
between consecutive frames of a video while using rigidity priors from all stereo views and
use this flow as a noisy input to drive mesh registration. Although the rigidity assumption
helps immensely in resolving reconstruction ambiguities, the mesh tracking in such applic-
ations hardly takes advantage of the rich temporal information present in the sequences.
Thus these systems work well under controlled environments when prior scene know-
ledge (like pre-trained morphable models) is available [22, 16], but fail in a general frame-
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work when 2D tracking becomes more challenging and no prior information is available.
For example, in medical imaging applications, like in-vivo reconstruction such stereo-based
reconstruction methods leave large holes due to specularities present in the scene [150]
which make the non-rigid surface registration immensely difficult.
Other related applications like motion segmentation [195], dynamic scene reconstruction
[67] or motion assisted object segmentation [36] so far rely on segmenting or clustering
sparse tracks obtained by standard local feature tracking methods [100] and can be improved
immensely given fully dense tracking data. Additionally, dense correspondences have been
used for spatio-temporal super-resolution, or video inpainting tasks successfully. Many high
level scene analysis problems like action recognition [179] are also shown to benefit from
dense long-term tracking data.
It is not desirable to integrate frame-to-frame optic flow to obtain long-term dense tra-
jectories in a video as this leads to accumulation of error. Recently developed methods
[141, 154] for long-term trajectory estimation (discussed in Section 3.2.4) assume frame-
to-frame flow to be accurate and can be seen as a post-processing step for robust outlier
rejection. However, these methods do not take full advantage of the temporal information
present in the video and fall short of achieving the goal of accurate dense tracking as they
are only able to provide a set of broken tracklets (Figure 3.22).
Despite the fact that these robust tracklets are sufficient for many high level motion ana-
lysis tasks, for applications like video augmentation or novel view synthesis they are of very
limited applicability.
In this work we propose to solve the problem of dense video registration while extending
classic two frame optic flow algorithm to its multi-frame case. We propose to use the
temporal information present in the sequence from the beginning to do robust multi-frame
registration for dense long-term trajectory estimation. As illustrated in figure 4.2 our multi-
frame image registration approach can be defined as follows:
Consider a video sequence of non-rigid objects moving and deforming in 3D. In the clas-
sical optic flow problem, one seeks to estimate the vector field of image point displacements
independently for each pair of consecutive frames. In this work, we adopt the following
multi-frame reformulation of the problem. Taking one frame as the reference template, typ-
ically the first frame, our goal is to estimate the 2D trajectories of every point visible in the
reference frame over the entire sequence, using a multi-frame approach.
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Figure 4.2: Video registration is equivalent to the problem of estimating dense optic flow
u(x;n) between a reference frame Iref and each of the subsequent frames In in a sequence.
We propose a multi-frame optical flow algorithm that exploits temporal consistency by im-
posing subspace constraints on the 2D image trajectories.
Two significant difficulties arise. First, the image displacements between the reference
frame and subsequent ones are large since we deal with long sequences. Secondly, due to
heavy deformations, multiple warps can explain the same pair of images causing ambiguity.
In this chapter, we show that a multi-frame approach allows us to exploit temporal in-
formation which helps in resolving these ambiguities and improving the overall quality of
the estimated tracks. To that end we propose to marry the ideas of using subspace constraints
to constrain the optic flow and solving the non-linearised brightness constancy constraint
within a variational approach. We make use of the strong correlation between 2D traject-
ories of different points on the same non-rigid surface. These trajectories lie on a lower
dimensional subspace and we assume that the trajectory vector storing 2D positions of a
point across time can be expressed compactly as a linear combination of a low-rank motion
basis (Figure 4.3). This leads to a significant reduction in the dimensionality of the prob-
lem while implicitly imposing temporal consistency in the motion trajectories. The use of
temporal information in this way allows us to predict the location of points not visible in a
particular frame making us robust to self-occlusions or external occlusions by other objects.
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4.2 Dense Trajectory Subspace Constraints
This section extends the use of 2D trajectory subspace constraints to the case of estimating
dense multi-frame optic flow. More precisely, we assume that the input image sequence
has F frames and the n0-th frame, n0 ∈ {1, . . . , F} has been chosen as the reference. We
denote the domain of this reference image by Ω ⊂ R2 and define the function:
u(x;n) =
[
u1(x;n)
u2(x;n)
]
: Ω× {1, . . . , F} → R2 (4.1)
that represents the point trajectories in the following way. For every visible point x ∈ Ω
in the reference image, u(x; ·) : {1, . . . , F} → R2 is its discrete-time 2D trajectory over
all frames of the sequence. The coordinates of each trajectory u(x; ·) are expressed with
respect to the position of the point x at n = n0, which means that u(x;n0) = 0 and that
the location of the same point in frame n is x+u(x;n). We use the term multi-frame optic
flow to describe u, since it corresponds to a multi-frame extension of the conventional optic
flow: the latter is given by u(x; 2) in the degenerate case where the sequence contains only
F = 2 frames and the first one is considered as the reference (n0 = 1).
Mathematically, the linear subspace constraint on the 2D trajectories u(x;n) can be ex-
pressed in the following way. For all x ∈ Ω and n ∈ {1, . . . , F}:
u(x;n) =
R∑
i=1
qi(n)Li(x) (4.2)
which states that the trajectory u(x; ·) of any point x ∈ Ω can be approximated as the
linear combination of R basis trajectories q1(n), . . . , qR(n) : {1, . . . , F} → R2 that are
independent from the point location.
Note that we consider the chosen trajectory basis to be orthonormal. Let us define the
trajectory basis matrix Q which stores R basis trajectories for F frame long sequence as:
Q︸︷︷︸
2F×R
,

q1(1) · · · qR(1)
...
...
q1(F ) · · · qR(F )
 (4.3)
Recall that in Section 2.3, we defined Q to be a matrix whose columns consist first R
principle components of all the 2D trajectories which are to be estimated on the video. In
this chapter, we assume that Q is computed from a small subset of “reliable” point tracks
by truncating the singular value decomposition of the measurement matrix Wrel to rank R.
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Figure 4.3: The strong correlation between 2D trajectories of different points on the same
non-rigid surface can be exploited to impose temporal coherence by modelling long-term
temporal coherence imposing subspace constraints. These trajectories lie on a lower dimen-
sional manifold which leads to a significant reduction in the dimensionality of the problem
while implicitly imposing some form of temporal smoothness.
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Figure 4.4: The displacement of any point throughout the sequence can be expressed in a
compact way as a linear combination of a low-rank trajectory basis. The basis vectors qi
encode the temporal information while the coefficient maps Li describe the spatial distri-
bution of the individual basis trajectories.
Each column of this measurement matrix stores a pre-estimated 2D point trajectory. The
”reliable” points are those where the texture of the image is strong in both spatial directions.
These can be selected using Shi et al. [146] and tracked using [100]. We will alleviate these
assumptions in the next chapter.
We refer to the linear span of these basis trajectories as a trajectory subspace and denote
it by SQ. The linear combination is controlled by coefficients Li(x) that depend on x,
therefore we can interpret the collection of all the coefficients for all the points x ∈ Ω as a
vector-valued image L(x) , [L1(x), . . . , LR(x)]T : Ω → RR. Figure 4.4 illustrates the
subspace constraint.
In many cases, effective choices for the model order (or rank) R correspond to values
smaller than 2F , which means that the above representation is compact and achieves a
significant dimensionality reduction on the point trajectories.
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4.3 Video Registration with Subspace Constraints
In this section we aim at combining dense motion estimation with the rank constraints
described above following variational principles. As this is the first attempt of that kind —
to the best of our knowledge—, we embed the rank constraints in the original approach of
Horn and Schunck as a proof of concept that subspace constraints can be used to determine
multi-frame optic flow. Let I0, In : Ω ∈ R2 → R be the reference and the target images
to be registered (or matched). To compute the optic flow u(x) := (u1(x), u2(x))> for all
x := (x1, x2)
> ∈ Ω, the Horn-Schunck [89] method minimises an energy functional of the
form E = Edata + αEreg:
E(u) =
∫
Ω
((
In(x+ u)− I0(x)
)2
+ α
(|∇u1(x)|2 + |∇u2(x)|2))dx , (4.4)
where Edata and Ereg penalise deviations from the model assumptions and α > 0 acts as a
regularisation parameter. The assumption inEdata is that the grey value of a “moving” pixel
remains constant in both images, while Ereg assumes that the optic flow varies smoothly
in image space. It is important mentioning that since we are dealing with a sequence, we
adopt a non-linearised data constraint in order to cope with large displacements following
[9, 34].
4.3.1 Horn-Schunck Approach with Subspace Constraints
We now extend the variational model (4.4) for tracking a non-rigid object along an image
sequence I1, . . . , IF using subspace constraints. Following the derivations from Section
4.2, we can express the optic flow between a reference image I0 and a target image If as a
linear combination of 2D motion basis
u(x;n) = QnL(x) , (4.5)
which holds for all frames n = 1, . . . , F . The (2 × R)-matrices Qn correspond to the
two rows of trajectory basis matrix Q which corresponds to n-th frame of the sequence.
Assuming that the motion basis can be pre-estimated using a set of reliable 2D tracks,
we reformulate the optic flow computation as the estimation of the (R × 1)-vector of flow
coefficientsL(x), for allx ∈ Ω. The advantage of this parameterisation is that the functions
L(x) are shared by both components of the flow along the whole image sequence, which
drastically reduces the number of unknowns. Therefore, using the above parameterisation
we proposed the following extension of the Horn-Schunck approach for the dense multi-
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frame estimation of the functions L:
E(L) =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
(
In(x+QnL(x))− I0(x)
)2
dx+ α
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
|∇(QnL(x))|2dx .(4.6)
By noticing that the motion basis matrix Q does not vary spatially (cf. (4.3)) and that
its column-vectors are orthonormal , the smoothness constraint in (4.6) can be simplified
to
∑
n,r |qn(r)|2|∇Lr(x)|2 =
∑
r |∇Lr(x)|2, where Lr(x) is the r-th element of L(x).
This means that we are actually imposing homogeneous regularisation on the multi-frame
motion basis coefficients. With that simplification, the proposed energy functional reads:
E(L) =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
(In (x+QnL(x))− I0(x))2 dx+ α
∫
Ω
R∑
r=1
|∇Lr(x)|2 dx (4.7)
Before discussing the minimisation strategy for this energy, it is important to state that
once the functions L have been estimated we can densely compute the optic flow between
all target images I1, . . . , IF and the reference image I0 via the equations (4.5). Thanks
to the non-linearised grey value constancy assumption, we can cope with large displace-
ments, which we will demonstrate in the experimental section. This is one of the charac-
teristics that distinguishes our approach from other methods such as [90, 160] that assume
small deformations as they rely on linearised data constraints. Moreover, by exploiting a
global variational formulation we can truly compute dense and smooth flow fields without
worrying about the aperture problem in areas of partial (one-dimensional) or null textural
information.
One could argue that in (4.7) a pre-computed motion basis needs to be available before
estimating L. This is though a common and very useful practice in numerous applications
where the tracked objects undergo particular motions that could be represented by suitable
bases. Such bases are frequently computed from sparse data points, so the need for estim-
ating the motion coefficients and then the optic flow densely is compelling. Our approach
is going in that direction, and in the next chapter we explain how to refine the motion basis.
In terms of dimensionality reduction, the number of unknowns in the functional (4.7) is
R × P , where R is the number of 2D motion bases and P the number of pixels, compared
to the 2 × F × P unknowns in a multi-frame optic flow estimation. This way we reduce
the number of variables by a factor of 2F/R with F  R. In a typical experiment in this
chapter we would consider sequences with around F = 50 frames and use an average of
R = 5 basis trajectories.
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4.3.2 Minimisation
The proposed energy functional E(L) from (4.7) can be minimised by solving the Euler-
Lagrange equations [80] for all r = 1, . . . , R
0 =
F∑
n=1
(
Inz(qr(n)∇I>n )− α∆(Lr)
)
, (4.8)
with reflecting boundary conditions, where 2D vector ∇In denotes spatial gradient of In,
Inz = In−I0 and ∆ is the Laplacian operator which is defined as divergence of the gradient
in the domain of the reference image.
As we mentioned above the energy (4.7) is non convex due to the non-linearised data
constraint. For the same reason, we obtain a highly non-linear system of equations (4.8).
Following [34] we solve the system of equations by the multiresolution strategy with warp-
ing to avoid local minima and handle large displacements.
For each image of the video, we create the spatial image pyramids containing P low
resolution (coarse) images, by rescaling the input image with the scale factor of µp, where
µ ∈ [0, 1] and p ∈ {1, · · ·P} is the pyramid level. A Gaussian smoothing filter with the
size of 3 pixels and standard deviation 0.1 is applied while rescaling the input images. Our
multiresolution strategy with µ = 0.75 is as follows:
• Initialise the video registration at the lowest (P th) pyramid level with L(x) = 0.
• Iterate for the pyramid levels p = P, · · · , 1 as follows:
– Register the input images at pyramid level p, to incrementally update L using
K warping iterations described below.
– Rescale the estimated functions L with scale factor 1µ for initialising them at
pyramid level p− 1.
In each warping iteration k (at pyramid level p), we discretise the data term semi-implicitly
and the regularisation term full- implicitly to solve following system of equations:
0 =
F∑
n=1
(
Ik+1nz (qr(n)(∇Ikn)>)− α∆(Lk+1r )
)
, (4.9)
with k ∈ {1, · · ·K} being the index for the kth warping iteration.
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We remove the nonlinearities caused by Inz by linearising the image function around Lk
via the Taylor expansion:
Ik+1nz = I
k
nz +
R∑
η=1
{
qη(n)(∇Ikn)>
}
dLkη , (4.10)
where dLk = (dL1, . . . , dLR)> = Lk+1 −Lk is the small change in the function L.
Also, we discretise the partial derivatives with standard finite differences to have:
∆Lk+1r (x) =
∑
x˜∈N (x)
(
Lkr (x˜)− Lkr (x) + dLkr (x˜)− dLkr (x)
)
(4.11)
where the set N (x) consists of four neighbours of pixel x on the image grid.
The resulting sparse linear system of equations can be solved for dLk with the SOR
solver [186] and the next warping iteration can be initialised with the update Lk+1 = Lk +
dLk.
4.4 Experimental Results
We have evaluated our approach on three different video sequences which display different
types of deformations. In all three sequences we used the technique of Lucas and Kanade
[100] to track a set of highly textured reliable points. The motion basis was in each case
estimated by computing the singular value decomposition of the measurement matrix con-
taining the reliable tracks and truncating to the chosen rank. Since theseR basis tracks must
encode the motion of every pixel in the image, we are implicitly assuming that the reliable
tracks cover the object and they represent a good sample of the deformations present in the
sequence. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the reliable features tracked for two of the sequences
along with the motion basis estimates and the dense trajectory coefficients.
Despite having significant texture, our sequences are challenging mainly because of the
presence of complex deformations and large displacements.
Paper sequence: The first sequence shows a sheet of paper being bent backwards and
has been used in non-rigid structure from motion methods [173] for 3D reconstruction. We
used a 40 frame long subsequence and tracked corner features to estimate the basis. In this
sequence we chose the rank to be 2 and considered only the first 2 basis tracks. Since the
sequence had 40 frames, the number of variables to be estimated per pixel in the variational
framework was reduced from 80 to just 2.
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Figure 4.5: Reliable features and estimated motion basis for paper sequence. Top row
shows, from left to right, the images from the sequence overlaid with the sparse features
tracked using KLT tracker. Middle row shows the estimates for the two most significant
motion trajectories plotted in the image space. Motion between every successive pair of
frames is denoted with an arrow and the frames in the top row are denoted with a green
square. Bottom row shows the estimated coefficients for the corresponding motion traject-
ories using our method.
We show results in Figure(4.7). The reference frame and two other frames of the se-
quence are shown on the top row. These show the extent of the deformation and the large
displacements (a maximum of 58 pixels). The left column shows the reference image on
top and the results of reverse warping (W−1(In)) the other two frames to the reference
frame. These results show that the algorithm can cope with the challenging displacements
present in this sequence. The two rightmost plots in the middle row of Figure(4.7) show
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Figure 4.6: Reliable features and estimated motion basis for paper sequence. Top row
shows, from left to right the images from the sequence overlaid with the sparse features
tracked using KLT tracker. Middle row shows the estimates for the three most significant
motion trajectories plotted in the image space with the layout as described in Figure 4.5.
Bottom row shows the estimated coefficients for the corresponding motion trajectories using
our method.
Middlebury colour coded optic flow results for every pixel. The colour indicates direction
and the intensity indicates magnitude of the flow. These results prove the smoothness of our
results. Finally, we have sampled the dense optic flow values and show the arrow values on
those sampled locations. These plots also confirm the smoothness and the accuracy of the
resulting optic flow.
Face Paint sequence: We use a face paint sequence provided by an artist1 which has strong
and fast deformations. Besides there is significant appearance change in most of the local
features, further challenging our system. This is obvious by looking at the top row of
Figure(4.8) which shows three images of the sequence (including the first/reference and
last). In this case we chose a 40 frame long subsequence and needed as few as 4 basis tracks
1This sequence is courtesy of James Kuhn.
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I0 I10 I40
W−1(I10) Dense flow I10 Dense flow I40
W−1(I40) Flow arrows I10 Flow arrows I40
Figure 4.7: Results for the Paper sequence. Top row shows the reference image and two
more images in the sequence (rightmost is the last frame). The left-most column shows
the reference image on top and the result of reverse warping images I10 and I40 to the
reference frame. Colour coded images represent the dense optic flow between each image
and the reference frame. Arrows represent sampled flow vectors between each image and
the reference frame.
to encode the non-rigid motion. Figure(4.8) shows the results. Despite being a challenging
sequence with self-occlusions (for instance in the eye area), large displacements of up to 27
pixels and large appearance changes, the reverse warped images appear to be accurate and
the colour coded optic flow results show smoothness in the flow.
T-shirt sequence: This particular sequence has no motion blur, self or external occlusions
but still has highly non-rigid and large deformations. We only found 90 reliable features
with Lucas and Kanade’s tracking algorithm on the 60 frames of the sequence where a T-
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I0 I10 I40
W−1(I10) Dense flow I10 Dense flow I40
W−1(I40) Flow arrows I10 Flow arrows I40
Figure 4.8: Results for the frame 10 and frame 40 of Face-paint sequence with same layout
as Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.9: Results for the frame 10 and frame 40 of T-shirt sequence with same layout as
figure 4.7
shirt is coming back to its rest state from a deformed one. The maximum displacement in
this sequence was 50 pixels. In this case, we only needed 3 motion basis to run our vari-
ational multi-frame optic flow. Our results are shown in Figure(4.9). The bottom left image
shows the result of reverse warping the last image of the sequence back to the first/reference
frame. There are some obvious errors in the corner of bottom corner of the t-shirt. However,
this was expected since there was is no texture there and therefore no features were found
in that area to encode in the basis. The rest of the results show smooth flow with good
accuracy, except in the corners where no features were tracked. The results follow the same
layout as Figure(4.7).
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I10 I0 W−1 LDOF OurW−1 Flow LDOF Our Flow
Figure 4.10: Left-most two: Target and reference images. Middle two: results of reverse
warping target image into reference frame with LDOF (left) and our approach (right). Right
two: colour coded optic flow.
4.4.1 Comparison with State of the Art Variational Optic Flow Method
Comparing our approach with other multi-frame optic flow algorithms is not straightfor-
ward. Our problem definition is different from other approaches since we compute the
optic flow between a reference frame and every other frame in the sequence with subpixel
accuracy. Note that the flow between the first and last image will be very large. Other
approaches tend to compute frame-to-frame flow with subpixel accuracy but in their case
it is not possible to register the last frame to the reference without the use of interpolation.
Therefore it is difficult to carry out a fair comparison. It is also worth mentioning that,
unlike other authors [185], despite using image sequences in our experiments we do not
assume temporal smoothness in optic flow. We only enforce spatial smoothness of the flow,
which leads to smoothing of the motion basis coefficients.
We have chosen to compare the performance of our algorithm with Brox and Malik’s
large displacement optic flow (LDOF) [35] which integrates rich feature descriptors into a
variational optic flow approach to compute dense flow. This approach can be considered
the state of the art in the case of very large displacements, since it outperforms previous
methods. Although both the data term and the regulariser are more advanced than the ones
we have used in our variational formulation in this chapter, we compare our approach with
the best performing method for large displacements, particularly since it integrates the use
of feature tracking with optic flow.
We compute the flow between the reference frame and frame 10 of the face sequence
using LDOF [35] and compare the results with our multi-frame approach. Figure (4.10)
shows the detailed comparison. Note that we only used 60 Lucas-Kanade features in this
case. The left-most images show the target image I10 and the reference frame I0. The two
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middle images show the results of reverse warping the target frame I10 back to the reference
frame with the LDOF algorithm and our own algorithm. Notice that the LDOF algorithm
produces some artifacts in the warped images around the left collar of the shirt, the corner
of the lip and the eye. These images show very similar performance for both algorithms
which is encouraging since the LDOF approach uses much more sophisticated data and
regularisation terms in their variational approach.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented first variational approach to computing dense multi-frame
optic flow for non-rigid motion based on the re-parametrisation of the optic flow in terms
of a linear combination of a 2D motion basis. The proposed energy formulation reduces the
number of variables to be computed by one order of magnitude to increase computational
speed and accuracy of optimisation by applying a generic rank constraint. It is conclusively
proven with experiments that we can reduce the problem size and work on optimisation of
global variational energy without actual loss of information.
The comparison of our new approach with a state of the art optic flow method supports
the feasibility of applying statistical rank constraints to the non-rigid registration problem
and encourages us to investigate several possible extensions. In the following chapter we
will focus on more sophisticated trajectory regularisation terms. Along with that we will
make use of a robust L1 data term which could deal with occlusion and appearance changes
while proposing GPU-friendly efficient optimisation algorithms.
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CHAPTER 5
ROBUST VIDEO REGISTRATION WITH
EFFICIENT OPTIMISATION
In this chapter, we propose a robust video registration technique for estimating long-term
trajectories for every pixel of a reference image. Adapting and extending the TV-L1 formu-
lation of frame-to-frame optic flow, we use robust L1 penalisation of brightness constancy
along with a novel Total Variation based anisotropic trajectory regularisation for robust
multi-frame optic flow estimation. Our technique is based on a subspace constraint which
we formulate as a soft constraint within a variational framework by penalising the motion
trajectories that lie outside a given low-rank manifold. The resulting energy functional can
be decoupled into the optimisation of the brightness constancy and spatial regularisation
terms, leading to an efficient optimisation scheme. Additionally, we propose a novel op-
timisation scheme for the case of vector valued images, based on the dualisation of the data
term. This allows us to extend our approach to deal with colour images which results in
significant improvements on the registration accuracy. We discuss the design principles for
robust trajectory regularisation and analyse its behaviour for different trajectory basis.
Finally, we provide a new benchmark dataset, based on motion capture data of a flag
waving in the wind, with dense ground truth optic flow for evaluation of multi-view optic
flow algorithms for non-rigid surfaces. We conduct extensive experiments which show that
our proposed approach outperforms state of the art optic flow and dense non-rigid regis-
tration algorithms. Additionally, these experiments provide quantitative evidence showing
the soft subspace constraint based muti-frame optic flow algorithm is preferable over its
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hard constraint counterpart which we formulate via reparametrisation and implement with
an appropriate optimisation strategy.
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have shown the extension of the subspace constraints to the
continuous domain to design a variational formulation for video registration. Our proposed
approach in Chapter 4 is applicable for videos of rigid and non-rigid objects, and allows for
the reliable correspondence estimation in low textured areas.
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, Irani’s original rigid [90] formulation as well as
its non-rigid extensions [160, 30, 158] using subspace constraints for feature tracking re-
lied on minimising the linearised brightness constraint without smoothness priors. Nir et
al. [107] have propose a variational approach to optic flow estimation based on a spatio-
temporal model. More recently, [127] have extended the idea of using subspace constraints
into multi-frame Lagrangian Flow estimation (as introduced in chapter 4) while explicitly
modeling occlusions.
However, most approaches in video registration literature, including the aforementioned
ones, impose the subspace constraint as a hard constraint. Hard constraints are vulnerable
to noise in the data and can be avoided by substituting them with robust soft constraints.
In this chapter we extend the use of multi-frame temporal smoothness constraints within a
variational framework by providing a principled energy formulation with a soft subspace
constraints which leads to improved results.
Our approach departs from the one described in the previous chapter in a number of ways.
First, while the video registration approach of [74] as described in Chapter 4 imposes the
subspace constraint via reparameterisation of the optic flow, we use a soft constraint and
optimise over two sets of closely coupled flows, one that lies on the low-rank manifold and
one that does not. Secondly, our use of a robust penaliser for the data term allows us to have
more resilience than [74] against occlusions and appearance changes. Moreover, our use
of a modified Total Variation regulariser instead of the non-robust L2-norm and quadratic
regulariser used by [74] allows to preserve motion boundaries. Finally, by providing a
generalisation of the subspace constraint, we have extended the approach to deal with any
orthonormal basis and not just the PCA basis.
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Our contribution In this chapter we adopt a robust approach to non-rigid image align-
ment where instead of imposing the hard constraint that the optic flow must lie on the low-
rank manifold [74], we penalise flow fields that lie outside it. More precisely, we model
dense trajectories with linear combinations of known basis trajectories and an isotropic
Gaussian term which allows for deviations from the given low rank manifold. We show that
such isotropic Gaussian terms provides robustness against the noise in the input video and
error in the trajectory basis estimation, to improve the video registration performance.
Additionally, formulating the manifold constraint as a soft constraint using variational
principles [75] leads to an energy with a quadratic term that allows us to adopt a decoupling
scheme, related to the one described [196, 46] (and discussed in Chapter 3), for its efficient
optimisation.
We propose a new anisotropic trajectory regularisation term, parameterised in terms of
the basis coefficients, instead of the full flow field. This results in an important dimension-
ality reduction in this term, which is usually the bottleneck of other quadratic relaxation
duality based approaches [196, 46]. Moreover, the optimisation of our regularisation step
can be highly parallelised due to the independence of the orthonormal basis coefficients
adding further advantages to previous approaches. Our approach can be seen as an exten-
sion of Zach et al.’s [196] efficient TV-L1 flow estimation algorithm to the case of multi-
frame non-rigid optical flow, where the addition of subspace constraints acts as a temporal
regularisation term. In practice, our approach is equivalent to [196] in the degenerate case
where the identity matrix is chosen as the motion basis.
We take advantage of the high level of parallelism inherent to our approach by developing
a GPU implementation using the Nvidia CUDA framework. This parallel implementation
vastly outperforms the equivalent Matlab code.
Additionally, we provide an extension of our multi-frame approach to the case of vector-
valued images which allows us to use the information from all colour channels in image
sequences, and further improve results. Our novel optimisation scheme is based on the
dualisation of the linearised data term. Unlike Raˆket et al.’s previous attempt to extend
TV-L1 flow to vector valued images [125], our new algorithm is not restricted to the use of
the L1-norm penaliser and instead allows the use of more general convex robust penalisers
in the data term.
Currently, there are no benchmark datasets for the evaluation of optic flow that include
long sequences of non-rigid deformations. In particular, the most popular one [15] (Middle-
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bury) does not incorporate any such sequences. To facilitate the quantitative evaluation of
multi-frame non-rigid registration and optic flow and to promote progress in this area, we
provide a new dataset based on motion capture data of a flag waving in the wind, with dense
ground truth optic flow. Using this benchmark sequence we substantiate two main claims;
(i) We show that our anisotropic trajectory regularisation based video registration method
outperforms the state of the art isotropic [35, 74] and anisotopic [196] frame-to frame flow
regularisation based methods as well as parametric video registration method of [116].
(ii) Our soft subspace constraint with isotropic Gaussian terms is preferable to a hard
constraint imposed via reparameterisation for the task of video registration.
For substantiating (ii), we provide a formulation of the hard constraint based video regis-
tration and its optimisation and we perform thorough experimental comparisons where we
show that the results obtained via the soft constraint always outperform those obtained after
reparameterisation.
5.2 Robust Subspace Constraints
In this section we model the robust subspace constraint as by assuming that the point tra-
jectories lie near a low-dimensional linear subspace. Recall the dense trajectory subspace
constraint explained in (5.1) where point trajectories u(x) of all the points x ∈ ΩIn0 in a
reference image In0 were expressed using linear combination of predefined trajectories.
We extend that definition to express the robust linear subspace constraint on the 2D tra-
jectories as:
For all x ∈ Ω and n ∈ {1, . . . , F}:
u(x;n) =
R∑
i=1
qi(n)Li(x) + ε(x;n) , (5.1)
Notice that we include a modeling error ε(x;n) which will allow us to impose the sub-
space constraint as a penalty term. Normally the values of ε(x;n) are relatively small, yet
sufficient to improve the robustness of the multi-frame optic flow estimation.
We now re-write equation (5.1) in matrix notation, which will be useful in the subsequent
presentation. Let U(x) and E(x) : Ω → R2F be equivalent representations of the func-
tions u(x;n) and ε(x;n) that are derived by vectorising the dependence on the discrete
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time n and let Q be the trajectory basis matrix whose columns contain the basis elements
q1(n), . . . , qR(n), after vectorising them in the same way:
U︸︷︷︸
2F×1
(x) ,

u(x; 1)
...
u(x;F )
 , Q︸︷︷︸
2F×R
,

q1(1) · · · qR(1)
...
...
q1(F ) · · · qR(F )
 , E︸︷︷︸
2F×1
(x) ,

ε(x; 1)
...
ε(x;F )

(5.2)
The subspace constraint (5.1) can now be written as follows:
U(x) = QL(x) + E(x) , ∀x ∈ Ω (5.3)
5.3 Variational Multi-Frame Optic Flow Estimation
In this section we show how dense motion estimation can be combined with the trajectory
subspace constraints described in Section 5.2.
Let I(x;n) : Ω × {1, . . . , F} → R be the sequence of grayscale image frames, which
are given either directly from the input frames or from the input frames after some prepro-
cessing, such as structure-texture decomposition [182].
In our formulation, the estimation of the multi-frame optic flow is equivalent to the sim-
ultaneous registration of all the frames with the reference frame n0: Recall that for every
frame n the coordinates x+ u(x;n) yield the current location of any image point x of the
reference. Therefore, the image:
x→ I (x+ u(x;n) ; n) (5.4)
is the registered version of the image I(x ; n) back to the reference I(x ; n0), or in other
words it is the warping of the image I(x ; n) to the image I(x ; n0). As will be described
later, we expect the brightness differences between every registered image and the reference
image to be small and therefore we use an appropriate brightness constancy term in our
proposed energy.
In order to estimate the 2D trajectories of all the points, or equivalently simultaneously
register all the frames with the reference frame n0, we propose to minimise the following
energy:
E
[
u(x;n) , L(x)
]
= αEdata + βElink + Ereg , (5.5)
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where:
Edata =
F∑
n=1
∫
Ω
|I (x+ u(x;n) ; n)− I(x;n0)| dx, (5.6)
Elink =
F∑
n=1
∫
Ω
∣∣u(x;n)− R∑
i=1
qi(n)Li(x)
∣∣2dx , (5.7)
Ereg =
R∑
i=1
∫
Ω
g(x) |∇Li(x)| dx . (5.8)
We minimise this energy jointly with respect to the point trajectories u(x;n) and their
components on the trajectory subspace that are determined by the linear model coefficients
L(x). We also add the constraint that u(x;n0) = 0, since this corresponds to the flow from
the reference image frame to itself.
The positive constants α and β weigh the balance between the terms of the energy. Also,
| · | in (5.8) denotes the Huber norm of a vector and g(x) is a space-varying weighting
function (see Section 5.3.1 for more details).
5.3.1 Description of the Energy
In this section we provide more details about the properties of the proposed energy (5.5).
The first term (Edata) is a data attachment term that uses the robust L1-norm and is
a direct multi-frame extension of the brightness constancy term used by most optic flow
methods, e.g. [196]. It is based on the assumption that the image brightness I(x;n0) at
every pixel x of the reference frame is preserved at its new location, x+ u(x;n), in every
frame of the sequence. The use of an L1-norm improves the robustness of the method
since it allows deviations from this assumption, which might occur in real-world scenarios
because of noise, illumination changes or occlusions of some points in some frames.
The second term (Elink) penalises the difference between the two sets of trajectories
u(x;n) and QL(x) and acts as a coupling (linking) term between them. This term serves
as a soft constraint that the trajectories u(x;n) should be relatively close to the subspace
spanned by the basisQ. Concerning the weight β, the larger its value the more restrictive the
subspace constraint becomes. Since the subspace of Q is low-dimensional, this constraint
operates also as a temporal regularisation that is able to perform temporal filling-in in cases
of occlusions or other distortions.
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An equivalent interpretation is that this term is derived from the constraint that the error
ε(x;n) in (5.1) has a bounded L2 norm, i.e.
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
|ε(x;n)|2 dx ≤ C, for some appropri-
ate constant C. Then β corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier for this constraint.
The third term (Ereg) corresponds to the spatial regularisation of the trajectory coeffi-
cients. This term penalises spatial oscillations of each coefficient caused by image noise
or other distortions but not strong discontinuities that are desirable in the borders of each
object. In addition, this term allows to fill in textural information into flat regions from their
neighbourhoods. Following [187, 105], we use the Huber norm over the gradient of each
subspace coefficient Li(x), which is defined as:
|∇Li(x)| = H(|∇Li(x)|2) , with:
H(s
2) =
{
s2
2 if s ≤ 
s− 2 otherwise
(5.9)
where  is a relatively small constant. The Huber norm is a convex differentiable function
that combines quadratic regularisation in the interval |∇Li| ≤ , with Total Variation regu-
larisation outside the interval. For small gradient magnitudes the Huber norm offers smooth
solutions, whereas for larger magnitudes the discontinuity preserving properties of Total
Variation are maintained. Following [8, 180, 105], we also incorporate a space-varying
weight g(x) that depends on the reference image as follows:
g(x) = exp(−cg|∇Gσg(x) ∗ I(x;n0)|2) (5.10)
where cg is a constant and σg is the standard deviation of the 2D Gaussian G(x) that con-
volves the reference image I(x;n0). This weight encourages discontinuities in flow to co-
incide with edges of the reference image by reducing the regularisation strength near those
edges. Further discussion on our proposed regularisation term Ereg is provided in Section
5.3.3.
Note that in (5.5), the functions u(x; ·) and L(x) determine two sets of trajectories that
are relatively close to each other but not identical since the subspace constraint is imposed
as a soft constraint. This improves the robustness of our method against overfitting in cases
where the brightness constancy assumption fails. Additionally, due to the decoupling of
the energy function with the term Elink, the spatial smoothness prior is explicitly applied
only to the function L(x). For this reasons, we consider that the final output of our method
are the trajectories U ′(x) = QL(x) that lie on the trajectory subspace and are directly
derived by the coefficients L(x). However, one should note that functions u(x; ·) can be
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more accurate estimates of the dense trajectories in the special case where the flow consists
of high frequency spatial jitter and the scene is very highly textured enabling the reliable
tracking through Edata.
5.3.2 Connections to Previous Work
Interestingly, our adopted strategy of estimating two sets of trajectories,u(x;n) and QL(x),
resembles the techniques of quadratic relaxation and duplication of the optimisation vari-
able that have been previously used in the context of optic flow and depth map estima-
tion [196, 119, 151, 105]. Similarly, we benefit from the fact that the optimisation problem
can be decomposed into two parts, each of which is a convex energy1 that can be solved
efficiently and in a globally optimal manner. However, our formulation offers an additional
advantage: the spatial regularisation step, which is the bottleneck in these optimisation
schemes, is computationally much more efficient since it is applied to the coefficients L(x)
that normally have smaller dimensionality than the flow u(x; ·).
Note that there is a degenerate case in which our proposed approach becomes equivalent
to independently estimating the flow from the reference I(·;n0) to each frame I(·;n) by
applying F − 1 times the ITV-L1 optic flow algorithm [182]. This degenerate case occurs
when:
• The motion basis is set to Q = I2F , where I2F is the 2F × 2F identity matrix, in
which case R = 2F ; and
• cg = 0 and  = 0.
When cg = 0 and  = 0, the terms g(x) |∇Li(x)| become equivalent to |∇Li(x)| and
therefore our regularisation term Ereg is a summation of Total Variation terms. Further-
more, the choice Q = I2F converts the energy (5.5) into a summation of F decoupled
energy terms Jn:
Jn =α
∫
Ω
|I (x+ u(x;n) ; n)− I(x;n0)| dx+
β
∫
Ω
∣∣u(x;n)− [ L2n−1(x)
L2n(x)
]∣∣2dx +
∫
Ω
2n∑
i=2n−1
|∇Li(x)| dx
(5.11)
1After the linearisation of the brightness constancy term
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Each term Jn corresponds to a specific frame n and depends only on u(x;n) and the two
coefficients L2n−1(x) and L2n(x). These coefficients stacked together as a vector-valued
function can be seen as the auxiliary variable of u(x;n) so the energy term Jn is equivalent
to the convex relaxation of the TV-L1 functional used in [182].
5.3.3 Effective Trajectory Regularisation
In this section we provide further intuition into our choice of multi-frame optic flow regular-
isation Ereg. The presentation of this section follows a constructive approach — we build
our proposed regulariser from the simplest choice of regularisation term in successive steps,
each of which adds more complexity but improves its effectiveness. We start by revisiting
common practices in the literature and conclude by proposing our novel anisotropic traject-
ory regularisation term in the final step. Our goal is to regularise the multi-frame optic flow
U ′(x) that lies on the trajectory subspace. Note that U ′(x) can be interpreted as a vector
valued function with 2 × F channels encoding the horizontal and vertical components of
the optic flow at each frame as defined in equation (5.2).
Step 1. A simple choice would be to use homogeneous regularisation of U ′(x), which is
a straightforward multi-frame generalisation of the model of Horn and Schunck [89]:
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
|∇u′1(x;n)|2 + |∇u′2(x;n)|2 dx =
∫
Ω
‖DU ′(x)‖2F dx (5.12)
where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix and DU ′(x) is the Jacobian of U ′(x)
(each row contains the gradient of the corresponding channel of U ′(x)). However, this
regulariser leads to oversmoothing on the motion boundaries since the quadratic term ex-
cessively penalises large magnitudes of the gradients of U ′(x), which correspond to motion
discontinuities.
Step 2. A way to avoid this is by applying a robust function Ψ that penalises outliers of
the gradient less severely than the quadratic penaliser:∫
Ω
Ψ
(‖DU ′(x)‖2F ) dx (5.13)
This choice is used in [107] and when only two frames are taken into account it is equi-
valent to the regularisers used in [144, 183, 35] (isotropic flow-driven regularisation in the
terminology of [184]). Some examples of the robust function Ψ include the following:
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• Ψ(s2) = s, in which case the regulariser is the vectorial total variation [142] of the
vector-valued function U ′(x) that encodes the multi-frame optic flow.
• Ψ(s2) = H(s2) or the Huber norm (5.9), which is the choice adopted in our ap-
proach.
The robust function Ψ in (5.13) penalises outliers of the norm ‖DU ′(x)‖F less strongly,
therefore allows discontinuities to occur at U ′(x). However, such outliers correspond only
to the points x where all the channels of U ′(x) display sharp discontinuities. If for example
only few channels of U ′(x) have a high gradient at a point x, then ‖DU ′(x)‖F is not
treated as an outlier, since it is still low (because of the sum of squares over all channels that
is involved in this norm). This regulariser is thus much less tolerant to motion boundaries
that occur at individual channels.
Step 3. The above problem can be addressed by applying the penaliser Ψ independently
to the squared norm of the gradient of each channel of U ′(x):
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
{
Ψ
(|∇u′1(x;n)|2)+ Ψ (|∇u′2(x;n)|2)} dx (5.14)
This is a direct multi-frame extension of the regulariser used in [63, 93, 13, 196, 182] for
which efficient numerical implementations exist [196, 182]. In this way, each channel of
U ′(x) can have different boundaries. However, this regulariser is on the other extreme of the
regulariser of Step 2: where substantial correlation between the different channels exists, it
is ineffective since it allows correlated trajectories to have different boundaries. In addition,
in contrast to the regularisers proposed in previous steps, it is not rotation invariant [184].
Step 4. To avoid the aforementioned problems, we adopt our subspace model for the
2D trajectories U ′(x) = QL(x) and rewrite the norm ‖DU ′(x)‖F as a function of the
coefficients:
‖DU ′(x)‖2F =
∣∣∣∣∂U ′(x)∂x1
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∂U ′(x)∂x2
∣∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣∣Q∂L(x)∂x1
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣Q∂L(x)∂x2
∣∣∣∣2 = R∑
i=1
|∇Li(x)|2 ,
(5.15)
where we have used the property of orthonormality of the basis Q. Provided that the traject-
ory basis Q has been chosen appropriately, the coefficients L(x) are much less correlated
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than the channels of U ′(x). We conclude that it is more effective to apply the robust func-
tion Ψ independently to the basis coefficients (instead of the flow fields) and we derive the
regulariser: ∫
Ω
R∑
i=1
Ψ
(
|∇Li(x)|2
)
dx (5.16)
Furthermore, this regulariser leads to a much more efficient implementation for two main
reasons. First, the resultant regularisation is applied to the coefficients L(x), that typically
have lower dimensionality than the flow U ′(x). Second, this regularisation is decoupled
for each coefficient and can thus be highly parallelised. Note that the regulariser (5.14)
derived in Step 3 can be considered as a special case of the above regulariser when the
2F × 2F identity matrix is chosen as the basis Q. However, in our work, we use two
choices for Q: DCT and PCA (derived from an initial flow). We now analyse each of these
cases separately:
• When the basis matrix Q has been estimated by applying PCA to some trajectory
samples, the correlation between the coefficients can be considered negligible. Fur-
thermore, in this case we regain the desirable property of rotation invariance, since the
proposed regulariser (5.16) is consistent with the general design principle of [184] for
rotationally invariant anisotropic regularisers. According to that principle2, given an
appropriate decomposition of ‖DU ′(x)‖2F =
∑
j ρj where ρj are rotationally invari-
ant expressions, one should use the regulariser
∫
Ω
∑
j Ψ(ρj), which is rotationally in-
variant and anisotropic. In our case, the expressions ρj correspond to the coefficients
Li(x), which are indeed rotation invariant: If we assume that a rotation of the input
frames causes the same rotation to be applied to the trajectory samples, then the basis
trajectories will be equally rotated. Therefore, the coefficients Li(x) of a specific
reference image point3 will remain invariant and the corresponding trajectory U ′(x)
will simply be rotated.
• In the case of the DCT basis, the above properties do not hold. However, the regular-
iser (5.16) with a DCT basis is much more effective than the regulariser (5.14), since
the DCT frequency components of a trajectory are typically less correlated than its
actual coordinates. This is due to the fact that when the actual motions of the image
2In [184] this design principle is expressed for the classical optic flow case where the input is a single pair
of frames, but here we present its straight-forward extension to the case of multiple frames.
3By specific reference point we mean that we associate the new location (after rotation) of a point on the
reference image with its original location.
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points are compositions of different physical motions, these motions are expected to
be much more localised in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain.
Step 5. Finally, it is reasonable to assume that the boundaries of all the motion compon-
ents tend to be a subset of the edges on the reference image. Following [8, 180, 105],
in order to prevent any smoothing along the motion boundaries our final regulariser Ereg
is weighted by a space-varying function g(x) that depends on the reference image as de-
scribed in (5.10). In our extensive experiments, we have empirically evaluated that the
introduction of such a weighting improves the accuracy of the multi-frame optic flow. This
is in accordance with the experimental evidence reported in [180] for the classical optic
flow.
5.4 Optimisation of the Proposed Energy
In order to minimise the energy (5.5), we follow a coarse-to-fine technique with multiple
warping iterations [34]. In every warping iteration, we use an initialisation u0(x;n) that
comes from the previous iteration. We approximate the data term (5.6) by linearising the
image I(·;n) around x + u0(x;n). After this approximation, the energy (5.5) becomes
convex.
Following [196], we implement the optimisation of the energy (5.5) using an alternating
approach. We decouple the data and regularisation terms to decompose the optimisation
problem into two, each of which can be more easily solved. In this section we show how to
adapt the method of [196] to our problem, to take advantage of its computational efficiency
and apply it to multi-frame subspace-constrained optic flow. The key difference to [196] is
that we do not solve for pairwise optic flow but instead we optimise over all the frames of
the sequence while imposing the trajectory subspace constraint as a soft constraint.
We apply an alternating optimisation, updating either u(x;n) or L(x) in every iteration,
as follows:
• Repeat until convergence:
Minimisation Step 1: Foru(x;n) fixed, updateL(x) by minimisingE
[
u(x;n) , L(x)
]
w.r.t. L(x).
Minimisation Step 2: ForL(x) fixed, updateu(x;n) by minimisingE
[
u(x;n) , L(x)
]
w.r.t. u(x;n).
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Convergence is declared if the relative update of L(x) and u(x;n) is negligible according
to some appropriate distance threshold. Since at every step the value of the energy does not
increase and this value is bounded below by its global minimum, the above alternation is
guaranteed to converge to a global minimum point.
5.4.1 Minimisation Step 1
Since in this step we keep u(x;n) fixed, we observe that only the last two terms, Elink and
Ereg, of the energy (5.5) depend onL(x). Therefore we must minimise βElink+Ereg with
respect to L(x). Using the matrix notation defined in (5.3), we can write the term Elink as:
F∑
n=1
|u(x;n)−
R∑
i=1
qi(n)Li(x)|2 = |U(x)−QL(x)|2 (5.17)
Let Q⊥ be an 2F × (2F − R) matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of the
orthogonal complement of the trajectory subspace SQ. Then the block matrix [Q Q⊥] is
an orthonormal 2F × 2F matrix, which means that its columns form a basis of R2F . Con-
sequently, U(x) can be decomposed into two orthonormal vectors as
U(x) = QMˆ(x) + Q⊥ Mˆ out(x) (5.18)
where:
Mˆ(x) , QTU(x) and Mˆ out(x) , (Q⊥)TU(x) (5.19)
are the coefficients that define the projections of U(x) onto the trajectory subspace SQ and
its orthogonal complement. Equation (5.17) can now be further simplified:
|U(x)−QL(x)|2 =
∣∣∣Q⊥ Mˆ out(x)+Q(Mˆ(x)−L(x))∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣Mˆ out(x)∣∣∣2+∣∣∣Mˆ(x)−L(x)∣∣∣2 , (5.20)
due to the orthonormality of the columns of Q and Q⊥ (which makes the corresponding
transforms isometric) and Pythagoras’s theorem. The component
∣∣∣Mˆ out(x)∣∣∣2 is constant
with respect to L(x); therefore it can be ignored from the current minimisation. In other
words, with U being fixed and QL lying on the linear subspace SQ, penalising the distance
between QL and U is equivalent to penalising the distance between QL and the projection
of U onto SQ. Thus, the minimisation of Step 1 is equivalent to the minimisation of:
β
∫
Ω
|Mˆ(x)−L(x)|2dx+
∫
Ω
R∑
i=1
g(x)|∇Li(x)|dx
=
R∑
i=1
∫
Ω
g(x) |∇Li(x)| + β
(
Mi(x)− Li(x)
)2
dx
(5.21)
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where Mi(x) is the i-th coordinate of Mˆ(x). We have finally obtained a new form of
the energy that allows the trajectory model coefficients Li(x) to be decoupled. The min-
imisation of each term in the above sum can be done independently and corresponds to a
small modification of the TV-L2 Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model [133] applied to each
coefficient Li(x): This modification consists of incorporating an edge weighting g(x) and
replacing the L2 norm |∇Li(x)|with the Huber norm |∇Li(x)|. This modified ROF model
has been recently studied in [105] for the problem of depth estimation.The optimum Li(x)
is actually a regularised version of Mi(x) and the extent of this regularisation increases as
the weight β decreases.
The benefits of the computational efficiency of the above procedure are twofold. First,
these independent minimisations can be parallelised. Second, several efficient algorithms
exist to implement such regularisation models. Appendix A describes the actual algorithm
we used for the optimisation of this energy, which is related to the method proposed in [105].
5.4.2 Minimisation Step 2
Keeping L(x) fixed, we observe that only the first two terms of the energy (5.5), Edata and
Elink, depend on u(x;n) and therefore we have to minimise with respect to u(x;n) the
following:
αEdata+βElink =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
{
α |I (x+ u(x;n) ; n)− I(x;n0)|+β
∣∣u(x;n)− u′∣∣2}dx ,
(5.22)
where u′ =
∑R
i=1 qi(n)Li(x). This cost depends only on the value of u on the specific
point x and the discrete time n (and not on the derivatives of u). Therefore the variational
minimisation of Step 2 is equivalent to the minimisation of a bivariate function of u for
every spatiotemporal point (x;n) independently.
We implement this point-wise minimisation by applying the technique proposed in [196]
to every frame. More precisely, for every frame n and point x the image I(·;n) is linearised
around x+u0(x;n), where u0(x;n) are the initialisations of the trajectories u(x;n). The
function to be minimised at every point will then have the simple form of a summation of a
quadratic term with the absolute value of a linear term. The minimum can be easily found
analytically using the thresholding scheme reported in [196].
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5.5 Derivation of the Trajectory Basis
Concerning the choice of 2D trajectory basis Q, we consider orthonormal bases as it simpli-
fies the analysis and calculations in our method (see Section 5.3). Of course this assumption
is not restrictive, since for any basis an orthonormal one can be found that will span the same
subspace. We now describe several effective choices of trajectory basis that we have used
in our formulation.
Predefined bases for single-valued discrete-time signals with F samples can be used to
model separately each coordinate of the 2D trajectories. Assuming that the rank R is an
even number, this single-valued basis should have R/2 elements w1(n), . . . , wR/2(n) and
the trajectory basis would be given by:
qi(n) =
[wi(n), 0]T , if i = 1, . . . ,
R
2
[0, wi−R/2(n)]T , if i = R2 + 1, . . . , R
(5.23)
Provided that the object moves and deforms smoothly, effective choices for the basis {wi(n)}
are (i) the first R2 low-frequency basis elements of the 1D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
or (ii) a sampling of the basis elements of the Uniform Cubic B-Splines of rankR/2 over the
sequence’s time window, followed by orthonormalisation of the yielded basis. The obvious
advantage of using a predefined basis is that it does not need to be estimated in advance.
An alternative is to estimate the basis by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
to some sample trajectories. Provided that it is possible to estimate a set of sample tra-
jectories that adequately represent the trajectories of the points over the whole object, the
choice of the PCA basis is optimum for the linear model of a given rank R, in terms of
representational power. We consider two possibilities:
(i) As suggested in previous chapter, the sample trajectories could be a small subset of
reliable point tracks, which we consider to be those where the texture of the image
is strong in both spatial directions and can be selected using Shi and Tomasi’s cri-
terion [146]. However, this option is not resilient to outliers.
(ii) Alternatively, the sample trajectories could come from an initial estimate of optic
flow. We have found that the flow obtained using the DCT basis provides a very good
initial flow on which we then apply PCA to obtain an optimised basis.
In practice, in our experimental evaluation section we show that the multi-view optic flow
obtained with the optimised PCA basis proposed in (ii) provides the best results. It has the
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added advantage that, since we initialise the flow from our algorithm using the DCT basis,
which is predefined and needs not be estimated, the entire process is automated and less
affected by outliers.
5.6 Generalisation to Sequences of Vector-Valued Images
The algorithm we have described so far assumes that the images in the sequence are gray-
scale. In this section we develop a generalisation of our approach to the case of sequences of
vector-valued images. We propose an optimisation scheme that is based on the dualisation
of the data term of the energy.
The use of vector-valued images can significantly improve the accuracy of the estimated
optic flow for various reasons. First of all, the vector-valued images can incorporate all the
color channels of an image. The color cue in a video offers important additional inform-
ation and resolves ambiguities that are present in the grayscale images. Furthermore, this
generalisation offers the potential for incorporating other powerful image cues as additional
channels. For instance, the spatial derivatives of the color channels can be added to impose
the gradient constancy assumption [166, 34, 112, 35] or even more complex features such as
SIFT [97] features or others derived using a Field-of-Experts formulation [153], which can
improve the robustness against illumination changes of the scene. Note that in our experi-
mental evaluation we have only incorporated the color channels. To cope with illumination
changes we have used structure-texture decomposition as a preprocessing step, which is an
alternative way to gain robustness [182].
5.6.1 Proposed dual formulation
Let us assume that the video frames that are used in our data term are vector-valued images
with Nc channels:
I(x;n) : Ω× {1, . . . , F} → RNc (5.24)
To cope with this more general case, we only have to modify two elements of the for-
mulation of our energy: (i) the data term Edata of the proposed energy (5.5) and (ii) the
edge-weighting function of the regularisation term g(x) described in (5.10) that depends on
the reference image.
The original definition of the function g(x) is based on the term |∇Gσg(x) ∗ I(x;n0)|2
used as a simple edge-strength predictor. For vector-valued images, we use a common and
natural extension of this predictor [27, 164] by adding the contributions of the different
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image channels. We thus generalise the edge-weighting function as follows:
g(x) = exp
(
−cg
Nc∑
i=1
|∇Gσg(x) ∗ Ii(x;n0)|2
)
(5.25)
Concerning the data term Edata, we also make a further generalisation by applying a
generic robust function 4 Φ to the image differences:
Φ : RNc → R . (5.26)
Our generalised data term becomes:
Edata =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
Φ (I (x+ u ; n)− I(x;n0)) dx (5.27)
Since only the data term is affected by the extension to vector-valued images, the op-
timisation of our proposed energy (5.5) only requires a modification of the minimisation of
αEdata + βElink with respect to u(x;n) (Step 2 in Section 5.4.2). Similarly to the case of
grayscale images, this minimisation is independent for every spatio-temporal point (x;n).
But the point-wise energy that must be minimised with respect to u is now the following:
Eaux(u) = αΦ (I (x+ u ; n)− I(x;n0)) + β
∣∣u− u′∣∣2
For every point x in every frame n each channel of I(·;n) is linearised around x+u0(x;n),
where u0(x;n) are the initialisations of the trajectories u(x;n). With this approximation,
Eaux can be written as:
Eaux(u) = αΦ (Au+ b) + β
∣∣u− u′∣∣2 (5.28)
where b = I(x + u0;n) − I(x;n0) −Au0 and A = ∂I(x+u0;n)∂x is the Nc × 2 (spatial)
Jacobian of the n-th frame I(·;n), evaluated at x+ u0.
Assuming that the function Φ is proper convex and lower semi-continuous, we dualise it
by using its convex bi-conjugate [130, 46]:
Φ(s) = sup
I
{〈s, I〉 − Φ∗(I)} (5.29)
4Note that, for the sake of clarity in our presentation, the generic robust function Φ defined here differs
from the robust function Ψ that we used in Section 5.3.3: Φ is applied directly to the vectorial differences
whereas Ψ is applied to their squared norms. The two definitions are linked by: Φ(v) = Ψ(|v|2)
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where, Φ∗(I) is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of Φ(s) and I is the dual variable to s.
We can now rewrite the energy Eaux (5.28) as:
Eaux(u) = αmax
I
{〈Au+ b,I〉 − Φ∗(I)}+ β ∣∣u− u′∣∣2 (5.30)
Based on the above expression, we propose to minimise Eaux by solving the following
saddle point problem:
min
u
max
I
Esp(u,I) , (5.31)
where:
Esp(u,I) , α (〈Au+ b,I〉 − Φ∗(I)) + β ∣∣u− u′∣∣2 (5.32)
Given a specific choice for the robust function Φ, one can derive efficient algorithms to
solve the saddle point problem (5.31), using a similar framework as in [65, 46, 118]. In
Appendix B we provide such algorithms for two special cases of Φ of particular interest:
• Φ(v) = |v|, which leads to L1-norm of the image differences in Edata (5.27). This
is the choice that we use in our experiments on colour images.
• Φ(v) = H(|v|2), which corresponds to the Huber norm (5.9).
Note that Raˆket et al. [125] recently proposed an extension of the TV-L1 algorithm for
vector-valued images. Their method corresponds to the choice Φ(v) = |v| and uses a step
of projection onto an elliptic ball. The formulation that we propose in this section can be
seen as an alternative to the aforementioned work. The advantage of our approach is that it
allows the use of more general robust functions Φ.
5.7 Implementation Details
In this section we provide details about the implementation of the numerical optimisation
schemes for our grayscale and vector-valued multi-frame subspace optic flow algorithms.
We used a similar numerical optimisation scheme and preprocessing of images5 to the
one proposed in [182] to minimise the energy (5.5), i.e. we use the structure-texture de-
composition to make our input robust to illumination artifacts due to shadows and shading
reflections. We also used blended versions of the image gradients and a median filter to re-
ject flow outliers. Concerning the choice of parameters, the default values proposed in [182]
5Note that we have normalised the image intensity values to lie between 0 and 1.
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Figure 5.1: Rendering process for ground truth optical flow sequence of a non-rigid object
for different images in each row. (a) Sparse surface sn representing MOCAP data [188],
(b) Dense surfaces Sn constructed using thin plate spline interpolation, (c) Ground truth
optical flow u(x;n) visualized with the color coding that is shown at n = 1, (d) Color
sequence In − c rendered from Sn using texture mapping of a graffiti image, (e) Grayscale
version In−occl of the same sequence with superimposed red disks indicate regions where
intensities are replaced by black in the case of synthetic occlusions, (f) Grayscale sequence
In− gn with synthetic gaussian noise, (g) Grayscale sequence In− spn with synthetic salt
and pepper noise.
for the ITV-L1 algorithm were found to give the best results for ITV-L1 and our method on
the benchmark sequence (5 warp iterations, 20 alternation iterations and the weights α and
β were set to 30 and 2). The same settings were used in all our experiments on real se-
quences. Note that when we ran the colour version of our algorithm we downweighted the
value of α by a factor of 1√
3
to account for the three colour channels. Regarding the para-
meters of the space varying weight of the regularisation term g(x) defined in (5.10), we
used the following values: σg = 1 pixel, cg = 0.8 and  = 0.1.
Since our algorithm can be efficiently parallelised on standard graphics hardware we have
developed a GPU implementation using the CUDA framework. We run our algorithm on an
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NVIDIA GTX-580 GPU card hosted on a dual-core CPU. We obtain an average speedup of
×50 with respect to our CPU Matlab implementation which runs on a 4 quad-core server
with 192Gb of memory.
5.8 Reparameterisation of the Optical Flow: Hard Subspace
Constraint
In the special case where the error ε(x;n) in (5.1) is close to zero everywhere in the image,
or equivalently when β →∞ in (5.5), our soft constraint becomes a hard constraint and the
optic flow u(x;n) can be reparameterised as:
R∑
i=1
qi(n)Li(x) (5.33)
where the coefficients of the motion basis Li(x) are the unknown variables. In this case the
energy for vector valued images with Nc channels can be rewritten as:
Eh =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
|I (x+QnL(x) ; n)− I(x;n0)| dx+
∫
Ω
R∑
i=1
g(x) |∇Li(x)| dx (5.34)
where Qn is the 2×R matrix [q1(n) · · · qR(n)], i.e. two rows of the basis matrix Q which
correspond to frame n. Appendix C describes a primal-dual optimisation algorithm to min-
imise this energy obtained via reparameterisation of the flow.
A valid question at this point would be: how does this hard subspace constraint compare
with respect to our proposed soft constraint? In Section 5.2 we argued that a soft constraint
would provide increased robustness. For this reason, in Section 5.9 we have conducted a
thorough experimental comparison between the two approaches which in fact reveals that
it is indeed beneficial to allow deviations from the subspace constraint. Our robust soft
constraint consistently outperforms imposing a hard constraint via reparameterisation of
the optic flow.
5.9 Experimental results
In this section we evaluate our method and compare its performance with state of the art
optical flow [35, 196] and image registration [116] algorithms. We show quantitative com-
parative results on our new benchmark ground truth optical flow dataset and qualitative
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results on real-world sequences6. Furthermore, we analyse the sensitivity of our algorithm
to some of its parameters, such as the choice of trajectory basis and regularisation weight.
Since our algorithm computes multi-frame optical flow and incorporates an implicit tem-
poral regularisation term, it would have been natural to compare its performance with a
spatiotemporal optical flow formulation such as [185]. However, due to the lack of publicly
available implementations we chose to compare with LDOF (Large Displacement Optical
Flow) [35], one of the best performing optical flow algorithms, that can deal with large dis-
placements by integrating rich feature descriptors into a variational optic flow approach to
compute dense flow. We also compare against the duality-based ITV-L1 (Improved TV-L1)
algorithm [182], which we use as a baseline since our method can be seen as its gener-
alisation to the case of multi-frame non-rigid optical flow via robust trajectory subspace
constraints (see Section 5.3.2). In both cases, we register each frame in the sequence in-
dependently with the reference frame. We also compare with Pizarro and Bartoli’s state of
the art keypoint-based non-rigid registration algorithm [116]. Note that all these algorithms
can only be used on grayscale images.
5.9.1 Construction of a Ground Truth Benchmark Dataset
For the purpose of quantitative evaluation of multi-frame non-rigid optical flow we have
generated a new benchmark sequence with ground truth optical flow data. To the best of
our knowledge, this is one of the first attempts to generate a long image sequence of a
deformable object with dense ground truth 2D trajectories. We use sparse motion capture
(MOCAP) data from [188] to capture the real deformations of a waving flag in 3D. This
sparse data is interpolated to create a continuous dense 3D surface using the motion capture
markers as the control points for smooth Spline interpolation. Figure 5.1 shows four frames
of the (a) sparse and (b) dense interpolated 3D flag surface. This dense 3D surface is then
projected synthetically onto the image plane using an orthographic camera. We use texture
mapping to associate some texture to the surface while rendering 60 frames of size 500×500
pixels. We provide both grayscale and colour sequences.
The advantage of this new sequence is that, since it is based on MOCAP data, it captures
the complex natural deformations of a real non-rigid object while allowing us to have access
to dense ground truth optical flow. We have also used three degraded versions of the original
rendered sequences by adding (i) Gaussian noise, of standard deviation 0.2 relative to the
range of image intensities, (ii) salt & pepper (S&P) noise of density 10% and (iii) synthetic
6Videos of the results as well as our benchmark dataset can be found on the following URL: http:
//www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/˜lourdes/subspace_flow
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Image type Method
Version of input sequence:
Original Occlusions Gauss. noise S&P noise
Color
MFSFCPCA 0.69 0.80 1.25 1.01
MFSFCDCT 0.80 1.00 1.52 1.17
Grayscale
MFSFPCA 0.75 0.85 1.52 1.18
MFSFDCT 0.89 1.12 1.84 1.38
MFSFI2F 1.13 1.43 1.83 1.60
ITV-L1 [182] 1.43 1.89 2.61 2.34
LDOF [35] 1.71 2.01 4.35 5.05
Pizarro et al. [116] 1.24 1.27 1.94 1.79
Table 5.1: RMS endpoint errors in pixels on the benchmark sequences of our proposed
method for colour (MFSFC) and grayscale (MFSF) images using different motion basis
(PCA, DCT and I2F ). We compare the different versions of our grayscale algorithm (MFSF)
against state of the art optical flow (ITV-L1[182], LDOF [35]) and non-rigid registration
(Pizarro et al. [116]) methods.(Numbers in bold highlight best performing color/grayscale
algorithm.)
occlusions generated by superimposing some black circles of radius 20 pixels moving in
linear orbits. Figure 5.1 shows four frames of the original colour sequence, the ground truth
optical flow and the equivalent frames of the grayscale sequence with: synthetic occlusions,
Gaussian noise and salt & pepper noise.
5.9.2 Quantitative Results on Benchmark Sequence
We tested our Multi-Frame Subspace Flow algorithm for grayscale (MFSF) and colour im-
ages (MFSFC) using the three different proposed motion basis: PCA, DCT and Cubic B-
Spline. In Table 5.1, we provide a quantitative comparison of the performance of the dif-
ferent versions of our algorithm, against the state of the art methods listed above, using
the four different versions of the rendered flag sequence as input. We report the root mean
square (RMS) of the endpoint error, i.e. the amplitude of the difference between the ground
truth and estimated flow u(x;n). These measures are computed over all the frames and for
all the foreground pixels. Note that the results obtained with the Spline basis were omitted
since they were almost equivalent to those obtained with the DCT basis, as Figure 5.3(a)
reveals.
First we compare the performance of our original algorithm for grayscale images (MFSF)
with ITV-L1 [182], LDOF [35] and Pizarro et al. [116], since these algorithms can only be
used on grayscale images. We report results for our algorithm using the full rank (R = 2F )
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Figure 5.2: Inverse warpsW−1(Ii) and error maps i(x) for frames (i = 20, 25, 30) of the
original benchmark sequence. Each row shows results for different methods. (a-b) Multi-
frame subspace flow on color images: (a) MFSFCPCA(b) MFSFCDCT . (c-d) Multi-frame
subspace flow on grayscale images: (c) MFSFPCA(d) MFSFDCT . against (e) ITV-L1 [182].
(f) LDOF [35] (g) Pizarro et al.[116].
DCT basis (MFSFDCT ) and a full rank PCA basis (MFSFPCA). Note that the PCA basis was
estimated using as input the flow obtained after running our algorithm with the DCT basis
(MFSFDCT ). We also ran our algorithm using the identity matrix as the basis (MFSFI2F ) to
show the degradation of the results when subspace constraints are not applied to compute
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Figure 5.3: (a) RMS flow error vs increasing values of the rank of the different trajectory
bases (PCA, DCT, UCBS). The graph shows that the PCA motion basis provides best results
and that our algorithm does not overfit when the rank of the basis is overestimated. (b)
RMS flow error vs increasing values of the weight of the subspace constraint β. (c) RMS
flow error for increasing value of the rank of the PCA basis on the different variants of the
benchmark sequence (occlusions, Gaussian noise, salt & pepper noise). All experiments are
for our grayscale multi-frame subspace flow algorithm MFSF.
the multi-frame optical flow.
Table 5.1 shows that our proposed algorithms (MFSFPCA) and (MFSFDCT ) rank top
amongst the grayscale algorithms, outperforming all other methods and yielding the lowest
RMS errors on all the sequences: original, occlusions, Gaussian noise and salt & pepper
noise. The best results are obtained using the PCA basis.
Moreover, the top two rows of Table 5.1 show that using the novel extension of our
algorithm to colour images (MFSFC) described in Section 5.6 improves significantly the
results in all versions of the sequence. Once more, the results obtained using a full rank
PCA basis (MFSFCPCA) outperform those obtained with the DCT basis (MFSFCDCT ).
Regarding the choice of parameters, as we described in Section 5.7 the default values
proposed in [182] for the ITV-L1 algorithm were also found to give best results on our
grayscale algorithm (MFSF) 7 .
However, we found that these parameters needed some tuning on the noisy and occluded
versions of our benchmark sequence. A lower value of the data term weight α = 18
was found to provide best results. Additionally, on the noisy sequences, the weight of
the quadratic term was lowered to β = 0.4. These modified values were used on MFSFPCA,
7Note that, as we discussed in Section 5.3.2, MFSFI2F and ITV-L
1 [182] are equivalent algorithms and
should therefore provide the same results. The difference in the numerical results is due to two factors: (i) in
MFSFI2F cg = 0 and  6= 0 (ii) the ITV-L1 algorithm was run with its default parameters and MFSFI2F with the
tuned parameters described above.
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Figure 5.4: Flow Error s i(x) on the benchmark sequence with synthetic occlusions for
frames (i = 20, 25, 30, 60). Each column shows results for different methods and er-
rors are displayed as heatmaps. (a-b) Multi-frame subspace flow on color images: (a)
MFSFCPCA(b) MFSFCDCT . (c-d) Multi-frame subspace flow on grayscale images: (c)
MFSFPCA(d) MFSFDCT . (e) ITV-L1 [182]. (f) LDOF [35] (g) Pizarro et al.[116]. It is
easy to see from the Error s for frames 20 or 25 that the colour versions of our algorithm
(a) MFSFCPCA and (b) MFSFDCT improve substantially on their grayscale counterparts (c)
MFSFPCA and (d) MFSFDCT .
MFSFDCT and MFSFI2F .
Figure 5.2 shows a visual comparison of the results on the benchmark sequence reported
in Table 5.1. We show a closeup of the reverse warped imagesW−1(Ii) of three frames in
the sequence (i = 20, 25, 30) which should look identical to the template frame; and the
error in the flow estimation i for the same frames, expressed in pixels, encoded as a heat-
map. Notice the significant improvements that our proposed algorithms for colour images
(MFSFCPCA, MFSFCDCT ) show with respect to their grayscale counterparts (MFSFPCA,
MFSFDCT ). Overall, all our approaches outperform state of the art methods: ITV-L1 op-
tical flow [182]; LDOF [35] and Pizarro and Bartoli’s registration algorithm [116].
Figure 5.4 shows results of the experiments on the benchmark sequence with synthetic
occlusions. The error maps i for images (i = 20, 25, 30, 60) encoded as heatmaps are
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shown for all the variants of our grayscale (MFSFPCA, MFSFDCT ) and colour (MFSFCPCA,
MFSFCDCT ) algorithms as well as ITV-L1 [182], LDOF [35] and Pizarro and Bartoli [116].
We notice the same behaviour as in the experiments without occlusions — the error maps
obtained with our algorithms show a superior performance with respect to state of the art
approaches. Amongst our proposed approaches, one can observe significant improvements
of the colour versions over their grayscale equivalents.
5.9.3 Detailed Analysis of the Novel Trajectory Regularisation
Figure 5.3(a) shows a graph of the RMS error over all the frames of the optical flow es-
timated using the 3 different bases for different values of the rank and of the weight β
associated with the soft constraint. For a reasonably large value of β all the basis can be
used with a significant reduction in the rank. The optimisation also appears not to overfit
when the dimensionality of the subspace is overly high. Figure 5.3(c) establishes the same
fact in the case of noisy images and sequences with occlusions. Figure 5.3(b) explores the
effect of varying the value of the weight β on the accuracy of the optical flow. While low
values of β cause numerical instability (data and regularisation terms become completely
decoupled) high values of β, on the other hand, lead to slow convergence and errors since
the point-wise search is not allowed to leave the manifold, simulating a hard constraint. An-
other interesting observation is that our proposed method with a PCA basis of rank R=50,
yields a better performance than with a full rank PCA basis R=120. This reflects the fact
that the temporal regularisation due to the low dimensional subspace is often beneficial.
Note that to analyze the sensitivity of our algorithm to its parameters in Figure 5.3(a-c) we
used ground truth tracks to compute the PCA basis to remove the bias from tracking.
A closer inspection of Table 5.1 raises some important questions. Notice that while
comparing the results from MFSFPCA, MFSFDCT and MFSFI2F , we have always used full
rank basis. One might ask that in the absence of any rank reduction, why does the behavior
of our trajectory regularisation changes for different basis? What is the main reason for
improvement in the tracking if a PCA basis is used?
To answer this questions, we analyse the motion estimation error in the different channels
of the ground truth PCA trajectory basis in isolation, for all of the three proposed methods
(MFSFPCA, MFSFDCT , MFSFI2F ). For each of these methods, we first project the estim-
ated dense trajectories U(x) onto the PCA basis, which is computed from the ground truth
dense trajectories. We call this basis QGT and analyse the error of the estimated trajectory
coefficients Lˆ(x) = QTGTU(x) in each of the motion channels.
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Figure 5.5: Analysing the effect of trajectory regularisation while using different basis
for MFOF estimation on synthetic flag sequence: (a) L2 norm of motion coefficients for
the entire image obtained by projecting the MFOF estimates onto ground truth PCA basis.
(b) Absolute error in the L2 norm of these coefficient estimates from ground truth. (c)
Cumulative error in the motion estimates by adding the motion channels one by one (higher
slope on a curve suggest significant error in the estimate of corresponding motions). (d-f)
Cumulative error in the motion estimates using different orthogonal basis in presence of
occlusion, GN and SPN respectively.
Assuming Lˆη(x) to be the ηth trajectory coefficient for pixel x, we define (overall) mo-
tion coefficient to any basis trajectory η by
∫
Ω Lˆη(x)
2dx. These motion coefficient quanti-
fies the presence of a ηth motion (described by ηth column of QGT ) in the video sequence.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the ground truth motion coefficients (eigenvalues of ground truth
trajectories) along with the motion coefficients which are estimated using the results of
MFSFPCA, MFSFDCT and MFSFI2F , for the original 60 frame flag sequence.
It is evident from 5.5(a) that while using MFSFPCA and MFSFDCT the motion coeffi-
cients of the least significant basis trajectories (last few columns of QGT ) are considerably
smaller than that of the motion coefficients computed using MFSFI2F . As our robust traject-
ory regularisation is decoupled in each channel of the used trajectory basis, it anisotropically
penalises the motion discontinuities in the coefficients of these basis trajectories. This an-
isotropic behaviour of our regulariser enforces the motion coefficients for least significant
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components to be considerably small. 8
On the contrary when the identity basis is used for MFSF estimation, each frame’s flow
discontinuities are penalised independently. i.e. no temporal consistency is enforced . Thus,
when the brightness constancy assumption fails due to noise or occlusion in a single frame,
the flow remains erroneous — leading to a large amount of errors in the least significant
basis trajectories for QGT .
Figure 5.5(b) shows the absolute error in the motion coefficients for the three different
methods. Notice significantly high errors in the motion coefficients from MFSFI2F for the
last few channels of QGT . This suggests that the estimation of the corresponding motion
coefficients Lη(x)’s are considerably more accurate when an appropriate basis is used.
Figure 5.5(c) shows cumulative error plots for the three flow estimation methods, while
we add the contribution of errors in different basis trajectories one by one. For example,
assuming ˆLGT η(x) to be the ground truth coefficient of ηth basis trajectory for pixel x, cu-
mulative error till motion channel r is defined as:
(
r∑
η=1
∫
Ω(Lˆη(x)− ˆLGT η(x))2dx
)1/2
9.
The slope of this plot depicts the contribution from the corresponding motion channel in
the RMS flow error. i.e. higher the slope of the curve, the more significant the error in the
motion estimation for the corresponding basis trajectory. Notice the high slope of the curve
leading to very high RMS flow error for MFSFI2F . Also note that MFSFPCA marginally
over-performs MFSFDCT in the first few motion channels.
The difference between the performance of MFSFPCA and MFSFDCT is more evident in
the challenging cases of synthetic occlusion Figure 5.5(d), Gaussian noise 5.5(e), and salt
and pepper noise 5.5(f). The significant change in the slope of the curves suggests that the
PCA basis is the best choice for effective trajectory regularisation.
Finally, one should recall that in all the results shown in Figure 5.5, MFSFPCA represents
the results of our algorithm using the trajectory basis, which was computed by singular value
decomposition of the dense trajectories obtained with MFSFDCT (and notQGT ). Thus, these
results are indicative of two main conclusions: (i) the computed PCA basis improves the
accuracy in multi-frame flow estimates from the once we get using MFSFDCT and; (ii) this
8Assuming that the last few components of the PCA basis are not statistically important, it is unlikely that
the motion coefficients of these basis trajectories will consists of sharp boundaries. The noisy coefficients to
these basis trajectories gets filtered out by our regulariser, leading to very small overall motion coefficients for
such motion channels.
9Please note that ˆLGT η denotes the coefficients computed by projecting the ground truth flow estimates
onto QGT while as explained before Lˆη is the projection of the estimated flow on QGT .
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estimated basis is very close to the ground truth PCA basis QGT .
5.9.4 Experimental Comparison of Soft Versus Hard Subspace Constraint
In this section we use the synthetic grayscale flag sequence to conduct an experimental
comparison of the optical flow obtained using our proposed soft subspace constraint with
that obtained imposing the hard constraint described in Section 5.8. The energy associated
with the hard constraint (5.34) can be obtained by removing the quadratic term Elink from
our energy (5.5) and reparameterising the optical flow in terms of the trajectory coefficients.
We use the primal-dual algorithm described in Appendix C to minimise the energy ob-
tained via reparameterisation (C.4) with 200 iterations per warp to ensure convergence. We
observed that 200 iterations were enough for the convergence of the cost function to a reas-
onable tolerance (which we consider to be when the change in cost per iteration is< 1000th
of the total change).
Our energy (5.5) based on the soft subspace constraint, is minimised using our optimisa-
tion scheme described in Section 5.4. To establish a fair comparison, we used 20 denoising
iterations for the regularisation step and 20 alternation iterations between the minimisation
of Step 1 and Step 2 to ensure convergence.
Basis Rank Constraint
Version of input sequence:
Original Occl. Gauss. noise S&P noise
Sparse PCA 75
Soft(S) 0.90 1.01 1.80 1.46
Hard(H) 0.98 1.05 2.22 1.60
GT PCA 120
Soft(S) 0.69 0.76 1.43 1.07
Hard(H) 0.70 0.77 1.65 1.08
DCT 120
Soft(S) 0.89 1.12 1.83 1.38
Hard(H) 1.09 1.28 2.00 1.42
Table 5.2: RMS endpoint error in pixels for the optical flow obtained with the hard (H)
versus soft (S) constraints. We carry out 3 experiments using: (top) a low-rank sparse PCA
basis (using tracks given by [116]); (middle) a full rank ground truth PCA basis (computed
using the ground truth optical flow); and (bottom) a full rank DCT basis. The algorithms
were tested on all the different types of sequence (original, noisy and with occlusions).
Table 5.2 reports the RMS endpoint error, measured in pixels, of the flow obtained with
the soft (S) and hard (H) constraints using 3 different basis:
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1. Low rank (R = 75) PCA basis obtained from sparse tracking using [116].
2. Full rank PCA basis obtained from ground truth optical flow.
3. Full rank DCT basis.
The comparative results in Table 5.2 show that the optical flow obtained with our soft con-
straint consistently outperforms the flow obtained after reparameterisation (hard constraint)
in all three experiments on all the different sequences (orginal, noisy and with occlusions).
This is particularly the case in the presence of Gaussian noise when the endpoint errors dif-
fer most. However, this is to be expected since our soft constraint allows some deviations
from the subspace manifold.
In the first experiment we used a low rank PCA basis estimated from sparse tracking
(obtained using Pizarro and Bartoli’s matching algorithm [116]) to test the case of an in-
accurate basis. This is the case when it is most clearly beneficial to allow deviations from
the subspace manifold. This is naturally reflected on significantly higher endpoint errors
on the flow computed with the hard constraint compared with that computed with our soft
constraint.
It is also interesting to observe that even in the case when we used the full rank PCA basis
computed from the ground truth flow the soft constraint performs marginally better than
the hard constraint. In the sequence with Gaussian noise it provides a more clear benefit.
Finally, the third experiment with a full rank DCT basis also shows that it is beneficial to
use a soft constraint in all the different image sequences.
In conclusion, the optical flow obtained using the subspace constraint as a soft constraint
consistently outperforms the flow obtained by reparameterisation when both algorithms
were ran until convergence. The benefits of the soft constraint are stronger when dealing
with noisy images and in the case of an inaccurate motion basis which is to be expected.
5.9.5 Experiments on Real Sequences
In this section we provide details about the experiments we have carried out on four video
sequences which display large displacements and strong deformations.
Actor sequence: This challenging sequence is a 39 frame long clip from a well known
film, acquired at 25 frames per second with images of size 500 × 550 pixels. The top
two rows of Figure 5.6 show 5 frames of this sequence in grayscale and colour. Note that
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Figure 5.6: Results on the Actor sequence: (a-b) Some frames of the grayscale and col-
our input sequences. This is a challenging sequence with large displacements and strong
deformations. Frame 31 I31 is used as the reference frame. (c-d) Inverse warp images
W−1(In) comparing two versions of our grayscale algorithm: (c) without subspace con-
straints (MFSFI2F ) and (d) with subspace constraints (MFSFCI2F ).(e-f) Inverse warp images
W−1(In) comparing two versions of our colour algorithm: (e) without subspace constraints
(MFSFCI2F ) and (f) with subspace constraints (MFSFCPCA).
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Figure 5.7: Results on the grayscale Actor sequence: Top row (a) shows some frames
of the original grayscale sequence. Middle (b) and bottom (c) rows compare the optical
flow results obtained with two of our proposed grayscale algorithms: (c) with subspace
constraints (MFSFPCA) and (b) without subspace constraints (MFSFI2F ). The flow is visu-
alised with a grid superimposed on the images to reveal the optical flow in a sparse subset
of points. Points on the mouth are shown in yellow to highlight the results on the area with
strongest deformations.
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Figure 5.8: Results on the colour Actor sequence: Top row (a) shows some frames of
the original colour sequence. Middle (b) and bottom (c) rows compare the optical flow res-
ults obtained with two of our proposed colour algorithms: (c) with subspace constraints
(MFSFCPCA) and (b) without subspace constraints (MFSFCI2F ). The flow is visualised with
a grid superimposed on the images to reveal the optical flow in a sparse subset of points.
Points on the mouth are shown in yellow to highlight the results on the area with strongest
deformations.
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Figure 5.9: Results on the Actress sequence: (a) Some frames of the original grayscale
sequence. (b) Inverse warp images obtained with our best performing grayscale method
using subspace constraints (MFSFPCA). (c) Original images augmented with some texture
to simulate a tattoo.
frame 31 was used as the reference frame10. The bottom four rows in Figure 5.6 show
comparative results of the inverse warp images (using the computed optical flow to warp
the current image back to the reference frame) estimated using the following different ver-
sions of our algorithm: MFSFI2F , MFSFPCA, MFSFCI2F , MFSFCPCA. The first two methods
work on grayscale images and use the identity matrix and PCA basis as the motion basis
respectively while the last two are their equivalent colour versions. Comparing the results of
MFSFI2F and MFSFPCA(or MFSFCI2F and MFSFCPCA) allows us to show the advantages of
using subspace constraints (PCA basis) versus not using a temporal model for the trajector-
ies (I2F basis). We use a full rank PCA basis obtained after applying principal components
analysis to an initial flow estimated with our algorithm using the DCT basis.
The advantages of using subspace constraints are clear. For instance, notice that for gray-
scale images MFSFI2F failed completely to warp frame 10 while MFSFPCA provides an
10We choose the reference frame to be one in which the points we are interested in tracking are all visible
and also to reduce the maximum displacements.
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In0 = I1 In40 In80 In100
Input sequence
Inverse warps; MFSFPCA; R = 12
Images with augmented grid; MFSFPCA; R = 12
Inverse warps; ITV-L1
Images with augmented grid; ITV-L1
Inverse warps; LDOF
Images with augmented grid; LDOF
Figure 5.10: Results on Paper Bending-1 grayscale sequence: Comparative results of
the optical flow estimated with our best performing grayscale algorithm (MFSFPCA) against
state of the art optical flow methods (ITV-L1[182], LDOF [35]). We show two visualiza-
tions of the optical flow estimated with the three methods in alternate rows: (i) the inverse
warped images and (ii) a grid superimposed on the images to reveal the optical flow in a
sparse subset of points. Top row shows some frames of the original sequence. 145
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In0 = I1 I40 I60 I80 I100
Original colour sequence.
Augmented sequence.
Figure 5.11: Results on Paper Bending-1 colour sequence: The top row shows some
frames of the original colour sequence. The bottom row displays the same sequence aug-
mented with some new texture. The optical flow obtained with our best performing colour
algorithm MFSFCPCAwas used to re-texture the original sequence.
accurate inverse warp image for the same frame and consistently superior results through-
out the sequence. It is also clear that making use of all three colour channels using the
extension of our algorithm to vector valued images provides substantial improvements.
Both MFSFCI2F and MFSFCPCA outperform their grayscale equivalents. In row (d) of Fig-
ure 5.6 we have highlighed in red areas where the flow has clearly failed on the grayscale
MFSFPCAalgorithm but have been correctly warped in its colour version MFSFCPCA .
Notice also that MFSFCI2F copes with the large displacements in frame 10 much better
than MFSFI2F . However, just using colour without subspace constraints is not enough to
estimate accurate flow. Comparing the bottom two rows of Figure 5.6 reveals that using
subspace constraints significantly improves results also in the case of colour. In conclusion,
the best overall results are obtained with MFSFCPCA, our colour algorithm with subspace
constraints using the PCA basis.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 support our claims by showing a grid superimposed on the images to
reveal the optical flow in a sparse subset of points. The points on the mouth are highlighted
in yellow since that is where most of the deformations occur. Once more, Figure 5.7 reveals
that the quality of the flow computed using trajectory regularisation constraints on gray-
scale images (MFSFPCA) is far better than that obtained without using subspace constraints
(MFSFI2F ). Notice the complete failure of MFSFI2F on frame 10. Similar conclusions can be
drawn from the results on the colour images shown in Figure 5.8. Notice the improvements
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In0 = I31 In1 In20 In71
Input Images
Inverse warp; MFSFPCA R = 6
Flow color coding Flow Images; MFSFPCA R = 6
Inverse warp; ITV-L1
Flow Images; ITV-L1
Inverse warp; LDOF
Flow Images; LDOF
Figure 5.12: Results on the Paper bending-2 sequence: Top row shows some images
of this grayscale sequence. The 30th frame is used as the reference. Next rows show in-
verse warp images and colour coded optical flow comparing our best performing grayscale
algorithm (MFSFPCA) using a very low rank PCA decomposition (R = 6) against state of
the art optical flow methods (ITV-L1[182], LDOF [35]).
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particularly on the lips.
Actress sequence: This 72 frame long clip from the same film shows a close-up of an
actress opening the mouth widely. The resolution of the images was 640× 360 pixels. This
sequence is similarly challenging to the previous one with very large displacements and
deformations. In this case we only ran our best performing method on grayscale images
MFSFPCAwith subspace constraints using a PCA basis of rank R = 100. Figure 5.9 shows
the original sequence (top row); the inverse warp images estimated from the optical flow
(middle row) and the original images augmented with some texture (bottom row) to simulate
a tattoo.
Paper bending-1 sequence: Figure 5.10 shows results on a sequence of textured paper
bending smoothly [18]; a challenging sequence due to its length (100 frames) and the
large camera rotation. We show results comparing our best performing grayscale algorithm
(MFSFPCA) against state of the art optical flow methods (ITV-L1[182], LDOF [35]). For
completeness in our experimental evaluation, in this case we computed the motion basis
by applying PCA to KLT tracks [100] keeping the first 12 components. We ran the LDOF
and ITV-L1 algorithms using a multi-resolution scaling factor of 0.95, whereas for our
algorithm the value 0.75 was sufficient (pointing to faster convergence). Comparing the
warped imagesW−1(In), we observe that our method yields a significant improvement on
the accuracy of the optical flow, especially after some frames (see e.g. the artifacts annotated
by the red ellipses in the results of LDOF and ITV-L1). We show an alternative visualisation
of the same results with a grid superimposed on the images to reveal the optical flow in a
sparse subset of points. This visualisation helps to highlight the superiority of the optical
flow estimated with our algorithm (MFSFPCA) with respect to others.
In Figure 5.11 we show results on the colour version of this sequence, subsampled taking
every fifth frame to give a 25 frame long sequence. In this case, we augment the images
with new texture using the optical flow results given by our colour multi-frame subspace
algorithm using a PCA basis (MFSFCPCA). In this case we use a full rank PCA basis
obtained after applying principal components analysis to an initial flow estimated with our
algorithm using the DCT basis (MFSFCDCT ) .
Paper bending-2 sequence: Figure 5.12 shows a 71 frame long grayscale sequence in-
troduced in [172] of a paper being bent backwards which is widely used for 3D reconstruc-
tion in non-rigid structure from motion (NRSfM). Our method used a PCA basis of rank
R = 6 obtained from KLT tracks. The 30th frame is used as the reference. Once more, we
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compare results of our algorithm (MFSFPCA) against the same state of the art approaches as
in previous experiments. The inverse warped images and the colour coded optical flow in
Figure 5.12 reveal that despite having used a very low rank PCA motion basis, our results
outperform LDOF and provide more accurate flow boundaries than ITV-L1.
5.10 Conclusions
We have provided a new formulation for the computation of multi-frame optic flow exploit-
ing the high correlation between 2D trajectories of points in a long sequence by assuming
that these lie close to a low dimensional subspace. Our main contribution is to formulate
the manifold constraint as a soft constraint which, using variational principles, leads to a
robust energy that can be efficiently optimised. We propose a new anisotropic trajectory
regularisation term that acts on the coefficients of the trajectory basis. We take advantage
of the high level of parallelism inherent to our approach by developing a GPU implementa-
tion using the Nvidia CUDA framework. We also provide an extension of our approach to
the case of vector-valued images which allows us to exploit all three colour channels and
gain substantial improvements in the accuracy of the estimated optic flow. We also provide
a new benchmark dataset, with ground truth optic flow. Our experimental results on the
benchmark dataset and on real video footage reveal that using subspace constraints signific-
antly improves results. Our approach outperforms state of the art optic flow and non-rigid
registration algorithms.
5.10.1 Possible Extensions of our Multi-Frame Optic Flow Formulation
As the variational energy minimisation formulation (5.5) for video registration is one of
its kind, various desirable extensions of our framework are left for the future work. In
this section, we discuss further possible improvements in subspace constraint based video
registration along with the possible degeneracies in adopting our framework for them.
Simultaneous Trajectory Basis Optimisation
In this chapter, we have assumed the basis trajectories qi’s to be pre-estimated. However,
in principle, these basis trajectories are desired to be estimated simultaneously with the tra-
jectory coefficients in a single optimisation framework. This new framework can be seen
as simultaneous video registration and low rank multi-frame flow factorisation by minim-
ising (5.5) w.r.t. u(x;n), q(n) and L(x). It is predictable that such minimisation will be
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comparatively difficult due to the non-convex, bilinear term in ELink.11
Moreover, as we have discussed in Section 2.1.2 (equation (2.8)), low rank factorisation
is non-unique and for any valid basis Qˆ a family of equivalent solutions can be generated by
applying various affine transformations to Qˆ. As our experiments suggest, the ideal choice
of basis from this family of solutions is the PCA basis of unknown dense trajectories which
can be obtained via singular value decomposition of trajectory matrix U .
Singular Value decomposition of the dense trajectory matrix U can be formulated as a en-
ergy minimisation problem where the objective function Elink (5.7) needs to be minimised
w.r.t. both trajectory basis Q and coefficients L(x) under the following set of constraints:
QTQ=I (5.35)∫
Ω
Li(x)Lj(x)dx=0 ∀i 6= j (5.36)
One should note that orthonormality of the basis trajectories (5.35) has been a key as-
sumption in the proposed optimisation framework and have to be explicitly imposed via
Lagrange multipliers while minimising (5.5) w.r.t. variables q(n). Additionally, Elink
(5.7) is also invariant to any rotation of the basis. (i.e. QL(x) = QRR>L(x) where
R>R = RR> = I ). Thus additional orthogonality constraints on the trajectory coeffi-
cients (5.36) — which are relatively difficult to impose —- are generally essential for robust
PCA basis estimation from dense trajectories. Thankfully, in our video registration frame-
work, the term Ereg in (5.5) varies with such transformations to guarantee uniqueness —
allowing us to ignore the orthogonality constraints (5.36) for simultaneous estimation and
low rank factorisation of multi-frame optic flow.
A more attractive alternative to avoid basis estimation can be a variational video regis-
tration framework with an explicit low rank prior on multi-frame flow via minimising trace
norm of the trajectory matrix U . A similar approach has been outlined for variational non-
rigid structure from motion in Chapter 6.
Unwrapping Scene: Estimating Reference Image
Another important assumption in this chapter has been the empirical choice of a single
reference image for video registration. A pre-estimated reference image simplifies the video
registration due to two main reasons; (i) it provides us with the set of pixels, each of which
11Recall that under the assumption of precomputed basis, after linearisation of image functions, (5.5) was a
convex energy.
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Figure 5.13: Degeneracy in the mosaic estimation: Consider a simple video of a brick
moving down with a constant velocity u. Two sample images (Image 1 and Image 2) are
shown in the middle. Although the true reference image (left) consists of only one brick, a
degenerated solution for the reference image (right) might consist of 2 bricks. Each of the
bricks in the estimated reference image can be registered trivially, with zero flow, to one of
the two input images while the other remains occluded.
acts as an unique anchor associated with the trajectory of a physical point on the scene and
(ii) it defines the scene neighbourhood which is used to enforce the smoothness constraint
in the term Ereg. However, this assumption restricts our registration approach to only track
the points which are visible in one of the observed (reference) image. In cases where the
scene consists of significant occlusions, it is more desirable to estimate a new reference
image which consists of pixels spanning the entire scene. In other words, we would like
to simultaneously unwarp the scene into a single reference image and register each image
from the video to this reference image while explicitly reasoning for occlusions.
To explicitly model occlusions, we can modify the termEdata to incorporate an unknown
per-frame binary visibility mask as shown below:
Edata = V (x;n)|I(x+ u(x;n);n)− I(x; 0)| (5.37)
where V (x;n) = 1 only if the point x is visible in the frame n. It is also reasonable
to assume that these per-frame binary occlusion masks will be piecewise smooth. Thus
another prior Ereg occl = |∇V (x;n)| should be added to the energy for estimating these
occlusions.
However the variational energy (5.5) with modified data term (5.37) (and novel occlusion
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regulatisation term Ereg occl) is not suitable for unwrapping and will be prone to many
degenerated solutions. For example, at one extreme, large regions in the scene can be
duplicated in the reference image such that each of these regions is registered to a different
subset of input images from the video with constant flow. This will result into degenerated,
low rank and smooth trajectories with large occlusions as shown in Figure 5.10.1. One
option to avoid these solutions is to penalise the occlusions. However, this will favour a
reference image with unrealistic shrinking of repeated texture and homogeneous regions of
the scene to minimise occlusions. Thus, simultaneous optimisation for the reference image
and multi-frame flow with such framework will need a good initialisation and additional
priors. One reasonable prior to avoid these degeneracies is to force the distance between the
pixels on the reference image to commemorate with the largest observed distance between
them in the video. Such prior have been used for embedding pre-estimated sparse feature
tracks to a common reference frame for creating an unwrap mosaic in [126]. Exploring
additional meaningful priors on the occlusion masks, and developing suitable methods to
initialise the discussed variational energy minisation are also important directions for future
work.
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CHAPTER 6
DENSE NON-RIGID
RECONSTRUCTION FROM
MONOCULAR VIDEO SEQUENCE
This chapter offers the first variational approach to the problem of dense 3D reconstruction
of non-rigid surfaces from a monocular video sequence. We formulate non-rigid structure
from motion (NRSf M) as a global variational energy minimisation problem to estimate dense
low-rank smooth 3D shapes for every frame along with the camera motion matrices, given
dense 2D correspondences.
Unlike traditional factorisation based approaches to NRSf M, which model the low-rank
non-rigid shape using a fixed number of basis shapes and corresponding coefficients, we
minimise the rank of the matrix of time-varying shapes directly via trace norm minimisa-
tion. In conjunction with this low-rank constraint, we use an edge preserving total-variation
regularisation term to obtain spatially smooth shapes for every frame. Thanks to proximal
splitting techniques the optimisation problem can be decomposed into many point-wise
sub-problems and simple linear systems which can be easily solved on GPU hardware.
We show results on real sequences of different objects (face, torso, beating heart) where,
despite challenges in tracking, illumination changes and occlusions, our method recon-
structs highly deforming smooth surfaces densely and accurately directly from video, without
the need for any prior models or shape templates.
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a variational formulation for dense 3D reconstruction of de-
formable surfaces given 2D image correspondences in a monocular video sequence. Using
a multi-frame motion flow field (estimated from the algorithm outlined in Chapter 5) as
input, we adopt a variational setting to provide an energy optimisation approach to NRSf M
that can provide 3D estimates for all the pixels in a reference frame of a video sequence.
The novelty of our method resides in combining the low-rank shape prior with a power-
ful edge preserving spatial regularisation prior that estimates smooth but detailed non-rigid
shapes. Our results show that spatial smoothness can act as an important additional cue to
help resolve the ambiguities inherent to the NRSf M problem and acquire accurate non-rigid
shapes.
Figure 6.1: Our proposed pipeline for dense NRSf M. The first row shows the input image
stream. Dense long-term 2D trajectories are first computed for every pixel in the reference
frame using [77] and used as input to our dense NRSf M algorithm.
Stemming from Bregler et al.’s factorisation based NRSf M [32], low-rank prior has proved
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to be a powerful constraint and led to a wealth of solutions. Most NRSf M methods impose
the low-rank constraint explicitly by parameterising the non-rigid shapes using a pre-defined
number of basis shapes and time-varying coefficients. As discussed in Section 3.1.4, most of
these approaches have required the addition of extra priors on the shape or camera matrices
to resolve ambiguities.
However, recently it was shown that orthonormality constraints on the camera matrix
were sufficient in conjunction with the low-rank shape prior [5]. Recall that authors in
[5] have established that essential constraints for unique non-rigid factorisation comprise a
rank 3 constraint on the Gram matrix of the corrective transform along with orthonormality
constraints on camera matrices (see Section 3.1.4 and Figure 3.10 for details). Recently,
Dai et al. [57] have proposed a solution for imposing these essential constraints by using
trace norm relaxation of the rank. Trace norm has also been successfully used in compressed
sensing and matrix completion [42] and more recently for factorisation based rigid structure
from motion [56, 10].
Similarly to Dai et al. [57], in this chapter, we adopt a trace norm minimisation approach
to estimate low-rank non-rigid shapes. However, our method departs substantially from Dai
et al.’s by: (i) making the problem scalable to the use of a dense multi-frame flow field as
input to the NRSf M problem; (ii) embedding the low-rank shape constraint within a global
energy minimisation framework which allows to incorporate powerful spatial regularisation
and recover smooth 3D shapes; (iii) completely avoiding the explicit representation of the
time evolving shapes with a linear combination of an unknown low-rank shape basis; and
thus (iv) eliminating the requirement that the exact number of basis shapes (K) be known in
advance — in contrast, an important drawback of Dai et al.’s approach is that it still requires
this information for the metric upgrade step.
The result is the first dense template-free formulation of NRSf M. Our approach provides
robust dense 3D estimates for every pixel in the reference image of a time-varying shape
without the use of any prior models, using only the original footage. Note that, previous
attempts to dense NRSf M have come from: piecewise approaches that reconstruct local
patches using simple local models [135, 50] but require a post-processing step to stitch all
the local reconstructions into a single smooth surface, and template based approaches [19]
that require a 3D template to be provided.
Our system Given a video sequence acquired with a single camera as input, our approach
provides a complete pipeline for dense NRSf M integrating 2D image matching and 3D
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reconstruction in two steps (Figure 6.1 illustrates our approach):
(i) Dense 2D correspondences: First dense 2D correspondences are established in the
image sequence. Here we take advantage of our dense video registration method which is
elaborated in Chapter 5.
(ii) Dense shape inference: Given these dense correspondences as input, our new vari-
ational energy optimisation approach alternates between solving for the camera matrices
and the non-rigid shape for every frame of the sequence. Our energy combines: (i) a
geometric data term that minimises image reprojection error, (ii) a trace norm term that
minimises the rank of the time-evolving shape matrix and (iii) an edge-preserving spatial
regularisation term that provides smooth 3D shapes.
6.2 Problem Formulation
Consider an image sequence I1, . . . , IF of F frames withN pixels each where In0 is chosen
to be the reference frame (this will often be the first frame). The input to our algorithm is a
set of dense 2D tracks that have been estimated in a pre-processing step. For every pixel in
the reference image In0 , each track encodes its image location in the subsequent F frames.
Let p = 1, . . . , N be an index for the pixels and (xfp, yfp) the location of the p-th point
in the f -th frame, f = 1, . . . , F . Note that, in the reference frame, this location coincides
with the location of the p-th pixel on the image grid.
We adopt an orthographic camera model, where the 2× 3 camera matrix Rf projects 3D
points (Xfp, Yfp, Zfp) onto image frame f following the projection equation:
[
xf1 · · · xfN
yf1 · · · yfN
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wf
= Rf

Xf1 · · · XfN
Yf1 · · · YfN
Zf1 · · · ZfN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sf
(6.1)
where Wf stores the 2D locations of all N points in frame f and the 3×N matrix Sf rep-
resents the 3D shape observed in the frame f . Since the objects we are observing are non-
rigid, the shape matrix Sf will be different for each frame. Note that we have eliminated
the translation component from (6.1) by registering the image coordinates to the centroid in
each frame f . Stacking equation (6.1) vertically for every frame f ∈ {1. · · · , F} , we can
now formulate the projection of the time varying shapes in all the frames as:
W = RS (6.2)
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where, W is the input measurement matrix that contains the full 2D tracks, S is the non-
rigid shape matrix and R is the motion matrix:
W︸︷︷︸
2F×N
=

W1
...
WF
, R︸︷︷︸
2F×3F
=

R1 ©
. . .
© RF
, S︸︷︷︸
3F×N
=

S1
...
SF
 (6.3)
We now define the problem of NRSf M as the joint estimation of: (i) the set of orthographic
camera matrices 1 R, and (ii) the set of 3D shapes S or equivalently the 3D coordinates
(Xfp, Yfp, Zfp) of every point in every frame. The matrix S can be also be interpreted as
the trajectory matrix, since its columns correspond to the 3D trajectories of each point. It
is also useful in our formulation to represent S using the “permutation” operator P (S) that
re-arranges the entries of S into a F × 3N matrix such that the f -th row of P (S) contains
the X , Y and Z coordinates of all points of the shape at frame f (i.e. all values of Sf ).
6.3 Dense Reconstruction with Trace Norm and Spatial
Smoothness Priors
To solve the dense NRSf M problem as defined in the previous section, we propose to min-
imise an energy of the following form, jointly with respect to the motion matrix R and the
shape matrix S:
E(R,S) = λEdata(R,S) + Ereg(S) + τEtrace(S) (6.4)
where Edata is a data attachment term, Etrace favours a low-rank shape matrix, and Ereg is
a term for the spatial regularisation of the trajectories in S. The positive constants λ and τ
are weights that control the balance between these terms. We now describe each of these
terms in detail.
The first term (Edata) is a quadratic penalty of the image reprojection error
Edata =
1
2
‖W −RS‖2F (6.5)
where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. This term penalises deviations of the
image measurements from the orthographic projection equation (6.2).
The second term (Ereg) enforces edge-preserving spatial regularisation of the dense 3D
trajectories that constitute the columns of S. To formulate this term, let i be an index
1Each Rf must satisfy the orthonormality constraint RfRTf = I2×2
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(i=1,2,3) that selects theX , Y or Z coordinate of a 3D point. Sif will then be the i-th row of
the 3D shapeSf . Since the 3D points that we reconstruct are associated with projected pixel
locations on the reference image In0 , each element of S
i
f is associated with a specific pixel
of In0 . By arranging these elements in the image grid of In0 , we consider S
i
f as a discrete
2D image of the same size as In0 . We now denote the 2D gradient of this image at pixel
p by ∇Sif (p). Following [46], we define this discrete gradient using forward differences in
both horizontal and vertical directions. We now defineEreg as the summation of discretised
Total Variation regularisers TV {·} [133]:
Ereg =
F∑
f=1
3∑
i=1
TV {Sif} =
F∑
f=1
3∑
i=1
N∑
p=1
‖∇Sif (p)‖ (6.6)
Total Variation based regularisation smooths while preserving discontinuities and has
been successfully applied to various related optic flow estimation [196, 77], and 3D recon-
struction methods [105].
The third term (Etrace) penalises the number of independent shapes needed to repres-
ent the deformable scene. This is based on the realistic assumption that the shapes that a
deforming object undergoes over time lie on a low-dimensional linear subspace [32]. Most
NRSf M methods [32, 159, 110] assume that the dimension of the shape subspace is known
beforehand. However, instead of using some a priori dimension for this subspace to enforce
a hard rank constraint, similarly to [57], we penalize the rank of the F × 3N matrix P (S).
This is implemented using the trace norm ‖ · ‖∗ (a.k.a. nuclear norm), which is the tightest
convex relaxation of the rank of a matrix and is given by the sum of its singular values Λj :
Etrace = ‖P (S)‖∗ =
min(F,3N)∑
j=1
Λj (6.7)
6.4 Optimisation of the Proposed Energy
In this section, we solve the minimisation of the proposed energy (6.4), that can be written
as follows:
min
S,R
λ
2
‖W −RS‖2F +
∑
f,i,p
‖∇Sif (p)‖+ τ‖P (S)‖∗ (6.8)
Note that this energy is biconvex (not convex), due to the bilinear term in Edata. To min-
imise it we alternate between the estimation of the motion matrix R and the shape matrix
S leaving the other fixed as described in Algorithm 1. The different components of this
algorithm are presented in the rest of this section.
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Algorithm 1: Variational non-rigid reconstruction
Initialise R,S ;
for alternation = 1, . . . , k do
Fix S and minimise (6.8) w.r.t.R using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm;
Fix R and minimise (6.8) w.r.t. S by alternating between Algorithms 2 and 3 until convergence;
6.4.1 Motion Matrix Estimation
The first alternation step of Algorithm 1 involves the refinement of the motion matrix R by
minimising (6.8) w.r.t. R, assuming that the shape matrix S is known. We parameterise
the camera matrices Rf using quaternions, which guarantee orthonormality. Only the term
Edata depends on R and we minimise it using Levenberg-Marquardt.
6.4.2 Shape Estimation
The second alternation step of Algorithm 1 assumes that the motion matrixR is known and
minimises (6.8) w.r.t. to the shape matrix S. Although the energy (6.8) is convex w.r.t. S,
it is non-trivial to minimise it using standard gradient descent methods. To facilitate such
minimisation we use proximal splitting techniques [51] to decouple the trace norm and TV
regularisation parts of the energy. We introduce an auxiliary variable S¯ and minimise (6.8)
by alternating between the following two minimisations:
min
S
1
2θ
‖S − S¯‖2F +
λ
2
‖W −RS‖2F +
∑
f,i,p
‖∇Sif (p)‖ (6.9)
min
S¯
1
2θ
‖S − S¯‖2F + τ‖P (S¯)‖∗ (6.10)
where θ is a quadratic relaxation parameter that is relatively small so that the optimal S and
S¯ are close. We can now efficiently solve the sub-problems (6.9) and (6.10) using convex
optimisation techniques.
Solving problem (6.9). The energy in (6.9) is convex but due to the TV regularisation
term it is non-differentiable. However using the Legendre-Fenchel transform [84], one can
dualise the regularisation term in (6.9) and rewrite the corresponding minimisation in its
primal-dual form as:
min
S
max
q
{
1
2θ
‖S − S¯‖2F +
λ
2
‖W −RS‖2F
+
∑
f,i,p
{
Sfi(p)∇∗qif (p)− δ(qif (p))
}} (6.11)
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where, q is the dual variable that contains the 2-vectors qif (p), for each frame f , coordinate i
and pixel p. Also,∇∗ is the adjoint of the discrete gradient operator∇ and can be expressed
as∇∗ = −div(·), where div is the divergence operator, after discretisation using backward
differences [46]. Finally, δ(·) is the indicator function of the unit ball:
δ(s) =
{
0 if ‖s‖ ≤ 1
∞ if ‖s‖ > 1
(6.12)
Following duality principles [46, 84], we solve the saddle point problem (6.11) by deriving
a primal-dual algorithm, described in Algorithm 2. This algorithm allows a high degree of
parallelisation and can be solved efficiently on a GPU.
Algorithm 2: Primal dual algorithm for problem (6.9)
Input: Measurement matrix W , current motion matrix estimates R and low rank shapes S¯.
Output: Spatially smooth shapes S.
Parameters: λ, θ and step size σ of dual update.
Initialise the dual variable q using the estimates from the previous run of this algorithm (If this is the
first run, Initialise q with 0).
while not converge do
Dq︸︷︷︸
3F×N
=
 ∇
∗q11(1) . . . ∇∗q11(N)
...
. . .
...
∇∗q3F (1) . . . ∇∗q3F (N)
;
S =
(
λRTR+ 1
θ
I3F×3F
)−1 (
λRTW + S¯
θ
−Dq
)
;
for f = 1 to F , i = 1 to 3, p = 1 to N do
qif (p) = Π
(
qif (p) + σ∇Sif (p)
)
;
// operator Π(s) projects a vector s onto the unit ball as:
// Π(s) = max(1, s)
Solving problem (6.10). Notice that the quadratic term in (6.10) can also be written as
‖P (S) − P (S¯)‖2F . Thus this is a convex minimisation problem that can be solved using
the soft impute algorithm proposed in [103]. The steps that we follow are summarised in
Algorithm 3. The solution S¯ is actually a low rank approximation of the spatially smooth
shape matrix S.
Algorithm 3: Soft impute algorithm for problem (6.10)
Input: Current estimate of spatially smooth shapes S.
Output: Low rank approximation S¯ of the shape matrix.
Parameters: τ , θ.
[U ,D,V ] = Singular Value Decomposition of P (S);
D¯ = max(D − θτIF×F ,0) ;
// (where max(·, ·) is an element-wise operator)
S¯ = P−1(UD¯V T );
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6.4.3 Initialisation of Rotations and Shapes.
We adopt the following procedure to Initialise R and S. Assuming a dominant rigid com-
ponent is present in the scene, we use the rigid factorisation algorithm of [157] to estimate
the initial camera matrices {R1 · · ·RF } and a mean shape. This mean shape is used as a
rigid initialisation of the shape matrix S: the mean 3D shape is replicated for every Sf in
every frame f .
6.5 Experimental Evaluation
As a preprocessing step, we normalize the measurement matrix W so that all its entries are
within [−1, 1]. In addition, the different terms of the proposed energy (6.4) are normalized
by applying the factor 1FN to Edata and Ereg and
1√
FN
to Etrace. In practice, we combine
their effect by applying a normalized weight τˆ to the trace norm term, defined as τ =
τˆ
√
FN . Next, experiments on synthetic and real sequences are described 2.
6.5.1 Synthetic Face Sequences
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method quantitatively on sequences
generated using dense ground truth 3D data of a deforming face. We use 10 meshes of
dense 3D data of different facial expressions captured using structured light [177]. We
generate four different sequences that differ in the number of frames and the range and
smoothness of the camera rotations and deformations, see Figure 6.2. By projecting the 3D
data onto an image using an orthographic camera, we derived dense 2D tracks, which we
feeded as input to the NRSf M estimations.
TB [7] MP [110] Ours Ours (τ = 0)
Sequence 1 18.38%(2) 19.44%(3) 4.01%(9) 4.13%(10)
Sequence 2 7.47%(2) 4.87%(3) 3.45%(9) 3.76%(10)
Sequence 3 4.50%(4) 5.13%(6) 2.60%(9) 3.32%(99)
Sequence 4 6.61%(4) 5.81%(4) 2.81%(9) 3.89%(99)
Table 6.1: Quantitative evaluation on 4 synthetic face sequences. We show average RMS
3D reconstruction errors for TB [7], MP [110] and our approach. In all cases, the rank of
the reconstructed result is shown in brackets.
2For videos and data, visit: http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/˜rgarg/Variational_NRSfM
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Figure 6.2: Synthetic ground truth 3D shapes (top row) and dense 3D reconstructions for
selected frames (bottom row) in Sequence 4. Results are shown in a rotated viewpoint. We
compare TB [7], MP [110] and our approach. See supplementary material for videos.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Normalised RMS 3D errors obtained with varying trace norm strength for
synthetic experiments by our algorithm. (b) Corresponding 3D errors for sequences 3 and
4 obtained using MP [110] (with varying rank of the shape basis) and TB [7] (with varying
rank of the trajectory basis). Note that degenerated results from sequence 1 and 2 are
omitted in (b) to avoid clutter.
We compare the results of our algorithm against two state of the art NRSf M methods,
Metric Projections (MP) [110] and Trajectory Basis (TB) [7], since publicly available code
exists for both and the algorithms were scalable. For MP and TB we report the result for
the number of basis shapes (≥ 2) that gave the lowest 3D error.
Table 6.5.1 shows the results for each method. We define the normalised per frame
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RMS error for the reconstructed 3D shape Sf with respect to the corresponding ground
truth shape SGTf as: e3D =
||Sf−SGTf ||F
||SGTf ||F
. We report the mean RMS error over all frames,
after per-frame rigid alignment with the corresponding ground truth shape using Procrustes
analysis. We also provide the rank of the reconstructed result for each case3. Next we give
details about each synthetic sequence and discuss the corresponding results.
Sequence 1. In this 10 frame long sequence, each frame corresponds to a different facial
expression. The face is rotated about the vertical axis from +30◦ to −30◦ with respect to
the frontal view. This is a challenging setup since the rank of the 3D shape is very high
(close to 10). The results shown on the first row of Table 6.5.1 reveal that both MP and TB
fail to reconstruct this sequence while our approach performs well.
Sequence 2. This setup is equivalent to the previous one except that the rotations now
ranged from +90◦ to −90◦. This simple fact allows MP and TB to reduce their errors sub-
stantially, which indicates that large rotations help in NRSf M. The main drawback however,
is that establishing 2D correspondences under this amount of rotation would be unrealistic
in a real world scenario due to occlusions.
Sequence 3. 99 frame long sequence generated by linearly interpolating between pairs
of views to obtain smooth 3D deformations. Realistic rotations that contain some high
frequencies are simulated by upscaling (by a factor of 4) those estimated by our algorithm
on the real face sequence (Figure 6.4). Since this sequence assumes smooth deformations
and high frequency rotations, the conditions are ideal for TB [7] which outperforms MP.
However, our method outperforms both baseline methods.
Sequence 4. This setup is equivalent to the previous one with the exception that the
rotations are projected onto a low frequency subspace to simulate the case of both smooth
rotations and deformations. This scenario shows the failure of TB [7] to cope with rotation
and deformation spaces that share frequencies [113]. Once more, our approach achieves the
lowest 3D reconstruction errors.
For our method, we provide an additional column showing the results obtained in the
case when the trace norm term was switched off, with τ = 0. As expected, the rank of the
reconstructions was much higher as were the 3D errors. Figure 6.3(a) shows the effect on
3D errors of varying the normalised trace norm weight parameter τˆ . We observe that the
3Since the trace norm approximation of the rank results in some singular values being small but not exactly
0, for our method (case τ 6= 0) we report the rank of the optimal 3D reconstructions retaining the singular
values of P (S) that explain 99% of the shape variance.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 6.4: 3D reconstruction results of the real face sequence. (a) Input images. (b)
Corresponding 3D shapes from original viewpoint of the camera while the face rotates
and deforms. (c-d) Shape deformation as observed from three-quarter and profile views
respectively (after taking out the rotational component of the face). (e) Rendered surfaces
from a different viewpoint, using computed deformations and rotations with augmented
texture placed on the reference image.
optimal reconstruction in all the synthetic sequences is achieved with a similar value for τˆ .
Besides providing dense reconstructions with state of the art accuracy, one of the import-
ant advantage of our variational formulation is that it does not require the prior knowledge
about the number of deformation modes (K) for successful reconstruction. However, our
formulation still needs the value of the parameter τ . Since both these parameters quantify
the complexity (rank) of the deformation, it is important to investigate if one choice is
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.5: 3D reconstruction results for the back sequence. (a) Input images. (b) 3D recon-
struction of the deformed surface. (c) Textured rendering of the result (with an additional
light source).
preferable to the other.
One can argue that most real deformations do not comply with an exact low rank model
— thus it is preferential to use the continuous parameter τ over the discrete K to quantify
the complexity of the surface deformations. To further motivate the advantage of trace norm
relaxation of rank in this context, we compare the behaviour of the state of the art NRSf M
algorithms under different choices of the corresponding parameter (τ or K).
Figure 6.3(a) shows the effect on the 3D errors while varying the trace norm regularisa-
tion strengths τ in our approach whereas Figure 6.3(b) shows the 3D errors while varying
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.6: 3D reconstruction results for the heart sequence. (a) Input images. (b) Front
view of the estimation of the deforming and rotating surface. (c) Textured rendering of the
reconstruction from a side view, using in all frames the texture of the reference image.
the number of deformation modes for both MP and TB respectively. Unlike smoothly chan-
ging w.r.t. τ , the 3D errors vary jaggedly with respect to the number of deformation modes
for both TB and MP algorithms. This reflects the instability in imposing the non-convex
rank constraint by various existing NRSf M algorithms and points towards the additional dif-
ficulty of choosing the non-trivial parameter K for optimal reconstruction. In contrast, our
variational algorithm is relatively stable and less sensitive to the values of τ .
In conclusion, these experiments reveal some of the strengths of our algorithm: (i) our ap-
proach can reconstruct even in the case of small out-of-plane rotations where other methods
break down, (ii) it can cope both with smooth or high frequency rotations and deformations
and (iii) it is relatively less sensitive to the regularisation strength τ .
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Figure 6.7: This figure describes the effect of using trace norm regularisation in non rigid
reconstruction. The figure shows first 30 eigen-values for the shape matrices P (S) which
are estimated by our algorithm with (in blue) and without (in red) enforcing the trace norm
regularisation.
6.5.2 Experiments on Real Sequences
In this section we present a qualitative evaluation of our variational approach on three mon-
ocular video sequences captured in natural environments under changes in lighting, occlu-
sions and large displacements.
Face sequence. Human faces undergoing different facial expressions have been recon-
structed in the past by NRSf M methods; however, generally only of a few, often manually
tracked, feature points (fewer than 100). This 120 frame long sequence of a subject per-
forming natural expressions was acquired under natural lighting conditions and displays
occlusions due to out-of-plane rotations.
To overcome the challenges in establishing dense 2D correspondences due to the lack
of texture on the skin, in this sequence we used the gradient of all color image channels
(concatenated in a sequence of 6D vector-valued images) as input to the multi-frame optical
flow algorithm [77]. Figure 6.4 shows some of the frames of the sequence, and our fully
dense 3D reconstructions rotated using the recovered rotation matrices.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: This figure signifies the importance of the TV regularisation in dense non rigid
reconstruction. Two images show the 3D reconstructions for one of the frame from the real
face sequence as obtained by our method (a) without and (b) with TV regularisation.
Back Sequence [134]. This is a 150 frame long sequence of the back of a person
deforming sideways and stretching. The textured pattern worn by the subject was used
to facilitate sparse feature matching in [134] but is not necessary here. Figure 6.5 shows
images and resulting 3D dense shapes Sf , rotated according to the estimated matrices Rf .
Heart Sequence. In-vivo reconstruction from laparoscopic sequences is an area where
NRSf M can be extremely useful as stereo capture inside the body is often impossible or can
only be done with a very small baseline [150]. We chose a challenging monocular sequence
of a beating heart taken during bypass surgery4. Figure 6.6 shows some frames and the
recovered dense shapes. Not only is our approach robust to the moving specularities on the
video but it can recover the rhythmic deformations of the heart well, despite the very small
rotational motion component.
4Video available from http://hamlyn.doc.ic.ac.uk/vision
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6.5.3 Importance of the Trace Norm and TV Regularisation
In this section, we justify the importance of the trace norm and TV regularisation priors
for dense non-rigid reconstruction from monocular video sequence. For this perpouse we
analyse the effect of these priors on the quality of 3D reconstruction in isolation.
Results from column 3 and 4 of Table 6.5.1 already reflect that trace norm regularisation
leads to accurate reconstruction of the non-rigid surfaces. Additionally, Figure 6.7 compares
the eigen values of the estimated shape matrix P (S) for the synthetic experiments on se-
quence 3, with and without using the trace norm regularisation. A sharp cutoff in the eigen
values suggests that the trace norm regularisation being a convex approximation of rank,
sucessfully minimises the rank of the deformations to produce accurate 3D reconstructions.
Figure 6.8 shows the 3D reconstructions obtained for the real face sequence with and
without using TV regularisation (while keeping the other parameters of the energy con-
stant). It is evident from the results that the spatial regularisation plays important role in
removing the noise to produce realistically smooth 3D surfaces.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents the first variational approach for dense 3D reconstruction of non-rigid
scenes from a monocular sequence without prior scene knowledge. We have used the trace
norm prior for low-rank shapes along with TV regularisation to formulate the dense NRSf M
problem as a global energy minimisation scheme. Experimental results on challenging
real sequences show that our approach can successfully generate dense 3D reconstructions
even in the presence of small rotations and low image texture. Additionally, with the help
of quantitative evaluation of different NRSf M methods, we have elaborated that using the
convex relaxation of the low-rank via trace norm makes NRSf M approach simple, leading
to improvements in the 3D reconstruction quality. A future extension of this work will be to
incorporate photometric image matching and 3D reconstruction into a single optimisation
framework.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have proposed a low cost system for dense capture of deformable surfaces
from a single video sequence. The novelty of our approach resides in combining the low-
rank shape prior with a powerful edge preserving spatial regularisation prior that allows for
the reconstruction of smooth but detailed non-rigid surfaces. Our system generates accurate
per-pixel 3D reconstructions for every frame of the video and provides stable temporal
correspondences between these reconstructions, without the need for any learned models or
shape templates.
We have opted for a two step pipeline similar to factorisation based NRSf M algorithms
and proposed to take advantage of the recent advances in variational optimisation to facilit-
ate: (i) dense estimation of long-term 2D trajectories in videos containing non-rigid motion
[74, 75, 77]. and (ii) dense estimation of the non-rigid structure from these 2D trajectories
[76].
In this chapter, we summarise the conclusions of the thesis, discuss the limitations of the
proposed methods and suggest some important directions for further research.
7.1 Video Registration and Subspace Constraint
A large part of our work has been devoted to the estimation of dense, temporally consistent
long-term trajectories for video sequences to be used as input to our dense NRSf M approach.
In Chapter 4, we presented a variational approach to compute dense multi-frame optic
flow for non-rigid motion. Our approach is based on a reparametrisation of the optic flow
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in terms of a linear combination of a 2D motion basis. The proposed energy formulation
reduces the number of variables to be computed by one order of magnitude, to increase
computational speed and accuracy of optimisation. Our experiments show that we can
reduce the problem size and work within a variational framework using additional spatial
smoothness priors without actual loss of information.
This solution to video registration had two main limitations: (i) the algorithm based
on a hard low-rank constraint was reliant on the accuracy of the initial trajectory basis
which could be difficult to estimate; and (ii) homogeneous regularisation of the trajectory
coefficients results in oversmooth flow fields.
In chapter 5 we addressed both of these limitations. We proposed a robust approach to
non-rigid image alignment where instead of imposing the hard constraint that the optical
flow must lie on the low-rank manifold, we penalise flow fields that lie outside it. For-
mulating the manifold constraint as a soft constraint using variational principles lead to an
energy with a quadratic term that allowed us to adopt a decoupling scheme for its efficient
optimisation. To allow for sharp flow discontinuities, we proposed a new anisotropic tra-
jectory regularisation term and studied its behaviour for different choices of trajectory basis.
Additionally, to make our registration robust to outliers in the brightness constancy, a L1
penalisation was used in the data term.
We also provided an extension of our multi-frame approach to the case of vector-valued
images which allowed us to use the information from all colour channels in image se-
quences, and further improve results. Our experimental results on our new benchmark
dataset and on real video footage revealed that using soft subspace constraints significantly
improves video registration results. Our approach was shown to outperform state of the art
optical flow and non-rigid registration algorithms.
Our multiframe video registration approach of Chapters 4 and 5, has been later extended
by other authors. In [127], Ricco and Tomasi used a hard subspace constraints to estimate
long-term trajectories for every pixel from a reference image while explicitly reasoning for
occlusions. Although our approach of Chapter 5 relies on edge preserving regularisation
and robust penalisation of the data term to accurately predict the long-term trajectories, it is
bound to fail in the presence of very large occlusions. However, the ideas of [127] can be
easily incorporated into our soft subspace constraint based video registration approach for
robustly detecting severe occlusions.
In later work Ricco and Tomasi [129] have alleviated the requirement for a reference
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frame by allowing the long-term trajectories to be anchored to any frame of the video. This
guarantees the coverage of long-term trajectories in all the regions of every frame of the
video and produces temporally consistent trajectories for every point seen along the video.
Alternatively, to be resilient to occlusions one could create object texture maps from videos.
For instance, the mosaic estimation algorithm of [126] can be used to create an unwrapped
image for each object, which can serve as a reference frame for our multi-frame optic flow
algorithm.
A critical limitation of our video registration method of Chapter 5 is to cope with very
large displacements. To address this problem, we can look at two different alternatives
proposed in the literature.
First, following [35], a wide-baseline feature matching cost can be incorporated into our
variational framework for video registration. This term would provide good estimates for
large displacements while our robust trajectory regulariser would fill in the flow for areas
with low texture.
Second, our soft subspace constraint based formulation of multi-frame optic flow natur-
ally decouples into two minimisation problems. This allows the possibility of using global
optimisation techniques to minimise the brightness constancy term. Following [149, 88], we
could resort to techniques like randomised patchmatch-based nearest neighbourhood field
estimation [17] in conjunction with variational optimisation based trajectory regularisation
to address the large displacement problem.
7.2 Dense Non-Rigid Structure From Motion
In Chapter 6, we formulated NRSf M as a global variational energy minimisation problem.
Our energy combines a geometric data term that minimises image reprojection error, a
trace norm term that minimises the rank of the time-evolving shape matrix and an edge-
preserving spatial regularisation term that provides smooth 3D shapes. Experimental results
on challenging real world videos show that spatial smoothness can act as an important
additional cue to reconstruct non-rigid shapes accurately. In addition we have shown that
by taking advantage of convex optimisation techniques, our algorithm outperforms other
state of the art NRSf M methods on a new benchmark dataset.
Our dense NRSf M approach could be extended to the case when the image correspond-
ences contain missing data. To adapt to such cases a binary occlusion mask (or if available,
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a scalar tracking confidence score) may be incorporated to our data term. The robust spatio-
temporal interpolation provided by the two regularisation terms of our energy would still
be able to predict the 3D locations of the occluded pixels to provide smooth 3D reconstruc-
tions.
In this work we have chosen to use anisotropic TV regularisation to enforce edge pre-
serving spatial smoothness. In future work, we plan to explore more sophisticated smooth-
ness priors. In particular higher order smoothness terms, for which convex optimisation
algorithms exist, could further improve the quality of the 3D reconstructions.
One of the limitations of our dense NRSf M approach is the assumption of an orthographic
camera model. However, various low-rank perspective factorisation algorithms have been
proposed in the literature to reconstruct non-rigid surfaces [194, 98, 61, 85]. Recently, [56,
10] have provided energy minimisation fromulations for robust perspective reconstruction
for rigid scenes based on the convex relaxation of the rank function. In future work we plan
to explore a similar formulation for NRSf M which would be useful in many scenarios — for
example, to assist minimally invasive surgery using endoscopic video.
A further limitation of our approach is that NRSf M methods based on a global linear
model are best suited to reconstruct surfaces undergoing small deformations and domin-
ant rigid motion. In contrast, piecewise methods are capable of reconstructing deformable
surfaces without the need for significant global rigid motion.
Piecewise modelling techniques could complement the non-rigid reconstruction method
proposed in this thesis. One could attempt to approximate many complex deformations
within a ”muscles on bone” piecewise approach where points on each part share a global
rigid motion component but are allowed to deform via a low-rank deformation model. For
instance, a deforming human body could be modelled with articulated motion for the skel-
eton (bones) while each limb of the body could exhibit its own deformations (muscles).
Finally, in this work we have opted for a two step pipeline procedure where the video
registration step is followed by dense NRSf M. However, the direct estimation of 3D shapes
from image intensities has proven to be very effective in SLAM based systems for mon-
ocular reconstruction of rigid scenes [105, 106]. Thus, one of the important direction for
further research is to solve the reconstruction and registration problems simultaneously for
non-rigid scenes using a joint optimisation scheme. This might open the door to further
extensions such as online dense reconstruction of deformable scenes via model-based track-
ing.
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APPENDIX A
PRIMAL DUAL ALGORITHM FOR
DENOISING
This appendix describes the optimisation of the energy minimised in Step 1 of our algorithm
as defined in (5.21):
Ed =
∫
Ω
g(x) |∇L(x)| + β
(
M(x)− L(x))2dx (A.1)
which corresponds to a small modification of the TV-L2 Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model [133],
as described in Section 5.4.1. Note that as the trajectory model coefficients Li(x) in (5.21)
are decoupled for each i, in the following derivation we have dropped the subscript for
simplicity.
The first step in the optimisation is the dualisation of the weighted Huber functional
g(x)H(|∇L(x)|2) of the above energy with respect to the gradient∇L(x) using its Legendre-
Fenchel transform [130]. After spatial discretisation, the minimisation of (A.1) is equivalent
to the following saddle point problem:
min
L
max
L
∑
x∈X
{
〈∇L(x),L(x)〉 − δ
(L(x)
g(x)
)
−  |L(x)|
2
2g(x)
+ β
(
M(x)− L(x))2} .
(A.2)
whereX is the set of image grid points,∇ denotes the discrete gradient operator as defined
in [46], L(x) ∈ R2 are the dual variables for every (x), and δ(L) is the indicator function
of the unit ball:
δ(L) ,
{
0 if |L| ≤ 1
∞ otherwise
(A.3)
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The problem (A.2) can be considered as a special case of the following general form of
primal-dual problems that are studied in [46]:
min
p
max
q
〈Kp, q〉 − F ∗(q) +G(p). (A.4)
In the case of (A.2), the norm of the linear operator K = ∇ is bounded by √8. Also,
both G and F ∗ are uniformly convex with convexity parameters 2β and  respectively.
Therefore, we solve (A.2) by applying Algorithm 3 of [46]. The steps of the algorithm
can be written as follows :
• Initialize L0 = 0, L0(x) = L¯0(x) = M(x)
• Iterate for k =0,1,2,. . . until a convergence criterion is satisfied:
Lk+1(x) = g(x)Π
(Lk(x) + τ∇L¯k(x)
g(x) + τ
)
(A.5)
Lk+1(x) =
1
1 + 2σβ
(
2σβM(x) + Lk(x) + σdiv(Lk+1(x))
)
(A.6)
L¯k+1(x) = 2Lk+1(x)− Lk(x) (A.7)
where div(.) is the descrete divergence operator and the operator Π(s) projects a vector s
onto the unit ball as:
Π(s) =
s
max(1, |s|) (A.8)
We choose the following values for the steps σ, τ , that guarantees convergence:
σ =
√

16β
, τ =
√
β
4
(A.9)
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APPENDIX B
PRIMAL DUAL ALGORITHM FOR
ROBUST VECTOR-VALUED IMAGE
MATCHING
This appendix provides the details of the algorithm to optimise the saddle point problem
(5.31) for vector-valued images using Euclidean norm and Huber penalisers.
Euclidean norm penaliser
This case corresponds to Φ(v) = |v| and is a straightforward extension of the absolute value
of image differences that we used for Edata in (5.6) for grayscale images. After dualisation,
(5.31) can be written as:
min
u
max
I
{
〈αAu,I〉+ α〈b,I〉 − δ(I) + β ∣∣u− u′∣∣2} (B.1)
This problem is also a special case of the general saddle point problem (A.4) with the
linear operatorK = αA. Since the function β |u− u′|2 is uniformly convex with convexity
parameter 2β, we apply Algorithm 2 of [46] and derive following optimisation algorithm:
• Choose σ0 = τ0 = 1αBA
• Initialize u0 from the previous alternation iteration.
• Initialize u¯0 = u0,Ik = 0.
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• Iterate for k =0,1,2,. . . until a convergence criterion is satisfied:
Ik+1 = Π(Ik + ατk(Au¯k + b)) (B.2)
uk+1 =
1
1 + 2σkβ
(
2σkβu
′ + uk − σkATIk+1
)
, (B.3)
θk =
1√
1 + 4βσk
, σk+1 = θkσk, τk+1 =
τk
θk
(B.4)
u¯k+1 = uk+1 + θk(u
k+1 − uk) (B.5)
where BA can be any upper bound on the norm of A. Although the saddle point problem is
minimised separately for each spatio-temporal point of the video andA is spatially varying,
for simplicity we choose a common upper bound on the linear operator for all the points. It
can be shown that BA as defined below is a valid upper bound.
BA =
√√√√max
n
Nc∑
i=1
(
max
x
∣∣∣∣∂Ii(x;n)∂x
∣∣∣∣2 + maxx
∣∣∣∣∂Ii(x;n)∂y
∣∣∣∣2
)
(B.6)
where (x, y) are the horizontal and vertical coordinate axes of the image plane.
Huber penaliser
When the robust function used in the data term of the energy for vector-valued images is
the Huber norm: Φ(v) = H(|v|2), the saddle point problem (5.31) can be written as:
min
u
max
I
{
〈Au,I〉+ 〈b,I〉 − 
2α
|I|2 − δ
(I
α
)
+ β
∣∣u− u′∣∣2}
(B.7)
This problem is again of the form (A.4) with the linear operator K = A. The corres-
pondingG and F ∗ functions are both uniformly convex with parameters 2β and α . We thus
solve (B.7) using Algorithm 3 of [46] and derive the following optimisation algorithm:
• Initialize u0 from the previous alternation iteration.
• Initialize u¯0 = u0,Ik = 0.
• Iterate for k =0,1,2,3,. . . until a convergence criterion is satisfied:
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Ik+1 = αΠ
(Ik + τ(Au¯k + b)
α+ τ
)
(B.8)
uk+1 =
1
1 + 2σβ
(
2σβu′ + uk − σATIk+1
)
, (B.9)
u¯k+1 = 2uk+1 − uk (B.10)
We choose the following step-sizes which ensure the convergence of our algorithm:
σ =
1
BA
√

2βα
, τ =
1
BA
√
2βα

(B.11)
whereBA is, again, any upper bound on the operator norm ofA. As in the case of Euclidean
norm penalisation, we choose BA as defined in (B.6).
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APPENDIX C
OPTIMISATION OF THE HARD
SUBSPACE CONSTRAINT
This appendix describes the optimisation of the energy
Eh =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
|I (x+QnL(x) ; n)− I(x;n0)| dx+
∫
Ω
R∑
i=1
g(x) |∇Li(x)| dx (C.1)
which corresponds to the case when the subspace constraint is imposed as a hard constraint
and the 2D flow u(x;n) can be reparameterised as
R∑
i=1
qi(n)Li(x). First, each image chan-
nel of I(·;n) is linearised around QnL0(x), using an initial estimate L0(x). Under this
approximation the data term can be written as:
Edata =
∫
Ω
F∑
n=1
|C(x;n)L(x) + d(x;n)| dx (C.2)
where, for every spatio-temporal point (x;n),
C(x;n) =
∂I (x+QnL0(x) ; n)
∂x
Qn (C.3)
is theNc×R Jacobian matrix and d(x;n) = I(x+QnL0(x);n)−I(x;n0)−C(x;n)L0(x)
is a Nc dimensional vector. Thus, the following minimisation problem must be solved:
min
L(x)
∫
Ω
{
α
F∑
n=1
|ρ(L(x);n)|+
R∑
i=1
g(x) |∇Li(x)|
}
dx. (C.4)
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where ρ(L(x);n) = C(x;n)L(x) + d(x;n) is the linearised color constancy. After dual-
isation of the data and regularisation terms and spatial discretisation, the minimisation (C.4)
is equivalent to the following saddle point problem:
min
L
max
I,L
∑
x∈X
{
α
F∑
n=1
(
〈ρ(L(x);n),I(x;n)〉 − δ(I(x;n))
)
+
R∑
i=1
(
〈∇Li(x),Li(x)〉 − δ
(Li(x)
g(x)
)
−  |Li(x)|
2
2g(x)
)} (C.5)
where I(x;n) ∈ RNc and Li(x) ∈ R2 are the dual variables for every (x;n) and (x; i)
respectively.
The energy (C.5) can be considered as a special case of the general form of primal-
dual problem (A.4) where the linear operatorK is the (NcF + 2R)Np ×RNp dimensional
matrix:
K =
[
α C˜
∇
]
; C˜ =

C(x1; 1)
...
C(x1;F )
. . .
C(xNp ; 1)
...
C(xNp ;F )

(C.6)
Where x1, · · · ,xNp are the image grid points and n ∈ {1, · · · , F}.
Thus, we solve (52) by applying Algorithm 1 of [46]. In this case, the steps of this
algorithm can be written as follows :
• Initialize L0(x) = L¯0(x) = L0(x)
• Initialize I0(x;n) = L0(x;n) = 0
• Iterate for k =0,1,2,. . . until a convergence criterion is satisfied:
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Ik+1(x;n) = Π
(
Ik(x;n) + τα ρ(L¯k(x);n)
)
(C.7)
Lk+1i (x) = g(x)Π
(Lki (x) + τ∇L¯ki (x)
g(x) + τ
)
(C.8)
Lk+1i (x) = L
k
i (x)− σα
F∑
n=1
C(x;n)TIk+1(x;n)
+σdiv(Lk+1i (x)) (C.9)
L¯
k+1
(x) = 2Lk+1(x)−Lk(x) (C.10)
We use the following step-sizes, which guarantee convergence of this algorithm too:
σ = τ =
1
BK
(C.11)
BK is the following upper bound on the operator norm of K (C.6):
BK =
√
8 + α2B2A (C.12)
where BA is given by (B.6).
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